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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation for the study

In the quest for continuous growth and constant corporate renewal, acquisitions have emerged as a common strategic instrument for firms to respond to the relentless pressure from financial markets. Although acquisition activity as such has shaped economies and individual firms for decades, never has it been pursued in such magnitude. At the peak of the latest acquisition wave, which at a global level spanned from 1993 to 2001 (cf. Figure 1), the value of worldwide transactions rose to some $3,500 billion (M&A in 2000: fast start…fading finale 2001). Even after the substantial decline, the number and value of completed deals still exceed long-term levels, and signs of a revival in acquisition activity have recently been reported. For example, cross-border acquisitions rose by 3% in the first six months of 2004 compared with the same period in 2003 (World investment report 2004, xvii).

Furthermore, acquisitions have become an important tool for implementing strategy in industries and markets which until recently have been left relatively untouched by industry restructuring. For example, the establishment of the single European market has led to a rapid increase in acquisitions with European involvement, and deregulation in industries such as telecommunications, transportation and energy has caused service sectors to gain in relative importance in acquisition activity alongside the electronics and chemical industries (World investment report 2004, 111-112; cf. Dunning 1998). On the whole, while in the late 1980s services accounted for some 30% of global cross-border acquisitions, their share had risen to over 70% by the year 2000 (World investment report 2004).¹

Contemporary acquisitions also frequently involve firms with different national origins. According to the OECD, cross-border transactions as a share of all M&A transactions rose to 35% in terms of deal value and to 30% in the number of deals in 1999; in 1991 these transactions represented a quarter of aggregate acquisition activity both in terms of their value and number. Overall, international acquisitions have become the driving force behind globalisation. The value of cross-border acquisitions rose to 92% of the

¹ See Appendix 1 on the geographical and sectoral distribution of cross-border acquisitions.
worldwide flows of foreign direct investment in 1999, up from 52% in 1994. (New patterns of industrial globalisation 2001)

Based on aggregate figures, it is difficult to comprehend why acquisitions are seen as such an attractive option for corporate development when high failure rates have continuously been reported by numerous contributors using a variety of different measures and techniques (King et al. 2004). While acquisitions allegedly offer the means to access new resources, markets and knowledge in a relatively rapid manner (e.g. Bower 2001), related acquisitions in particular can also trigger dramatic changes in individual firms. These transactions frequently impact the organisational structures and resource configurations of companies, as well as individual careers and life circumstances (e.g. Buono & Bowditch 1989). Failing to take into account the multi-faceted nature and consequences of acquisitions, both in pre-acquisition planning and negotiations, as well as during post-acquisition integration, can cause deals to fail and actually destroy value rather than enhance it (Fang et al. 2004; Shrivastava 1986). Nevertheless, studies on acquisition performance reveal substantial heterogeneity in acquisition success rates, suggesting that those firms that master the management of acquisitions may truly stand to generate value through successful combination (e.g. King et al. 2004).
While corporate management could be criticised for a lack of understanding of the value creation process behind acquisitions, academic research in this area could also be judged for failing to increase holistic understanding of acquisitions and create knowledge that could improve the probability of acquisition success from the practitioners’ point of view (Sirower 1997). Acquisition research seems to be an ever-expanding umbrella comprising contributions from highly diverse disciplinary backgrounds. While there is evidence that no single theory can fully unravel acquisition-related questions, it seems unfortunate that uniform efforts to combine and build on this existing, yet dispersed, knowledge are so scarce (Larsson & Finkelstein 1999; Miczka & Größler 2004; King et al. 2004).

In terms of value creation, acquisition research has largely followed the tradition of diversification studies and attempted to identify antecedents of post-acquisition performance based on secondary data and pre-acquisition attributes. On the whole, probably one of the most interesting results has been the identification of a variety of variables that are insufficient in explaining the heterogeneity of acquisition success (King et al. 2004). Researchers seem to have been obsessed with discovering significant and relevant findings using data which, though widely available, do not as such reflect the relevant issues in the complex process of value creation.

This study aims to add to the knowledge of how the operational resources and capabilities of firms engaging in horizontal cross-border acquisitions are affected in linkage to the value creation process behind the transactions, thus contributing to enhanced understanding of acquisition-related value creation. As such, finding the right balance between the necessary level of integration and related organisational disruptions is a fundamental challenge to acquisition management, which affects both the success of the integration process and the performance of the entire acquisition (Zollo & Singh 2004, 1236). Rather than trying to find results that could be applied universally, the intent here is to produce relevant and interesting results through an holistic approach. The adopted theoretical perspective is not bound to any specific discipline but applies elements from several schools of thought. However, the process school of acquisition research alongside the focus areas of logistics and operations management were adopted as the initial points of departure. The primary research strategy consists of case studies, which was considered an appropriate approach in order to tap in-depth processual and contextual data, while allowing the examination of cross-sectional patterns.
1.2 Research purpose, objectives, and scope

1.2.1 Purpose and objectives

The overall purpose of this dissertation is to contribute to the understanding of contemporary acquisitions by studying how the operational resources and capabilities of firms engaging in horizontal cross-border acquisitions are affected in linkage to the value creation process behind the transactions. This aim is pursued through three more specific objectives:

1. To describe and analyse post-acquisition changes in the upstream and downstream operations of firms.
2. To describe and analyse potential synergies realised through the post-acquisition integration of upstream and downstream operations.
3. To assess how different theoretical perspectives succeed in explaining these post-acquisition actions and their role in the overall acquisition process.

The individual manuscripts included in this dissertation (Papers 1-4) contribute to different aspects of the individual objectives as illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1 Study objectives in relation to the focus of each paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Objective 1</th>
<th>Objective 2</th>
<th>Objective 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paper 1</strong></td>
<td>Literature review, Pilot survey, Tentative theoretical framework</td>
<td>Literature review, Conceptual synthesis</td>
<td>Discussion contrasting theory and secondary data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paper 2</strong></td>
<td>Multiple case study from manufacturing industries</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion contrasting theory and primary data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paper 3</strong></td>
<td>Single embedded case study from logistics service sector</td>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion contrasting theory and primary data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Paper 4</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be read from the study objectives, the main focus area is post-acquisition change as an embedded part of the overall acquisition process. In
terms of this research subject, the ambitions of the study are both descriptive and explanatory. As the topic has remained relatively untouched by extant research and the area of operations integration can be viewed as a complex and open-ended set of problems, the main emphasis is placed on providing a description of the phenomenon under examination. However, the study also aims to provide explanations of why the changes described may occur, drawing from both empirical observations and extant theory. Normative implications concerning the relationship between processual and contextual factors, and post-acquisition performance are not discussed as such. However, value creation and related processual and contextual factors are explored and described through their interaction with operational integration. The unit of analysis used in the study is a single acquisition transaction and the related process. Furthermore, in Paper 4, several acquisition processes are examined both individually and, to a certain extent, jointly as part of the overall growth strategy of the case company.

1.2.2 Scope and delimitations

Both academic and business literatures commonly discuss merger and acquisition-type transactions jointly. Thus, from a research point of view, this body of so-called M&A literature can be understood as a single field of scientific inquiry. While it is well acknowledged that in practice these two types of transaction have several distinguishing features, unambiguous distinctions are rare, and authors often choose to cluster both under the joint heading of ‘M&A’ or ‘acquisition’. In practice, the percentage of actual mergers is as low as 3% for cross-border deals, whereas full acquisitions (100% control) account for more than half of cross-border M&A (World investment report 2000, 99).

A merger can be seen as the combination of two or more businesses to achieve common objectives by forming an entirely new firm. Thus, all companies involved in the merger cease to exist and their shareholders become the shareholders of the new company. In contrast, an acquisition typically involves acquiring control of the entire business or part of the other’s business by purchasing stocks or assets of the target firm. (e.g. Hall 1986, 27; Hubbard 1999, 6-7; Cartwright & Cooper 1992, 30; New patterns of industrial globalisation 2001; Buckley & Ghauri 2002, 1; Weston et al. 1990, 4-5)

This question regarding unilateral control versus mutual agreement will also have an impact on the subsequent post-acquisition process and the level of integration. As a result, in some cases a particular deal may be communicated
to stakeholders as a merger, although from a legal or financial perspective it may fall into the acquisition category (Buckley & Ghauri 2002, 1).

The distinction between mergers and acquisitions also has a connotation to the relative size of the firms involved. Conceptually, acquisitions are often understood to entail size asymmetry (the acquirer is clearly larger in comparison to the target firm), whereas mergers refer to more symmetric deals (e.g. Vaara 2000, 82).

This study focuses on questions related to acquisitions rather than mergers and therefore the term ‘acquisition’ is adopted. The perspective throughout the study is that of the acquiring firm. This viewpoint has been chosen due to the value creation aspect of the study. Even though a certain transaction may be built on the mutual consent of the two separate firms, the underlying assumption is that the value creation objectives of the acquiring party will have significant weight in influencing subsequent post-acquisition actions; acquiring firms have a choice whether to integrate their targets and introduce new practices and to what extent (Child et al. 2001, 1). However, this approach does not deny the effect of other factors, for example the role of target company management (see e.g. Graebner 2004).

Furthermore, post-acquisition change and value creation are discussed from the viewpoint of company management rather than its owners. Acquisition activity is viewed as a part of strategic decision-making carried out by company management. Although both parties are assumed to have ultimately the same objective, this distinction is hoped to provide a more long-term and fruitful perspective on studying post-acquisition outcomes and their intrinsic reasons.

The empirical cases presented in this study exemplify acquisitions rather than mergers. This was essential in order to distinguish between respective acquiring and target firms. While from a socio-cultural perspective it may be fruitful to concentrate on mergers in which such integration is the most likely, post-acquisition change that involves reconfiguring operations can occur in various acquisition types and at lower overall integration levels (cf. Child et al. 2001, 96; Shrivastava 1986). However, some of the cases examined also entail merger-type features, and as a whole this study aims to contribute to the overall stream of M&A research.

A number of categorisations of different acquisition types based on the relationship of the firms involved exist, of which the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) classification is probably the most cited (see e.g. Ravenscraft & Scherer 1987, 22-23; Larsson 1990, 34). It divides acquisitions into:
• Horizontal acquisitions – concerns firms engaged in a (potential) competing relationship, i.e. both produce one or more of the same products offered in the same market
• Vertical acquisitions – concerns firms engaged in a (potential) customer-supplier relationship
• Product extension acquisitions – the acquirer and target have non-competing products but functionally related production and/or distribution
• Market extension acquisitions – the acquirer and target manufacture the same products but serve different markets\(^2\)
• Conglomerate acquisitions - no relatedness between the acquiring and target firm\(^3\)

The above categorisation has been built from an antitrust rather than a managerial perspective, for which it has received criticism (e.g. Howell 1970; Steiner 1977; Lubatkin 1983; Larsson 1990). Despite its limitations, theoretical frameworks commonly have a similar basis for discussing different pre-acquisition settings and relatedness\(^4\).

Here the focus is on horizontal acquisitions defined from a managerial standpoint, where the acquirer and target represent the same industry and same industry level (cf. Capron 1999, 994), but do not necessarily need to be direct competitors. This characterisation is adopted because the focus of the study lies at a micro rather than macroeconomic level. Secondly, especially in the case of large international firms, it may be difficult to distinguish between horizontal and market/product extension acquisitions (Howell 1970; Lubatkin 1983; cf. Shimizu et al. 2004). From a theoretical viewpoint, this also allows the examination of both similar and complementary operations rather than limiting evidence to the mere consolidation of identical resources. Horizontal acquisitions have been chosen as the object of research due to the presupposed relatedness of the involved companies at operational levels, too, which would imply a more profound consideration of the need for integrative actions than unrelated or vertical deals.

Horizontal acquisitions are also of special importance from economic and legal perspectives. An increasing number of contemporary transactions need to be notified to competition authorities prior to their completion, and subsequent

---

\(^2\) Originally, this refers to markets only in the geographic sense.

\(^3\) Actually, the FTC defined product and market extension acquisitions as sub-types of conglomerate deals, a feature which has been criticised by, for example, Steiner (1977, 19-22) and Howell (1970, 67).

\(^4\) For example, Seth (1990a, 434) views horizontal, vertical, product extension and market extension acquisitions as related deals. Unrelated acquisitions refer to pure conglomerate deals.
rulings can have a significant impact on actual implementation. Acquisitions which have an impact on the territory of the European Union and/or the European Economic Area are subject to the review of the Merger Task Force of the European Commission (EC) to the extent that the EC Merger Regulation (ECMR) is applicable. When taking effect, the ECMR precedes national merger control laws. The determining criterion is basically the size of the undertakings concerned in the combination, measured in terms of worldwide, European Community-wide, and/or state specific revenues. In problematic cases, total prohibition may be avoided by offering so-called commitments to eliminate competition problems. This includes e.g. sale and divestiture commitments by which subsidiaries or parts of operations are sold to third parties. (Bergmann 2002) Apart from taking actions to preserve competitive market structures, national and EC legislation can also have implications regarding the implementation of acquisitions. For example, employers have to instruct, inform, and consult with employee representatives concerning restructuring measures according to national legislations and possible EC directives. (Picot 2002) Therefore, though not specifically addressed in this dissertation, it is essential also to consider legislative issues early on in the planning phase of related acquisitions.

This study further limits itself to the inspection of cross-border or international acquisitions due to their growing importance in the global market; something with which academic research has not been able to keep pace (Shimizu et al. 2004). Overall, there is limited evidence concerning the value creation aspects and the unique characteristics of these deals (Seth et al. 2002, 921-922). In the context of international acquisitions, research on value creation has mainly concentrated on identifying potential antecedents by building on agency theory and transaction cost economics. Factors relating to the process and outcomes of post-acquisition change have not been carefully examined, though these aspects are crucial in understanding this phenomenon. (Shimizu et al. 2004) Here the common definition is adopted where cross-border acquisitions are seen as involving firms that have their headquarters in different countries (e.g. Shimizu et al. 2004). However, it is important to note that the applied definition covers a variety of different deal types, and, for example, excludes deals where the acquirer and target firm have their headquarters located in the same countries but have overlapping operations in other geographical markets, and thus also touch upon cross-border issues (Child et al. 2001; cf. Anand et al. 2005).
1.2.3 Positioning of the study

Acquisitions have raised interest among several scientific disciplines. Although this has brought a richness of perspectives to this field of research, it has also caused fragmentation where studies offer only partial explanations to highly complex phenomena (Chatterjee et al. 1992, 319-321; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991, 5, 13; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999, 2-3; Schweiger & Walsh 1990). Contributions that have integrated different theoretical perspectives to increase holistic understanding are few.

Several classifications of acquisition literature have been coined. Most identify the streams of strategic management, economics, finance, human resource management and organisational research, and the process perspective, although authors have elected to draw category boundaries in their own distinct fashion. Streams differ in regard to their disciplinary origin, underlying theories, areas of primary interest, and preferred research methods.

Probably the most established paradigms in acquisition research are those of strategic management, finance, and economics. Strategic management adopts the perspective of an individual firm and deals with firm-specific outcomes. Core issues include acquisition impact on competitive advantage, profit, productivity, and performance and their antecedents examined at the strategic level (e.g. Singh & Montgomery 1987).

The finance and economic streams also study performance but from a different standpoint. The finance stream uses stock-based measures to assess performance from a shareholder perspective (e.g. Jensen & Ruback 1983). Economic literature, on the other hand, concentrates on wealth effects, efficiency, and market power issues mainly at a macroeconomic level and applies accounting-based measures (e.g. Ravenscraft & Scherer 1987).

The human resource management and organisational research stream studies the softer issues impacted by acquisitions, namely the role and consequences regarding organisational culture and individual employees. On the one hand, research is interested in the pre-acquisition congruence between the cultures of the target and the acquiring firm (e.g. Datta 1991), and on the other, how to facilitate the human side of integration in the post-acquisition phase (e.g. Larsson et al. 2001).

---

5 Exceptions include the contributions by e.g. Larsson & Finkelstein (1999), Miczka & Größler (2004), and Schweiger & Walsh (1990).
6 See e.g. Cording (2004), Larsson & Finkelstein (1999), Parvinen (2003), Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991), and Birkinshaw et al. (2000).
7 Parvinen (2003) also incorporates legal issues into this stream to include, for instance, antitrust considerations.
Finally, the process perspective focuses on management actions to guide the acquisition process in a successful manner. The perspective argues that the acquisition process itself is an important factor, in addition to elements of strategic and organisational fit, which affects the outcome (Jemison & Sitkin 1986). Although some early contributions to this stream were already made in the 1960s (e.g. Kitching 1967; Mace & Montgomery 1962), it has only recently received considerable research attention and the amount of post-acquisition literature, in particular, has grown substantially (e.g. Greenwood et al. 1994; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Shrivastava 1986; Lindgren 1982; Pablo 1994; Larsson 1990; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999). This stream is more applied than the others and has more readiness to combine different theoretical perspectives.

This study primarily represents a process perspective on acquisition-related value creation as it builds on prior studies on the post-acquisition integration process. However, as is common for this stream, the study also draws from other streams and multiple theoretical influences. For example, theories from the strategic management and economic streams are applied at an operational level. Although the primarily focus is on the physical side of integration, matters related to human integration are also touched upon due to their interplay (cf. Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991, 12-13).

1.3 Research process and methodology

1.3.1 Research process

This study reflects research carried out by the author during a four-year period in the form of several sub-projects. As the dissertation itself consists of a set of independent articles built on individual approaches towards the studied object, it is difficult to provide a general methodological description of the study as a whole. However, the respective approaches for each research phase build on common philosophical assumptions of the studied phenomenon and respective methods have been considered in terms of their ‘fit’ to this setting and the research problem itself (cf. Arbnor & Bjerke 1997, 9).

Overall, the main emphasis has been on producing descriptive results of the studied phenomenon, i.e. the operational outcomes of horizontal cross-border acquisitions. However, the initial steps of the research process can be described as being explorative, and the analyses relating both to the individual papers and this final synthesis include explanatory elements, building on e.g. cross-case comparison (cf. Yin 1981). The study does not hold normative ambitions. Although the outcomes examined are understood as a product of
human, teleological action and are observed from a certain subjective perspective (i.e. that of acquirer company management), as such, these end results can be perceived as part of an objective reality (e.g. changes in the composition of physical assets in the studied organisations).

The emphasis of different methodological aspects has varied during the research process and fundamentally the study can be seen as iterative by nature, where deductive and inductive elements alternate and intertwine (see Figure 2). This kind of dialogue between induction and deduction can be seen as essential for the progression of science (e.g. Babbie 1989, 44) and is used in the present study to provide a deeper understanding of the research object.

Figure 2  Illustration of the research process (cf. Gummesson 2000, 71)

A pre-understanding of the problem area was formed by familiarisation with extant general acquisition management literature. This gave direction for formulating tentative hypotheses for addressing the operational aspects of post-acquisition integration, and indicated a lack of research in the specific area under interest. The hypotheses built on general acquisition management literature were then tested, based on a questionnaire. Overall, the results confirmed the practical relevance of the research topic, and indicated the research object to be highly complex (Paper 1). In order to achieve a better understanding of the attained results from deductive inquiry, the theoretical
basis of the study was revised (Paper 2) and multiple case studies were conducted (Paper 3 and 4). This entailed the use of inductive elements and primarily qualitative methods, which produced idiographic data on specific acquisitions. In the final data gathering phase in 2004, a number of expert interviews were carried out in order to establish, how the attained results relate to the broader managerial context.

The methods applied in the individual articles are naturally described in each publication. However, the respective methods of data gathering and analysis are also summarised in the following.

1.3.2 Applied research methods

The empirical data for Paper 1 were gathered by means of an explorative questionnaire (Appendix 2). All in all, the empirical investigation of how firms manage their acquisitions is substantially more complex compared to traditional relatedness or performance studies due to the lack of process level data. Thus, surveys have been extensively used to gather information on post-acquisition processes and related value creation (e.g. Capron 1999; Very et al. 1997; Morosini et al. 1998; Datta 1991). Such a quantitative approach was considered an appropriate way to attain a pre-understanding of the research object in a broad fashion, while permitting the use of fine-grained measures to address post-acquisition mechanisms at an operative level.

The questionnaire relating to Paper 1 was addressed to the management of 257 acquiring companies referring to 484 horizontal acquisition deals. Inquiry was limited to deals completed during 1995-2001 where at least 90% of the shares were acquired and where either a Swedish or Finnish firm was the acquiring party. A fairly comprehensive list of this population was obtained by combining information from KMPG Sweden and from the website of Talouselämä, a Finnish business weekly. The response rate in terms of deals was 10%, which is congruent with that of similar surveys, and can be considered relatively adequate due to the sensitive nature of acquisition questionnaires (cf. Capron 1999; Morosini et al. 1998). The attained data included both domestic and cross-border acquisitions and deals also differed in terms of relative size. However, due to the relatively small number of domestic (34% of valid response) and ‘merger of equals’-type deals (11% of valid responses), and the low absolute number of responses, all answers were analysed jointly. All answers were given on a Likert scale and were subsequently analysed using statistical methods.

Based on these initial results, it was considered that due to the context-bound nature of the studied phenomenon, case studies would be an appropriate
strategy for continuing research (cf. Bonoma 1985). Case study research is particularly suitable for addressing problems in which research and theory are still formative (Eisenhardt 1989, 547-548; Benbasat et al. 1987, 369), where ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions are addressed concerning a contemporary set of events over which the investigator has little or no control (Yin 1991, 19-20), and the context of action is critical (Benbasat et al. 1987, 369; Yin 1991, 23)\(^8\).

Due to the established need to develop more comprehensive acquisition theory, which is not bound to e.g. disciplinary restrictions, the use of inductive methods has been encouraged (Hitt et al. 1998; Hunt 1990). Furthermore, contextual boundaries are not easy to identify in the case of acquisitions as the process includes the contexts of two (or more) firms, their respective stakeholders (e.g. employees, customers, and suppliers) as well as stakeholders of the actual acquisition process (e.g. other bidders, financial and legal experts, unions, and government agencies).

According to the classification of Yin (1991), two different case study strategies were used in the course of this research process (Figure 3). Paper 3 presents the results of multiple holistic case studies, while Paper 4 examines a single embedded case with multiple units of analysis.

---

**Figure 3** Applied case study designs (cf. Yin 1991, 46)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single case designs</th>
<th>Multiple case designs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holistic (single unit of analysis)</td>
<td>TYPE 1 Multiple acquirers, individual acquirer-specific acquisition cases (Paper 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded (multiple units of analysis)</td>
<td>TYPE 2 Single acquirer, multiple acquisitions within case (Paper 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TYPE 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given the sensitive nature of issues related to post-acquisition restructuring and synergies, the selection of cases was not a straightforward process. In terms of the manufacturing industry cases, several potential candidates were

\(^8\) For a more detailed description of the nature and characteristics of case studies as well as an overview of case study practices in logistics and operations management, see e.g. Häkkinen & Hilmola (2005).
contacted based on their acquisition history and prior information attained from the compiled database used in Paper 1 and possible questionnaire data. A number of contacted companies rejected the offer, and finally data were gathered on nine acquisition deals.

As no established framework existed on the specific area of interest, cases were contrasted against the framework presented in Paper 1 to include cases with varying backgrounds. Case selection could be described as theoretical sampling where replication logic was applied to produce contrary results due to the diverse and complex backgrounds involved (cf. Eisenhardt 1989, 537; Yin 1991, 53-54). Thus, it was presupposed that the different cases would portray different patterns, though it was not clear in what specific way.

Furthermore, the initial intention was also to apply literal replication (Yin 1991) within certain industries. However, this objective had to be rejected due to limitations set by access and research resources. Six of the cases are reported in Paper 3. The others were excluded because they did not fit the final scope of the study (i.e. were domestic), were considered to be completed so recently that analysing the post-acquisition effects was premature, or insufficient data were available to perform a full-scale case comparison.

The case company in Paper 4 was chosen based on its active acquisition history and overall versatile growth strategy. Thus, it could be considered to portray the qualities of an extreme case (Yin 1991), though its strategy was perhaps not unique. From a theoretical perspective, both the case company and the case industry provided an opportunity to examine the value creation possibilities linked to relatively low levels of post-acquisition integration, an issue that was not considered to have been addressed comprehensively in the previous research stages (cf. critical case study design, Yin 1991).

This examination of multiple acquisitions embedded in the organisational context of one firm enabled the investigation of variable patterns also between separate units of analysis (cf. Hitt et al. 1998). The case firm agreed to participate in the research, but not to the extent initially hoped for by the author. Data were collected on 13 acquisition deals completed by the case company during the past five years. The final analysis and report (see Paper 4) included five individual acquisition deals. The deals were chosen to profile the overall acquisition strategy but also to illustrate the variety of different acquisition types completed by the case firm. Furthermore, the completeness of post-acquisition actions was considered.

In connection with the case studies reported in Papers 3 and 4, both qualitative and quantitative data were gathered covering both the pre- and post-acquisition attributes of each deal. Data were collected from several types of sources in order to enhance understanding by examining the research object
from various perspectives. This enabled data triangulation\(^9\) e.g. in terms of acquisition performance. The main body of data was gained from in-depth interviews with key informants representing senior management in the acquirer firms. Each deal was covered by one informant. Informants were chosen based on their broad knowledge of company actions and the conducted acquisition deal during the period under examination, as well as their ability and willingness to communicate with the research (cf. Cowles et al. 2002; Kumar et al. 1993).

The initial intention was to interview several informants in relation to each deal, or to extend primary data gathering in a few selected deals. However, attaining commitment from the case organisations for long-term research cooperation proved troublesome. Such problems are common in acquisition research (e.g. Birkinshaw et al. 2000, 401-402; Larsson 1990, 324), despite the fact that the topic holds practical relevance, and opening up this black box through managerial insights would significantly benefit both research and practice (Shimizu et al. 2004).

All interviews were semi-structured\(^10\) and they were recorded. The interview write-ups were made based on the interview structures rather than producing readable narratives of the entire interviews, as the purpose was not to analyse the narrative elements as such (cf. Yin 1981, 60). In addition to gathering primary data on the studied cases through interviews, secondary data from financial statements, annual reports, press releases and the popular business press were collected. The produced case descriptions were sent to the respective informants for possible comments.

The emphasis of data analysis presented in Papers 3 & 4 is on cross-case comparison. This included techniques such as pattern-matching (Yin 1991) and cross-tabulating the cases across different dimensions to reveal similarities and differences between individual deals (Eisenhardt 1989). The primary aim is to understand individual cases and their dynamics within the present setting (cf. Eisenhardt 1989, 534). Thus, the purpose is not to produce generalisable results in the traditional positivistic sense, but rather to advance knowledge through theoretical generalisation by identifying the real (causal, teleological

---

\(^9\) Triangulation can take many different forms. For example, Denzin (1978) distinguishes between 1) data triangulation, i.e. the use of a variety of data sources, 2) investigator triangulation, i.e. the use of several researchers or evaluators, 3) theory triangulation, i.e. the use of multiple perspectives to interpret a single set of data, and 4) methodological triangulation, i.e. the use of multiple methods to study a single problem. During the course of this study, data triangulation (e.g. data on acquisition performance in Papers 3 and 4), investigator triangulation (interviews linked to Paper 3), theory triangulation (multifaceted theoretical framework), and methodological triangulation (iterative research process) were employed. Overall, the study uses triangulation in order to develop a rich and holistic understanding of the studied phenomenon rather than to examine the convergent validity of measures and to unravel a single fixed truth (cf. Jick 1979; Scandura & Williams 2000).

\(^10\) See interview guides in Appendices 3 and 4.
or other) mechanisms which function as tendencies in the production of phenomena (Lukka & Kasanen 1995, 77-78) by applying replication logic linked to multiple case studies.°

In addition to the use of purely empirical methods, the research process also involved applying a conceptual approach. Paper 2 represents an integrative research review (Cooper 1989, 13), which is used as a method to summarise past research by drawing overall conclusions from separate studies in a qualitative manner. Similarly, the entire research process itself can be seen as a theoretical review, where different theoretical explanations are compared to the studied phenomenon (Cooper 1989, 13). Evidence for this comparison comprises both original and extant research contributions.

The final iterative round of the research process involved two stages: 1) a comparison of the overall results with extant theory as well as 2) performing a reality check of the results through expert interviews. An interview structure (Appendix 5) was formulated based on the overall logic of the developed theoretical framework, but in such a manner that it did not refer to any single acquisition deal as such. The majority of the interview questions were open-ended. However, by enfolding the attained results with extant literature, a structured list of possible response elements was drafted to assist the interviewer in comparing individual responses with the overall research results in a condense fashion.

In total, 20 Finnish companies or individual experts with an extensive acquisition background were contacted during the autumn of 2004. These contacts led to 16 interviews, of which a complete list is given in Appendix 6. Only one contact gave a direct negative response to participating in the interview round, but would have agreed to an interview at a later point in time. Overall, this response and the individual interviews gave an indication of the practical relevance of the research topic. All the interviews were recorded and subsequently compared to the outlined answer list. The responses were analysed briefly through categorisation. The information attained was of most value in relation to shaping a linkage between the results of earlier research phases and managerial practice° and to confirming the relevance and logic behind previously gained results. This final round of data collection also increased the overall understanding of the studied phenomenon beyond the

11 Overall, the conducted case studies represent an approach close to that of e.g. Eisenhardt (1989) rather than the tradition of so-called classic case studies as explained by Dyer & Wilkins (1991). While the former approach has been criticised e.g. for concentrating on surface data rather than on deeper social dynamics (see Dyer & Wilkins 1991), this approach was considered appropriate considering the study focus and the comparative logic inherent to this method.

12 See managerial implications in Sub-chapter 7.2 in particular.
initial scope of research, i.e. the operational aspect of post-acquisition integration, to a broader managerial context.

The use of multiple methods and data sources was found to correspond well with the purpose and scope of the study. It was seen to be necessary as prior research concerning the area in focus was limited, and the phenomenon under examination was highly complex. The use of different triangulation methods contributed to improving the rigour, depth, and breadth of results (Denzin & Lincoln 1994, 2), which can be viewed as comparable to validation (Yin 1991, 40-45), but also enhanced the investigator's ability to achieve a more complete understanding of the studied phenomenon (Jick 1979; Scandura & Williams 2000). Nevertheless, in retrospect, the overall reliability and validity of the study could have further been improved by e.g. applying more rigour to statistical analysis, increasing the number of informants, and extending the period of data gathering to encompass multiple points in time rather than providing a retrospective snapshot.

1.4 Structure of the study

Chapters 2 and 3 continue with an overview of acquisition research which today comprises numerous streams with different theoretical foundations and foci. Chapter 2 concentrates on aspects relating to the acquisition process and its management; Chapter 3 discusses the findings of extant research on acquisition-related value creation.

Chapter 4 further elaborates on the specific focus area of this dissertation. Here the operational aspect of acquisitions as well as the principles and characteristics of the different theoretical perspectives adopted are discussed in greater depth. Based on this discussion, a tentative theoretical framework is devised to address the study objectives. In Chapter 5, the four original manuscripts incorporated in the dissertation are summarised and their main findings and contributions to the research process are presented. Individual empirical findings are then enfolded with existing literature to provide synthesis in form of an operational integration typology in Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 outlines the wider implications of the research results as a whole and shapes directions for further research.
2 PRIOR RESEARCH ON THE ACQUISITION PROCESS

Acquisitions have been of interest to researchers for decades. While the earliest studies concentrated on the economic consequences of acquisition activity at a macro level (e.g. Dewing 1921; Livermore 1935), research focusing on the concerns of individual organisations was initiated by strategy scholars (e.g. Penrose 1959; Chandler 1987; Rumelt 1986). This discussion viewed acquisitions in the light of diversification theory and aimed at identifying the characteristics of successful deals through e.g. the concept of relatedness.

Later the research focus shifted towards exploring the role of acquisition management and understanding the variables managers can manipulate to foster deal success. This study primarily represents the process school of acquisition research in which these themes are central. However, due to the inherent nature of this stream of literature, contributions from other schools are also of relevance. Therefore, the streams of acquisition research and their main contributions are discussed in the following through the lens of the acquisition process perspective.

2.1 Acquisition process

The acquisition process is commonly discussed in terms of different phases\textsuperscript{13}. For example, Lindgren (1982) differentiates between the pre-acquisition phase, the actual acquisition phase, and the post-acquisition phase (cf. Marks & Mirvis 1998). The pre-acquisition phase consists of the formulation of overall company strategy in respect to acquisition activity, as well as the general establishment of acquisition policies and guidelines (Lindgren 1982). Research in this area has typically aimed at explaining acquisition behaviour, both through studying company motives from an organisational perspective (e.g. Ansoff et al. 1972) and examining the relationship between various environmental factors and acquisition activity from an economic perspective (e.g. Pfeffer 1972).

The acquisition phase changes the level of focus to an individual acquisition. This phase involves pre-acquisition planning, the delegation of responsibilities, target identification, evaluation and analysis, deal negotiations, and the conclusion of the acquisition agreement (Lindgren 1982; cf. Rappaport 1998, 136-138; Hall 1986).

Finally, the post-acquisition phase consists of actions that are taken to reach the acquisition objectives (Lindgren 1982). This phase is also commonly referred to as the integration or combination stage. The post-acquisition phase consists of various levels of interaction. For example, some authors distinguish between the legal and physical combination of the firms, and the psychological and cultural side of integration (e.g. Buono & Bowditch 1989; Birkinshaw et al. 2000).

Other studies (e.g. Hall 1986) prefer to discuss the development of the acquisition process according to certain managerial tasks or challenges related to different parts of the overall process rather than defining different individual phases. Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991, 12) choose to examine the acquisition process under two main headings, decision-making process problems (i.e. pre-acquisition stage) and integration process problems (i.e. post-acquisition stage), where the pre-acquisition and acquisition phases of Lindgren (1982) are viewed jointly (Figure 4).

![Outline of the acquisition process](image-url)

The approach applied by Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991) emphasises that many acquisition-related questions overlap and interact. This would seem to be a pragmatic choice when examining an individual acquisition process from a managerial perspective and this view is also adopted in this study.
Furthermore, the focus of this study primarily lies in the pre- and post-acquisition issues brought up by Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991) rather than in tasks commonly associated with the ‘acquisition phase’ (i.e. the financial evaluation of a target, negotiations, legal combination).

However, when adopting this approach, it should be acknowledged that an individual deal does not take place in an organisational vacuum but it naturally involves linkages to e.g. general strategic decision-making, which makes it hard to define the actual starting point of a certain acquisition. Similarly, defining generic limits for when the post-acquisition phase actually ends can be almost impossible. Especially when discussing matters of organisational assimilation, two separate cultures may continue to exist years after the legal agreement has been closed (Risberg 2003).

Due to these limitations, this phased view is used merely to outline different strands of research and managerial concern rather than to argue in favour of any model or appropriate boundaries between different phases. The remainder of this chapter is devoted to giving an overview of these different strands, starting from matters of strategic planning and ending with post-acquisition factors.

2.2 Rationale behind acquisition

2.2.1 Acquisitions vs. other growth mechanisms

As, for example, Capron et al. (1998) point out, due to the constraints of internal capacity, businesses often turn to external markets to gain access to new resources or to employ existing resources in new uses. Such internal constraints include the irreversibility of investment and the limited range of past operating routines (Nelson & Winter 1982; Teece 1986).

As such, acquisitions represent a mode, which enables companies to obtain valuable resources more quickly than through internal capital expenditure (Finkelstein 1997; Pfeffer 1972) or alliances (Das & Teng 1998), and provides greater control than licensing or alliances. On the other hand, acquisitions entail high resource commitments. (Osland et al. 2001) Other equity-based (e.g. greenfield investment, joint ventures) and non-equity-based modes (e.g. exporting, licensing, alliances) also involve their advantages and drawbacks (e.g. Shimizu et al. 2004).

Much of the existing research on international acquisitions has been conducted within this entry mode stream. Research has been closely connected to studies on foreign direct investment, the tradition of transaction cost economics (e.g. Williamson 1975, 1991), and the ownership-location-
internationalisation framework (e.g. Dunning 2001). The major focus has been on identifying the antecedents of international acquisitions rather than examining related outcomes (Shimizu et al. 2004). Table 2 draws together some of the most commonly examined factors influencing modal choice.

Table 2 Factors affecting the institutional mode of internationalisation identified by prior research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry and country specific factors</th>
<th>Environmental uncertainties and risk (e.g. social, economical, and political uncertainty) (e.g. Brouthers &amp; Brouthers 2003; Erramilli &amp; Rao 1993)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cultural distance between home and host countries (e.g. Brouthers &amp; Brouthers 2000; Chen &amp; Hu 2002; Kogut &amp; Singh 1988)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Host market growth rate (e.g. Brouthers &amp; Brouthers 2000; Hennart &amp; Reddy 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other factors e.g. technological intensity, manufacturing vs. service industry related features, specific cultural aspects (e.g. Anand &amp; Delios 2002; Brouthers &amp; Brouthers 2003; Osland et al. 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firm specific factors</td>
<td>Firm size (absolute and relative) (e.g. Brouthers &amp; Brouthers 2000; Erramilli &amp; Rao 1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nature of desired/shared resources (e.g. Erramilli &amp; Rao 1993; Hennart &amp; Reddy 1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Product diversification (e.g. Brouthers &amp; Brouthers 2000; Barkema &amp; Vermeulen 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental knowledge (e.g. multinational or host country specific experience) (e.g. Harzing 2002; Barkema &amp; Vermeulen 1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other factors e.g. organisational culture (e.g. Davis et al. 2000)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite substantial research efforts in this area, the reported results are in some respects mixed. Furthermore, relationships between variables are not always direct or linear, which underlines the complexity of modal choice. (Shimizu et al. 2004; Lemoine 2004)

Managerial literature has adopted a more straightforward approach and offers normative guidelines on the appropriate choice (e.g. Garette & Dussauge 2000; Roberts & Liu 2001). For example, Dyer et al. (2004) discuss
alliances and acquisitions as alternative strategies, and suggest that acquisition should be the preferred choice when the aim is to realise reciprocal synergies (rather than e.g. modular synergies) and when the transaction will result in large quantities of redundant resources. Regarding industry- and country-specific factors, acquisition should be favoured when the degree of business uncertainty is relatively low and the competition for resources is fierce.

Although Dyer et al. (2004) bring together the results of academic research in a concrete, although simplified, manner, the approach fails to acknowledge that not all modal possibilities are feasible in real-life situations. Furthermore, whereas managerial literature is keen to point to a certain expansion strategy suitable for a certain type of situation, literature is less likely to recommend the total rejection of a certain business opportunity. However, Dyer et al. (2004, 114-115) highlight an important factor, which has been somewhat overlooked by academic research: while traditionally studies in this area commonly view each institutional mode in isolation, in practice successful companies often apply a diverse growth strategy, which entails multiple modes of entry and expansion.

2.2.2 Acquisition motives

Most researchers agree that acquisitions are complex phenomena shaped by various patterns of acquisition motives, which no single theory can comprehensively cover (e.g. Steiner 1977). Nevertheless, an abundant amount of literature has concentrated on explaining the reasons behind acquisitions, both at the macro and micro levels.

Macro level studies have clearly shown that acquisition activity generally occurs in waves, where the economy moves from relatively low levels of acquisition activity to a sharp rise in transactions, both in terms of frequency and monetary value (Andrade & Stafford 2004; Auster & Sirower 2002; Brush 1996; Gort 1969; Mitchell & Mulherin 1996; Mulherin & Boone 2000; Weston et al. 1990). From a U.S. perspective, five historical acquisition waves can be identified (Jansen 2002; Kim 1998; Scherer & Ross 1990; Katz et al. 1997). Large-scale acquisition activity has started much more recently in Europe (Garette & Dussauge 2000). All in all, providing a detailed historical analysis of European transactions is difficult due to the lack of adequate data.

---

14 For example, Deans et al. (2002) have shown how acquisition activity fluxes in most industries through a clear and predictable consolidation life cycle. Thus, acquisition opportunities can be seen as being different for different companies e.g. in newly deregulated industries compared to companies in highly concentrated industries.

15 Hunt (1990, 69) argues that this also applies to UK markets.
(Sachwald 1994, 17). Table 3 presents an overview of past acquisition waves and their main drivers.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Acquisition type and main drivers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1897-1904</td>
<td>Predominately horizontal acquisitions. Caused a surge in industrial stocks and resulted in the creation of monopolies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1916-1929</td>
<td>Horizontal and vertical acquisitions. The antitrust law of the 1920s reduced the proportion of horizontal acquisitions. Fewer monopolies, more oligopolies and vertical integration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965-1969</td>
<td>Conglomerate acquisitions. Empire building and benefiting from managerial synergies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981-1989</td>
<td>Divestitures, bargain-seeking acquisitions, hostile takeovers. Main drivers e.g. consolidation, specialisation, globalisation, deregulation, and restructuring.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-2001</td>
<td>Related acquisitions. Benefits from coordinating resources and responding to e.g. globalisation and increased importance of knowledge-based resources.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to such temporal macro-level fluctuation, individual acquisitions occur for a variety of reasons. One of the more comprehensive theoretical taxonomies of acquisition motives has been presented by Trautwein (1990). This classification identifies seven different theories explaining acquisition activity.
Wealth transfer from customers
target shareholders
Net gains through private information

Wealth transfer from customers
target shareholders
Net gains through private information

Beneficiary: Acquirer shareholders
Efficiency theory
Monopoly theory
Raider theory
Valuation theory
Empire-building theory
Process theory
Disturbance theory

Typically, acquisition research has assumed that acquisition activity is a result of rational choice. Trautwein (1990) adds two exceptions to this notion. First, at a macroeconomic level acquisitions can be explained through disturbance theory. According to Gort (1969), acquisition waves are a result of economic disturbances that cause changes in individual expectations and increase the general level of uncertainty, thus generating discrepancies in asset valuation. However, other explanations regarding the macroeconomic nature of acquisitions have also been presented. From an institutional theory perspective, isomorphism may provoke organisations to imitate each other’s practices, such as acquisitions, thus causing macroeconomic effects (Amburgey & Miner 1992; Carow et al. 2004; Laamanen et al. 2004). Weston et al. (1990, 99-103) and Deans et al. (2002), on the other hand, propose that product and industry life cycle considerations predict different types and magnitude of aggregate acquisition activity.

Secondly, process theory argues that acquisition choices are not comprehensively rational decisions, but are affected by e.g. bounded rationality, organisational routines, and political power (Trautwein 1990). For example, Rond & Bouchikhi (2004) distinguish between different strands of process theory, i.e. the organisational life-cycle, teleological, evolutionary, and dialectic approaches, and study their applicability in understanding alliance development. Similar approaches have also been used in acquisition research. For example, Auster and Sirower (2002) use related argumentation to propose institutional theory as an interpretative framework for understanding the incentives behind acquisition waves. However, it could be argued that despite these factors, acquisition choices can be intended to be rational or include
rational arguments, although the outcome may not follow one logical line of reasoning.

From a broad perspective, the remaining acquisition motives can be explained by two main classes of theories. Managerial or empire-building theories suggest that managers intentionally embark upon acquisitions to maximise their own benefits instead of those of their shareholders. This would imply the maximisation of revenue or personal power and fringe benefits at the expense of profits. (Mueller 1969; Berkovitch & Narayanan 1993; Baumol 1962; Marris 1964)

Value-maximising theories can further be divided according to the source of benefits. Acquisition motives related to monopoly and raider theory imply wealth transfer from other stakeholders in favour of the acquirer’s shareholders\(^\text{16}\). Monopoly theory views acquisitions as being planned and executed to achieve market power. Trautwein (1990) argues that these so-called collusive synergies (see Chatterjee 1986) can be realised from both horizontal and conglomerate transactions, but represent no efficiency gains at the level of the economy. In motives linked to raider theory, value is allegedly transferred from the shareholders of the target firm to those of the acquiring firm. However, this argument lacks both complete logic and supporting empirical evidence (Trautwein 1990).

Valuation theory views acquisitions as being executed as a consequence of so-called private information. The assumption is that the acquirer possesses valuable and unique information to enhance the value of the combined firm through purchasing an under-valuated target, or the acquisition entails benefits that can be realised only through combining two distinct firms. (Trautwein 1990, see also Barney 1988)

Finally, efficiency theory argues that acquisitions are executed to achieve different types of synergies. Financial synergies result from achieving a lower cost of capital due to e.g. an increase in size or risk diversification (e.g. Scherer & Ross 1990). Operational synergies stem from combining separate units or from knowledge transfer (e.g. Porter 1985, 325). Operational synergies may result in reduced costs for the involved units, or enable the firm to offer unique products or services. Managerial synergies are derived from infusing superior new management into firms suffering from competence or motivational deficiencies (e.g. Scherer & Ross 1990; Walsh & Ellwood 1991).

Trautwein (1990, 292-293) argues that valuation theory, empire-building theory, and process theory have the highest degree of plausibility. However, as can be expected, available evidence is severely limited as such motives are rarely explicitly stated or visible through the actions of the acquirer. Efficiency

\(^{16}\) Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991) refer to this as value capture.
gains are the most common motive cited by managers. However, empirical
evidence does not support the successful realisation of such gains.

From a theoretical point of view, Trautwein’s classification does not
include typical motives related to vertical acquisitions that are linked to
managing critical external dependencies (cf. Walter & Barney 1990). From a
resource dependency viewpoint, vertical acquisitions in particular can be seen
as a means to reduce the uncertainty and external dependence regarding the
external resources that the firm needs to fulfil its goals (Pfeffer 1972;
Finkelstein 1997; cf. Pennings 1981; Pfeffer & Salancik 1978). Similarly,
horizontal acquisitions may be seen as a way to buy out competitors and thus
reduce competitive or commensalistic interdependence (Pfeffer 1972).
Additionally, the bidding firm may benefit from acquiring its direct competitor
by changing existing customer relationships so that the relative dependence of
its prior customers increases by reducing the customers’ availability of
reaching their goals outside the focal relationship (cf. Emerson 1962).
Reducing external interdependence is also related to conglomerate
transactions, where it is linked to risk diversification (Pfeffer 1972).

Overall, the classification by Trautwein does not explicitly examine
acquisition motives and objectives from the viewpoint of company
management. It also excludes the selling motives of the target firm\(^{17}\) as well as
some less strategic incentives\(^{18}\). Figure 6 attempts to summarise common
motives behind international horizontal acquisitions from the viewpoint of an
acquirer company’s management rather than from that of acquisition theory.

\(^{17}\) For example, attaining access to the resources of the larger acquiring company (e.g. Weston et al.
1990), or providing an exit method for aging owner-managers (e.g. Scherer & Ross 1990).

\(^{18}\) For example, considerations relating to taxation, government policy, or short-term share price
development (e.g. Scherer & Ross 1990; Weston et al. 1990; Ansoff et al. 1972).
In line with the results of previous studies (e.g. Walter & Barney 1990; Capron & Mitchell 1997; Brouthers et al. 1998), it is argued that objectives related to improving internal efficiency, company expansion and development, and improving the firm’s competitive environment are the most commonly cited reasons for horizontal cross-border acquisitions. Typically, several different motives may simultaneously influence the behaviour of the acquiring firms (e.g. Walter & Barney 1990; Brouthers et al. 1998).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expansion &amp; development</th>
<th>Increase internal efficiency</th>
<th>Improve competitive environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Geographic expansion</td>
<td>• Obtain economies of scale</td>
<td>• Increase market share</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Product expansion</td>
<td>• Obtain economies of scope</td>
<td>• Pursue market power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Follow clients</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Achieve size required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Redeploy resources to</td>
<td></td>
<td>for global competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Defence mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Redeploy resources</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Acquire competitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from target</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Pre-empt competitors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Converge new,</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Create barriers to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emerging industry</td>
<td></td>
<td>market entry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reduce industry over-capacity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Benefit from cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>differentials (e.g. labour)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial motives</th>
<th>Personal motives</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Diversify risk</td>
<td>• Increase sales and asset</td>
<td>• Circumvent protective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>growth</td>
<td>tariffs, quotas, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Gain personal power</td>
<td>• Benefit from exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and prestige</td>
<td>rate differentials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cash in on short-term</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>stock market reactions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>through incentive systems</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6 Potential objectives behind horizontal cross-border acquisitions (cf. Weston et al. 1990; Capron & Mitchell 1997; Ansoff et al. 1972; Walter & Barney 1990; Bower 2001; Brouthers et al. 1998; Steiner 1977; Howell 1970; Kitching 1967)
2.3 Pre-acquisition combination potential

2.3.1 Strategic fit and the relatedness of resources

The strategic management stream of acquisition research largely stems from diversification theory and therefore has strongly focused on the pre-acquisition combination of the target and bidder firms. Especially the relationship between relatedness and acquisition success has gained substantial attention and can be viewed as one of the most studied areas in this field of research (Chandler 1987; Rumelt 1986; Seth 1990a).

Relatedness can be defined as common skills, resources, markets, production technologies, distribution systems, and purposes between the combined firms (Rumelt 1986, 11-19). In spite of the complexity entailed in this definition, studies have traditionally operationalised relatedness using the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) codes of the bidder and target firms (e.g. Morck et al. 1990; Kusewitt 1985) or other simplified measures.

For example, Shelton (1988) has developed a generic classification of target-bidder pairs based on concepts introduced by Salter & Weinhold (1979). The typology divides acquisitions into four categories of strategic fit\(^{19}\) based on the relatedness of the firms’ products and markets (Figure 7). Each fit represents a different type of asset combination with differing potential for value creation. Another commonly used taxonomy for examining strategy fit is the FTC classification\(^{20}\) (e.g. Chatterjee 1986; Lubatkin 1987) but also more detailed operationalisations of relatedness and strategic fit have been employed (e.g. Farjoun 1998; Hopkins 1987).

\(^{19}\) Jemison & Sitkin (1986, 146) define strategic fit as the degree to which the target augments or complements the parent’s strategy and thus contributes to the financial and non-financial goals of the acquirer.

\(^{20}\) See also the extended version of the FTC model by Larsson (1990).
Figure 7 Strategic fits between target and bidder firms (Shelton 1988, 280)

Early literature on diversification claims that diversified firms have a number of advantages largely unavailable to their highly focused counterparts, and thus unrelated acquisitions should create more value than related transactions. Related arguments are linked to market power advantages and financial benefits from using internal markets for capital and other resources. (e.g. Caves 1981; Williamson 1986; Scherer & Ross 1990; Grant 2002) This proposition of a positive and linear relationship between diversification and performance builds largely on the work of Gort (1962) and the tradition of industrial organisation economics. Behaviour supporting this proposition was clearly visible during the 1960s as the U.S. economy experienced a strong increase in company diversification. Yet empirical support is not universal and findings have been inconsistent.  

More recently, the trend has turned towards reduced diversification, which can be observed both in strategy literature and company behaviour. From a theoretical point of view, discussion has revolved around the concepts of core competences and capabilities (see e.g. Prahalad & Hamel 1990; Teece et al. 1997). In connection with this contemporary view on strategy, it has been argued that related diversification should outperform unrelated moves as the former includes more points of contact and overlap between the firms’ value chains, resulting in higher potential for operational synergies (Rumelt 1986; Capon et al. 1988; Kusewitt 1985; Palich et al. 2000). Managers are also argued to be better positioned to identify and exploit opportunities within their

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adding new products</th>
<th>Serving new customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related- Complementary</td>
<td>Unrelated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New products</td>
<td>New products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar customers</td>
<td>New customers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identical</td>
<td>Related-Supplementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar products</td>
<td>Similar products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Similar customers</td>
<td>New customers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
own area of expertise (Pennings et al. 1994; Roberts & Berry 1985; Prahalad & Bettis 1986).

As has been the case with general diversification studies, empirical results concerning the relationship between relatedness and performance are also inconclusive within acquisition research\(^{23}\). Nevertheless, continuous efforts have been made to empirically substantiate such a connection. For example, Cording et al. (2002) assert that conflicting results on relatedness may reflect problems in measurement and classification rather than the true dynamics underlying acquisitions.

As such, the traditional notion of combination potential builds on the similarity of the acquisition counterparts (e.g. Shelton 1988; Singh & Montgomery 1987). Differences in strategic and operational focus have often been viewed as less valuable or even as a factor which deteriorates performance. Larsson & Finkelstein (1999) argue that this traditional concept of relatedness does not take into account complementary sources of synergy such as matching products, market access, or know-how (cf. Harrison et al. 1991; Larsson 1990; Capron et al. 1998). Therefore, the authors propose that combination potential should be understood both in terms of economies of sameness (from combining similar operations) and economies of fitness (from combining complementary operations).

In line with this argument, empirical studies have recently given indications that the integration of complementary resources actually holds greater synergy potential than the integration of identical resources (e.g. Hitt et al. 1998). Similarly, results of the meta-analysis by Palich et al. (2000) suggest that moderate levels of diversification yield higher levels of performance than limited or extensive diversification, thus suggesting a curvilinear relationship between relatedness and performance. Strategy scholars explain these findings by arguing that acquisitions, which combine complementary resources, provide the potential to create a unique and difficult-to-imitate resource bundle. This kind of competitive advantage can be sustained for a long period of time, thus leading to higher long-term company performance (Harrison et al. 2001).

Theoretically, this observation has also been connected to the notion that acquisitions will result in above average returns only when uniquely valuable synergistic assets are involved (cf. valuation theory). Highly similar resources

\(^{23}\) Certain studies report a positive relationship between relatedness and performance (Shelton 1998; Singh & Montgomery 1987; Kusewitt 1985; Rumelt 1986; Maquieira et al. 1998; Pennings et al. 1994), others a negative association (Chatterjee 1986; Agrawal et al. 1992). Lubatkin (1987), in turn, found no statistically difference between related and unrelated deals (see also King et al. 2004; Montgomery & Wilson 1986). Some studies also give indications that related-complementary holds the highest synergy potential (e.g. Hopkins 1987; see also Shelton 1988; Lubatkin 1983), but conflicting findings have also been reported (Kitching 1967).
are generally easy for the whole market to detect whereas complementary resources provide synergistic opportunities, which are often not so obvious to all market players.

2.3.2 Other combination attributes

As research on the effects of relatedness has not been able to provide sound results, scholars have attempted to find other pre-acquisition antecedents to successful acquisitions. One concept which has arisen from this discussion is organisational fit\(^{24}\). For example, Weber et al. (1996) argue that acquirers also need to consider the organisational or cultural compatibility of the firms as part of pre-acquisition planning, as a lack of cultural fit may undermine the prospect of achieving synergy or generate additional costs during the integration process\(^{25}\). Studies in this area have discussed aspects such as the difficulties in matching firms’ operating systems, management styles, subjective and objective organisational cultures (Lubatkin 1983; Buono et al. 1985; Datta 1991; Chatterjee et al. 1992; Leighton & Tod 1969), as well as matters of national culture (Morosini et al. 1998; Weber et al. 1996).

Overall, research on organisational fit is much less-established than literature on strategic compatibility (Datta 1991). However, it is hard to draw an analogy between these two research topics due to e.g. the nature, availability, and operationalisation of related data. Furthermore, the notion of fit seems to promote the idea of homogeneous organisations and that the respective cultures should be fully assimilated during post-acquisition integration (Risberg 2003). However, cultural diversity may also entail certain benefits and all acquisitions may not require an assimilation strategy (e.g. Nahavandi & Malekzadeh 1988). Nonetheless, exploring and apprehending organisational similarities and differences can facilitate the integration process and indirectly affect acquisition performance (Risberg 2003; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999).

A number of authors have suggested that size differences between the bidder and target firms also influence acquisition performance (e.g. Kitching 1967; Kusewitt 1985; Lubatkin 1983; Hunt 1990). Intuitively, it could be expected that relatively large acquisitions\(^{26}\) would have a greater combination

\(^{24}\) Jemison & Sitkin (1986, 147) define organisational fit as the match between administrative and cultural practices, and personnel characteristics of the combined firms that may directly affect the subsequent integration process.

\(^{25}\) In line with this notion, Chatterjee et al. (1992) find that organisational fit is an important factor in creating value in related acquisitions.

\(^{26}\) Ratio of the target firm assets, staff etc. compared to those of the bidder firm.
potential, especially in the case of related acquisitions. When the acquiring firm is substantially larger than the target, combination potential is limited by size constraints (e.g. Seth 1990b; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999). Organisational literature suggests a similar relationship by arguing that when the target firm is relatively small, the human integration needs of the target are commonly overlooked by the buyer (Mirvis 1985), and that these acquisitions may not receive sufficient managerial attention to realise the projected synergies (Larsson & Finkelstein 1999).

Although a number of studies have provided supportive evidence for a positive relationship between relative size and acquisition performance, conflicting results have also been reported (e.g. Kusewitt 1985; Agrawal et al. 1992). For example, Penrose (1959) and Shrivastava (1986) argue that the larger the size of the acquired firm relative to the bidder, the more difficult it is for the bidder firm’s management to understand and carry out appropriate integrative actions.

Both Kusewitt (1985) and Lubatkin (1983) suggest that the relationship between size and performance may be more complex than is generally assumed. Kusewitt (1985) proposes that both excessively small and excessively large acquisitions should be avoided. Lubatkin (1983), in turn, suggests that a small acquisition may play a role in promoting a capability also linked to enhancing acquisition performance, namely acquisition experience.

This learning perspective asserts that with each successful acquisition, up to a certain point, company management should become more skilled in finding the necessary integrative actions and avoiding related problems, thus increasing the probability of positive acquisition outcomes (e.g. Lubatkin 1983). An opposite view holds that very high acquisition rates can lead to corporate indigestion (see e.g. Kusewitt 1985).

Empirical findings regarding this performance antecedent are also mixed (e.g. Hunt 1990; Kusewitt 1985; Fowler & Schmidt 1989). Haleblian & Finkelstein (1999) argue that the acquisition experience curve is U-shaped. Thus, relatively inexperienced acquirers inappropriately apply knowledge from previous acquisitions to dissimilar targets. Through experience, company management learns to generalise knowledge when an acquisition is similar to prior situations, and to discriminate dissimilar situations where previous experience cannot be applied. Zollo & Singh (2004) report similar findings from the banking industry, where the codification of tacit knowledge from

---

27 Supporting findings have been reported by e.g. Shelton (1988), Seth (1990b), Hunt (1990) and Larsson & Finkelstein (1999). Kitching (1967) reported that acquisitions where the target firm’s sales were less than 2% of the acquirer exhibit especially high failure rates (cf. Kusewitt 1985). Seth (1990b) further confirmed these results and found that after excluding small targets, related acquisitions significantly outperformed unrelated deals.
previous acquisitions is shown to have a positive impact on performance. Laamanen et al. (2004) find that acquisition experience is also positively related to the propensity to engage in large acquisitions and it decreases the tendency to imitate other’s acquisition practices in the same industry.

Other target or acquirer characteristics, which have been studied in relation to performance include the financial performance or quality of the target firm (Hunt 1990; Kitching 1967; Kusewitt 1985; Morck et al. 1990; Zollo & Singh 2004), the acquirer’s financial slack (i.e. excess financial resources or favourable debt position) (Hitt et al. 1998), and organisational age or structure (Fowler & Schmidt 1989; Shrivastava 1986). We now turn to examining the pre-acquisition phase from an acquisition management perspective and discuss issues related to this stage that influence post-acquisition integration and deal outcomes.

2.3.3 Managerial considerations

While much of the discussion in the previous section can be related to the selection process of potential acquisition candidates, the role of target analysis, negotiation process and deal agreement attributes28 have also raised academic interest. From a managerial point of view, due diligence can be seen as one of the key tasks in the pre-acquisition phase. Due diligence is a process that may already begin in the earliest stages of the acquisition by assisting in target firm selection (Hitt et al. 2001). However, due to its complexity and required efforts, there should be a certain threshold to initiating the process.

The primary objective of due diligence is to provide an objective, independent examination of the value and risks associated with the target firm. Its main focus is on financials, tax matters, asset valuation, company operations, and providing assurances to the creditors, advisors, and acquirer management. (Angwin 2001) Hitt et al. (2001) argue that effective due diligence should also take into account organisational and cultural factors, and try to identify possible human barriers in the process. Separate ‘cultural due diligence’ solutions for identifying corresponding culture profiles have also been coined (Jansen 2002; Carleton & Stevens 2004; Pribilla 2002). However, as discussed in the previous section, it cannot clearly be stated what type of impact on performance a certain level of fit will have. International acquisitions represent an even more complicated due diligence process due to

---

28 For example, deal initiator, negotiation approach (i.e. merger or tender offer), method of payment (i.e. stock or cash), number of bidders/offers, number of days to reach settlement, secrecy, characterisation of the deal (friendly, neutral or hostile), ethical concerns, opportunism, and premium paid (see e.g. Walsh 1989; Hunt 1990; Hitt et al. 1998; Datta et al. 1992).
legal, fiscal and cultural issues (see Kissin & Herrera 1990; Hitt et al. 2001; Angwin 2001). Despite the importance of due diligence (e.g. Hitt et al. 2001), research specifically focused on this process is virtually non-existent (Shimizu et al. 2004).

The due diligence process also has implications in terms of target valuation. General valuation guidelines, though abundant (e.g. Sirower 1997; Rappaport 1998; Dibelius 2002; MacDougal & Malek 1970), rely on valuating target assets and their combinational value, but are rarely sensitive to costs associated with realising the projected synergies. For example, Jansen (2002) argues that acquiring firms are typically over-optimistic regarding integration costs, and therefore acquisitions frequently exhibit below-normal returns. Furthermore, the valuation of resources is not always an easy task due to e.g. information asymmetry and matters of embeddedness (Cording et al. 2002). From the process perspective, problems linked to over-payment can occur due to fragmented perspectives (Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991), bounded rationality (Lubatkin 1983), the exaggerated self-confidence of managers (i.e. managerial hubris) (Hayward & Hambrick 1997; Roll 1986), and escalating momentum to close the initiated deal (Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991).

A significant portion of acquisition research has focused on alternative ways of structuring acquisition deals in order to mitigate risks related to the post-acquisition phase. The key question concerning payment methods relates to whether a certain transaction should be completed through stock or through cash. In addition to risk assessment, literature suggests that company management should consider e.g. the possible under- or over-valuation of the acquirer’s shares, tax treatments, and short-term market reactions when deciding the method of payment. (Rappaport & Sirower 1999; King et al. 2004) Reuer et al. (2004) examine the antecedents of performance-contingent payout structures and find that firms tend to use contingent payouts in international acquisitions when investing in high-tech and service industries or when the bidder lacks experience in the acquired business. However, evidence relating to a direct relationship between the method of payment and performance remains, as yet, to be demonstrated (King et al. 2004).

International acquisitions generally involve more information asymmetry than domestic deals. Given the risks related to such deals, outside advisors

---

29 Barney (1988) concludes that in order to obtain above-normal returns from acquisitions, firms should complete deals only in imperfectly competitive markets, where other bidders value the target at a lower level than the focal bidder due to private or uniquely valuable synergies (cf. valuation theory).

30 From a market perspective, in cash transactions, the shareholders of the acquiring firm hold the entire risk related to synergy realisation. In stock transactions, the risk (as well as the potential value) is shared between bidder and target shareholders in proportion to the ownership of the combined firm. Furthermore, the exchange of shares can be structured in two ways: either through a fixed-share deal or through a fixed-value deal (see Rappaport & Sirower 1999).
such as investment bankers and legal counsellors often play a significant role in closing cross-border deals (Shimizu et al. 2004). Although issues relating to possible agency conflicts have produced some research (e.g. Kosnik & Shapiro 1997; Kesner et al. 1994), research on the roles of professional outside advisors (i.e. investment bankers, management consultants, lawyers, and accounting firms) in the pre-acquisition process is limited (Shimizu et al. 2004), which cannot be seen as truly surprising, taking into account the confidentiality of these relationships.

From a process perspective, the whole pre-acquisition stage should not be seen merely as a separate phase, but should also pave the way for post-period actions in order to support subsequent value creation. For example, Henderson (1989) argues that the acquiring firms should use the due diligence and negotiation processes to get a head start on the post-acquisition process by outlining the means to achieve the post-acquisition goals and attempting to avoid unrealistic expectations (see also Croyle & Kager 2002).

2.4 Post-acquisition integration

2.4.1 Definitions and concepts

Acquisition literature has frequently pointed out that the combination potential linked to a certain transaction does not itself bring the expected benefits; rather managerial actions after the agreement largely determine the results (Datta 1991; Hunt 1990; Schuler & Jackson 2001; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991). Problems linked to the post-acquisition phase are also commonly seen as a major reason for acquisition failure. For example, Shrivastava (1986, 66) argues that one-third of all merger failures are caused by faulty integration. In the following, the central concepts linked to post-acquisition integration will be discussed in the light of extant research.

Post-acquisition integration involves actions taken to secure the efficient and effective direction of organisational activities and resources to accomplish a set of acquisition objectives (Pablo 1994; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991). Previous studies have identified multiple integration levels (e.g. Lees 2003; Pablo 1994; Zollo & Singh 2004) and types (e.g. Birkinshaw et al. 2000; Shrivastava, 1986; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991). The adopted level and type of integration is determined by various strategic and organisational factors, and is considered critical to the deal outcome (Kitching 1967; Pablo 1994; Shrivastava 1986; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Lees 2003; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999; Napier 1989).
Drawing on the seminal work by Thompson (1967), the level of integration can be defined as the extent to which functions of the acquired unit are linked to, aligned with, or centralised in the equivalent functions of the acquiring firm (cf. Lawrence & Lorsch 1967, 11). In acquisition literature, the level of integration basically refers to the degree of post-acquisition change in the organisations’ structural, administrative, and cultural configuration, and can be seen as ranging from autonomy to total absorption (Schweiger & Walsh 1990; Pablo 1994; Lees 2003; Child et al. 2001; Olie 1994). Thus, in this context, the concept goes beyond the functional or departmental integration perspective (cf. Lawrence & Lorsch 1967) and includes organisation-wide cultural integration, smaller intra-departmental subgroups, and individual integration (cf. Elsass & Veiga 1994).

In general, as the degree of integration increases, so does the complexity of the process (Jemison & Sitkin 1986; Kitching 1967; Pablo 1994). A high level of integration improves the coordination of knowledge flows, which can increase the potential benefits of joint knowledge development, but at the same time it will cause significant organisational disruption. Low levels of integration respectively will cause less disruption and support autonomous knowledge creation. (Puranam et al. 2003; Lees 2003; Very et al. 1997) For example, human resources and capabilities exhibit characteristics which are sensitive to organisational disruption and at the same time present risk due to their high level of mobility (Cording et al. 2002).

In addition to recognising the overall profoundness of integration, other authors have chosen to distinguish between different integration types. In this context, Shrivastava’s (1986) typology is probably the most cited:

- **Procedural integration** involves the combining of systems and procedures on operating, management control, and strategic planning levels. The goal is to unify and standardise work procedures in order to improve communication and the productivity of processing information. This type of integration is typically related to combining accounting systems as well as legal and strategic planning issues.

- **Physical integration** usually accompanies procedural integration. It can involve e.g. the consolidation of production, research and development, and real estate assets. Problems in this area are typically related to the

---

31 While e.g. Zollo & Singh (2004) and Morosini et al. (1998) operationalise the level of integration through ordinal categories, for example Lees (2003) presents a more intricate classification of integration levels.

32 For example, Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991, 117-121) apply a similar categorisation by differentiating between substantive, administrative, and symbolic interaction. Substantive interactions involve capability transfer, while administrative integration focuses on developing common information and control systems. Symbolic interactions are aimed at influencing certain beliefs.
realisation of synergies as well as to replacement and redeployment issues.

- **Managerial and socio-cultural integration** involves several tasks, such as the selection or transfer of managers, changing the organisational structure, developing a consistent corporate culture, and committing and motivating personnel. This integration type is even more complex and time-consuming than the previous ones.

Birkinshaw et al. (2000) describe the different aspects of the integration process in a similar fashion to Shrivastava (1986). They suggest a process model consisting of two parts: task integration and human integration. Task integration stresses value creation as the acquisition objective, measured in terms of the transfer of capabilities and resource sharing. Human integration, in turn, is primarily concerned with generating satisfaction and, ultimately, a shared identity among the employees of both firms. Empirical findings indicate that in effective integration, these two sub-processes do not proceed at the same pace, but that different aspects should be advanced in different phases. In the early phase of integration, the acquired company should be left relatively autonomous in terms of task integration while human integration proceeds smoothly. This will lead to cultural convergence and mutual respect which enables further task integration and renewed efforts to achieve synergies through knowledge transfer and combination in the later phase. (Birkinshaw et al. 2000)

Thus, post-acquisition integration can also be understood as the transfer or dismissal of tangible and intangible assets, which aims at creating value (e.g. Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999; Håkanson 1995; Bresman et al. 1999; Ranft & Lord 2002; Schuler & Jackson 2001). For example, Capron (1999) has studied these value creation mechanisms through two concepts: asset divestiture and resource redeployment.

Asset divestiture refers to the elimination of redundant activities and inefficient management practices. This behaviour is explained through market inefficiencies, i.e. transaction costs, which prevent firms from using market contracting to rationalise and specialise their assets (Scherer & Ross 1990; Dranove & Shanley 1995; Teece 1982). Some strands of acquisition research perceive asset divestiture as evidence of failure. However, from a strategic perspective, acquisitions may provide the means for restructuring company resources, and asset divestiture can be seen as a logical consequence of this process (Capron et al. 2001; Dranikoff et al. 2002). For example, firms in traditional manufacturing industries may use multiple acquisitions and divestitures to reconfigure their assets to respond to the requirements of the contemporary business environment. In such a context, divestitures may be a
consequence of consolidating manufacturing capacity to increase efficiency and disposing of industry over-capacity. Acquisitions, on the other hand, may be used to build an after-sales service network to support traditional manufacturing activities, gain access to growing markets, or otherwise provide benefits from the resultant combinations of company resources. (cf. Dutz 1989; Capron et al. 2001; Fernández 2004, 112) Thus, acquisitions and divestitures can be seen as two sides of the same coin.

Resource redeployment is defined as the use by a target or acquiring firm of the other’s resources, which includes both the physical transfer of resources to new locations and the sharing of resources without physical transfer (Capron 1999, 990). The use of acquisitions as a mechanism for such redeployment is explained through market failure arguments; market imperfections create complications in the pricing and transfer of intangible assets in particular, and increase the associated risks of establishing arm’s length contracts to access such resources (Chi 1994; Teece 1982; Williamson 1975). While the concept of resource redeployment, as explained by Capron (1999), includes the transfer of physical resources as well as intangible assets, such as knowledge or skills, other authors have chosen to separate these aspects.33

2.4.2 Antecedents and consequences of integration

Several studies have examined the association between relatedness and the subsequent integration level as well as the significance of integration in explaining acquisition outcome. For example, Datta & Grant (1990) find that in unrelated acquisitions, the extent of autonomy allowed to target company management is significantly greater than in related acquisitions, suggesting more profound integration in related acquisitions (see also Chatterjee et al. 1992; Nahavandi & Malekzadeh 1988; Shrivastava 1986). While the autonomy allowed in unrelated deals was positively related to acquisition performance, no significant relationship was found between autonomy and performance in related deals (Datta & Grant 1990). Datta & Grant (1990) continue to argue that, at times, integration can be detrimental to performance.

33 Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991, 28-32) distinguish between resource sharing (i.e. the combination and rationalisation of operating assets), functional skill transfer (i.e. shifting process skills and detailed knowledge), and general management skill transfer as different types of capability transfer.

34 Autonomy is understood as the amount of day-to-day freedom that the target company management is given to manage its business. Autonomy is regarded as a major motivator in satisfying people’s higher order needs (e.g. meaningful and responsible work), and is associated with organisational flexibility and the effective response to environmental contingencies. (Datta & Grant 1990)
due to e.g. organisational differences. Thus, deciding on the level of integration in related acquisitions should be made only after the careful examination of all the relevant factors related to this trade-off.

In their study, Larsson & Finkelstein (1999, 12) found the quantity and quality of integration to be the strongest predictor of acquisition performance. A high degree of integration is an important means of synergy realisation, especially when the combination potential is high. Similar findings on a positive relationship between integration and synergy have also been asserted by other researchers (e.g. Shrivastava 1986; Zollo & Singh 2004; Castrogiovanni & Bruton 2000). However, for example, the study by Ansoff et al. (1972) reported that integration had little influence in acquisition performance (see also Datta 1991). Paine & Power (1984), in turn, propose that successful acquisitions can also involve minimal integration\(^{35}\), and that partial integration may produce the poorest performance.

In addition to value creation objectives, integration decisions have been shown to be influenced by organisational task needs, cultural characteristics, power aspects, and the similarity of the companies’ strategic visions (Pablo 1994). In fact, the findings by Pablo (1994) indicate that organisational task needs, which reflect the need to maintain some level of structural differentiation between the combined firms to protect organisational context-bound capabilities, commonly outweigh strategic task needs. Olie (1994) suggests that high levels of integration increase the risk of conflict potential and an eventual breakdown of the combination due to organisational diversity. Such conflicts would thus hinder the implementation of the acquisition and have a deteriorating effect on acquisition performance. Conversely, the study by Larsson & Finkelstein (1999, 12) found no significant relationship between the degree of integration and employee resistance.

Thus, integration seems to have two types of influence on acquisition performance. In related acquisitions, the realisation of the projected synergies may be jeopardised, given an insufficient level of integration. On the other hand, excessive reconfiguration can prevent the development of conditions conducive for independent value creation and, for example, unintentionally increase employee turnover. (Pablo 1994; Cannella & Hambrick 1993; Hambrick & Cannella 1993). Table 4 sums up the trade-offs between high and low levels of integration identified in previous studies.

---

\(^{35}\) Factors supporting low levels of integration can be e.g. low temperamental fit, the need for decentralised decision-making, or a lack in understanding the acquired business (Paine & Power 1984).
Table 4 Integration trade-offs in acquisitions (cf. Graebner 2004; Zollo & Singh 2004; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HIGH INTEGRATION</th>
<th>LOW INTEGRATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical for realising synergies (Larsson &amp; Finkelstein 1999)</td>
<td>Less disruption to existing resources and routines (Buono &amp; Bowditch 1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical for transferring knowledge (Ranft &amp; Lord 2002)</td>
<td>Less negative employee sentiments (Chatterjee et al. 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical for reconfiguring resources (Capron &amp; Mitchell 1997)</td>
<td>Lower employee turnover (Hambrick &amp; Cannella 1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increases probability of successful launch of subsequent products (after the first launch) (Puranam et al. 2003)</td>
<td>Increases probability of successful launch of first product after the acquisition (Puranam et al. 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allows tighter control and closer observation of potential problems (less related risks) (Pablo et al. 1996)</td>
<td>Critical for fostering acquired knowledge and related innovation (Ranft &amp; Lord 2002; Pablo et al. 1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Less coordination costs and related financial and strategic risks (Pablo 1994; Pablo et al. 1996)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, as Puranam et al. (2003) note, in practice integration is not a dichotomous variable. More elaborate integration typologies, which aim to capture this complexity in a better manner, have been presented by e.g. Napier (1989), Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991), and Leroy (2004). The typology of Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991) is probably the most widely applied in acquisition research (Figure 8).
In this typology, the key determinants for each integration approach are the need for strategic interdependence between the combined companies, and the need for organisational autonomy. The need for strategic interdependence indicates the extent to which capability transfer between the firms needs to be employed in order to accomplish the acquisition’s purpose. On the other hand, interdependence disturbs organisational boundaries and may result in negative employee reactions. The need for autonomy indicates the extent to which the organisations need to be kept separate in order to avoid such negative reactions, which can destroy the potential benefits of the acquisitions. (Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Pablo et al. 1996) Thus, managers need to balance these two needs when deciding on the appropriate integration approach. For example, if the primary objective is to keep the source of acquired benefits intact, a preservation approach may be in order, which entails managing the target’s operations at arm’s length. In contrast, if the aim is to eliminate all differences between the firms, an absorption strategy entailing full consolidation is seen as the optimal choice.

The framework entails many qualities linked to value creation potential and integration trade-offs discussed above. In addition, the model recognises the possibility of firms achieving benefits, typically linked to both high and low integration levels, through the symbiotic approach (see also Graebner 2004). However, the typology of Haspeslagh & Jemison stays at a strategic level and does not explicitly take into account, for example, target company reactions (Risberg 2003). It fails to appreciate fully the fact that post-acquisition integration can be a complex and interactive process of mutual adjustment,
which may involve attributes of different approaches at lower organisational levels.

Furthermore, the majority of research in this area either draws from a purely strategic school of thought promoting tight integration in related acquisitions, or from a human resource management perspective underlining the need for autonomy. In terms of acquisition-related value creation, less research has been conducted, for example, relating to value creation potential in linkage to relatively low integration, in particular in the context of horizontal acquisitions.

2.4.3 Managerial considerations

According to Schweiger & Weber (1989), integration must be carefully planned, if the expected synergies are to be realised. Literature suggests that integration planning should already commence in the pre-acquisition stage (Noble et al. 1997; Hubbard 1999; Shrivastava 1986) and several studies have shown that the lack of systematic integration planning has led to failure in achieving the integration objectives (Jemison & Sitkin 1986; Kitching 1967; Schuler & Jackson 2001; Hitt et al. 1998). However, Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991) point out that ‘determinism’ in carrying out the outlined integration strategy may also cause problems. This notion implies that, in the light of new information, it may be necessary to adjust these initial plans and therefore flexibility within integration is also important.

When planning for post-acquisition integration, it should be acknowledged that effective integration requires substantial financial and managerial resources (Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991). As such, one key issue in post-acquisition management is the selection of managers and integration teams who will see the integration process through at different organisational levels (Leighton & Tod 1969; Marks & Mirvis 1998; Inkpen et al. 2000; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Kitching 1967). As management attention and energy is generally extracted from other organisational activities, integration can distract the acquirer from its own core business, thereby compromising other important goals (cf. Hitt et al. 1991; Schoar 2002). Being able to preserve momentum during this turbulent phase is therefore critical (Graebner 2004).

Integration management has also been seen as critical due to its potential in mitigating dysfunctional organisational consequences. Such human resource issues have become increasingly important due to the emphasised role of knowledge-based resources in contemporary acquisitions (e.g. Bresman et al. 1999). Key aspects linked to this discussion include (Mayerhofer & Hartmann 2004; cf. Schuler & Jackson 2001):
• Cultural integration,
• Retention of key talent and managers
• Communication

A significant amount of research has been dedicated to examining post-acquisition integration as “the meshing of people, cultures and organisational practices” (Nahavandi & Malekzadeh 1988, 88). From this perspective, it has been argued that initial organisational fit, as such, may be an insufficient determinant of success, as the management of cultural integration or acculturation36 also plays an important role in this process. Empirical evidence on horizontal acquisitions suggests that it is not culture differences as such that matter, but rather that the two companies find a solution so they can work together (Cartwright & Cooper 1992). Nahavandi & Malekzadeh (1988) argue that in order to assure successful acquisition implementation, the organisations should have similar preferences regarding the ways in which these two groups adapt to each other and resolve emergent conflict. For example, the combination of an acquirer, which promotes adherence in organisational culture across its units, with a target, which is interested in preserving its own culture and practices, may result in acculturative stress and implementation failure. Furthermore, managers can support the desired cultural outcome through various actions. For example, involving the affected employees in such activities as introduction programmes, training, cross visits, retreats, and other socialisation rituals, can encourage the creation of a joint organisational culture (Larsson & Lubatkin 2000, 21).

In the case of cross-border acquisitions, differences between national cultures create additional challenges for post-acquisition integration (Barkema et al. 1996). Preferences between different integration approaches have also been shown to be sensitive to national culture. For example, Child et al. (2001) find that acquirers portray different integration styles, which may cause conflicts when the preferred acculturation modes differ. On the other hand, Morosini et al. (1998) report a positive relationship between national cultural distance and post-acquisition performance. This view is also supported by Vermeulen & Barkema (2001), who argue that cross-border acquisitions are an important source of new information and capabilities, which provide strategic flexibility to the acquirer.

Alongside the rise of studies concerning cultural clashes, research on employee turnover and retention has also increased (e.g. Ranft & Lord 2000; 36 Acculturation can be defined as changes induced in cultural systems resulting from the diffusion of cultural elements in both directions (Nahavandi & Malekzadeh 1988, 81).
Cannella & Hambrick 1993). In some cases, employee turnover may be a desired outcome, for example, in the case of incompetence. In other cases, the retention of acquired expertise can be an essential determinant for realising the acquisition objectives. Research in this area has primarily focused on top management turnover (Walsh 1988; Cannella & Hambrick 1993; Very et al. 1997; Krug & Nigh 1998; Bergh 2001), although employee losses at lower organisational levels can also have detrimental effects (e.g. Coff 1999; Inkpen et al. 2000). Employee retention can be supported by e.g. providing career development possibilities (Larsson et al. 2001) and establishing effective compensation programmes (Wood 1992; Inkpen et al. 2000). Cross-posting staff and offering cross-organisational responsibilities to acquired personnel can also increase employee motivation (Mayerhofer & Hartmann 2004) and has been shown to increase value creation (Graebner 2004).

Furthermore, managing possible layoffs and divestitures is closely related to employee motivation and retention. Layoffs not only affect those employees whose contracts are terminated, but also the ‘survivors’ of the divestiture process, whose continued efforts are most vital to organisational success (Brockner 1992). Downsizing can, for example, induce job insecurity among the remaining staff, resulting in stress, dissatisfaction, and thus lower productivity (e.g. Mishra et al. 1998). For example, Chadwick et al. (2004) find that showing consideration toward employees’ morale and welfare during downsizing is positively related both to perceived success and financial performance.

An important part of such consideration is communication towards employees in terms of both quality and quantity (e.g. Elsass & Veiga 1994; Shrivastava 1986; Risberg 2001; Schweiger & DeNisi 1991). Unfortunately, managers tend to adhere solely to formal communication and keep their divulged information at a safe level, thus potentially creating even greater anxiety and confusion (Marks & Mirvis 1998, 173-177). Furthermore, research indicates the importance of individual managers as dispensers of information involving individual-level consequences to their subordinates (Schweiger et al. 1987; Graebner 2004). Therefore, communication essentially needs to reach influential managers at all hierarchical levels.

---

37 For example, Cannella & Hambrick (1993) provide an extensive review of the impact of CEO departures.
38 This was measured through the amount and frequency of communication with employees, offering a detailed rationale for initiating divestitures, the degree of dignity and compassion given to those colleagues made redundant.
39 Whalen (2004) reports that informal communication tools especially, e.g. joint volunteer initiatives, cross-divisional training, and managers walking around, have a positive effect on performance.
Overall, literature on post-acquisition management has been biased towards human resource issues whereas there is remarkably little research on the other aspects of post-acquisition change (Child et al. 2001; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999). For example, while several studies have acknowledged the role of employee reactions in explaining post-acquisition outcomes, few have examined the effects on supplier and customer relationships (e.g. Anderson et al. 2001; Havila & Salmi 2000). This, despite the fact that numerous acquisitions are motivated by e.g. the possibility to gain quick access to new markets (e.g. Bower 2001), which inevitably involves matters impacting external inter-organisational relationships. Post-acquisition management research still entails a number of research gaps, for example, linked to moving beyond strategic intent towards operations level actions, and investigating the role of other stakeholders apart from employees.
3 PRIOR RESEARCH ON ACQUISITION-RELATED VALUE CREATION

3.1 Acquisition performance measurement

Early research on acquisitions was strongly focused on analysing the average performance effects of transactions, and scholars have continued to produce studies in this area during former decades. Research on acquisition performance and value creation has stemmed from two separate schools of thought: economics and finance.

Finance scholars have typically studied acquisitions or ‘the market for corporate control’40 (see e.g. Manne 1965) relying on stock market-based performance measures (Jarrell et al. 1988; Jensen & Ruback 1983). The popularity of capital market studies is a result of several attractive features. First, data are publicly available enabling the use of large data samples. Secondly, the stream relies upon the well-established efficient market hypothesis41. Thirdly, using measurements such as abnormal returns enables the use of broad samples as data are not subject to industry sensitivity. (Cording et al. 2002)

While Jensen (1984, 120) has argued that “scientific evidence indicates that activities in the market for corporate control almost uniformly increase efficiency and shareholders’ wealth”, when examining the division of this wealth creation, it can be noted that benefits, even if attainable on average, are not evenly distributed. Studies on the abnormal returns show that in general bidding firms seem to attain no significant positive returns, while target shareholders garner the majority of abnormal returns (Chatterjee 1992; Datta et al. 1992; Jarrell et al. 1988; Jensen & Ruback 1983; King et al. 2004; Carper 1990; Agrawal et al. 1992).

---

40 From this perspective, acquisition markets are seen as an arena in which managerial teams compete for the rights to manage corporate resources (Jensen & Ruback 1983, 5).

41 This implies that investors are able to accurately predict the future cash flows of the combined firms.
These studies have typically applied event study methodology\textsuperscript{42} and examined stock prices shortly after the deal is announced. The positive or negative stock market reactions are supposed to reflect both the anticipations of the shareholders and actual acquisition success. However, the assumption that investors are able to predict accurately the future cash flows of the combined firm could well be questioned. On the other hand, this directly addresses the validity of the established efficient market hypothesis (Shleifer & Vishny 1991). To a lesser extent, stock prices have also been used as a success indicator in later event windows\textsuperscript{43}.

While event studies have been a popular tool for examining initial reactions to acquisition announcements and average success rates, this methodology offers limited applicability for investigating the actual effects of post-acquisition integration (cf. Cording et al. 2002; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999). An increasing interest towards these issues has altered the definition of success towards a more long-term perspective and brought about alternative methods for assessing acquisition performance. The most established of these approaches is the economics school which uses accounting-based measures to examine performance (e.g. Ravenscraft & Scherer 1987; Goldberg 1983; Porter 1987; Hunt 1990; Dickerson et al. 1997). These studies typically rely on statistical analysis and use e.g. operating profit, return on equity, and return on assets as indicators of performance (e.g. Zollo & Singh 2004; Krishnan et al. 1997; Ramaswamy 1997; Grant et al. 1988). Similarly, Brush (1996) uses industry-specific market share as a measure of competitive performance (cf. Buzzell et al. 1975) and argues it to be the only performance measure available at the level of disaggregation necessary for intra-industry analysis.

The justification for using accounting-based measures relates to the fact that company managers (and external analysts) frequently use the same measure as supportive tools for strategic decision-making (Harrison et al. 1991; Grant et al. 1988). Thus, these measures are argued as reflecting the impact of company strategy more directly than stock prices (Grant et al. 1988). Nevertheless, accounting measures also have their drawbacks; long-term financial figures are affected by numerous factors, and the actual acquisition impact may be hard to identify through the noise. Furthermore, financial data always reflect the past rather than the future (Montgomery & Wilson 1986). All in all, studies representing the economics school have failed to find

\textsuperscript{42} Event studies examine the effects of the acquisition on the stock market valuations of target and bidder firms around the time the deal is announced. A common method is to calculate cumulative abnormal returns, i.e. the increase in stock price over that which the capital asset pricing model would predict excluding the acquisition (Fama et al. 1969; Cording et al. 2002). See also Datta et al. (1992) on operationalising shareholder wealth creation as prediction errors.

\textsuperscript{43} Results of the meta-analysis by King et al. (2004) show these long-term effects to be significantly negative for the acquiring firm.
consistent evidence of improved performance or productivity gains in relation to acquisitions (Caves 1989; Goldberg 1983; Ravenscraft & Scherer 1987; Kaplan 2000).

Subjective success measures offer a finer-grained option for examining value creating mechanisms. During recent years an increasing amount of studies have used surveys (e.g. Capron 1999; Cannella & Hambrick 1993; Chadwick et al. 2004) or case studies (e.g. Ravenscraft & Scherer 1987; Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Larsson 1990; Vaara 1992) to evaluate success, for example, against specific acquisition objectives. While these methods have certain consequences towards generalisation, for example, case studies enable the investigation of the complex relationships behind performance (Cording et al. 2002; Vaara 1996).

Only a small number of studies have examined operation-specific performance (Langabeer 2003), although a handful of studies have examined the effects of acquisitions on R&D performance. Related empirical findings show that acquisitions have a negative effect on both R&D input and output (Hitt et al. 1991), and that firms active in the market for corporate control introduce fewer new products (Hitt et al. 1996). More recently, Langabeer (2003) has explored the relationship between acquisitions and supply chain performance. Findings suggest that, overall, acquisitions have a negative effect on operational performance, and that a negative relationship prevails between the volume and intensity of acquisitions and supply chain performance. However, the study only examines performance one year after deal completion. Performance effects on a broader time horizon could show different results as operations have had time to stabilise.

In the light of academic research, Hunt (1990, 70) has concluded that studies using financial, accounting, or managerial performance assessment have displayed an acquisition failure rate of around 50%. This is confirmed by the recent meta-analysis by King et al. (2004); results show that, on average, the performance of acquiring firms is negatively affected, to a modest extent, in terms of both stock and accounting measures. Also consultancy literature has constantly provided projections of average acquisition success rates. These studies generally report that over half of acquisitions reduce shareholder value (e.g. compared to industry trend) or fail to meet their initial expectations (Unlocking shareholder value 1999; Merger integration 2001; Henry & Jespersen 2002; Corporate marriage 1999; Merger endgames 2002).

In terms of international acquisitions, findings on stock market effects are different compared to domestic deals (Shimizu et al. 2004). While domestic deals have been shown to reduce the acquirer’s shareholder value, several studies report positive wealth creation effects in cross-border acquisitions (e.g. Markides & Ittner 1994; Morck & Yeung 1992; see also Eun et al. 1996). This
finding is emphasised in studies covering more recent acquisitions which could be seen as evidence of the diminution of negative cross-border attributes (e.g. high cultural distance and low organisational fit) due to rapid globalisation. (Shimizu et al. 2004) However, studies using account-based (Lee & Caves 1998) or subjective (see Nitsch et al. 1996) performance measures have suggested less positive outcomes for international acquisitions.

3.2 Sources of value creation

Extant research has identified a number of potential sources of value creation in acquisition situations. However, as is the case with assessing acquisition performance as such, research has mainly applied a capital market perspective. Based on this tradition, Seth (1990a, 1990b) presents a rather typical, yet comprehensive, classification and asserts that five principal value creation explanations exist:

- Market power
- Economies of scale
- Economies of scope
- Coinsurance
- Risk diversification

Market power offers the ability to control the price, quantity, or nature of the products sold in the output market. In horizontal acquisitions, such market power benefits are supposed to result in revenue-side gains for the acquiring firm, due to monopolistic or oligopolistic opportunities (see e.g. Stigler 1968). Increased power also has effects towards input markets. Related benefits are then linked to reduced costs (Larsson 1990). Seth (1990b), however, incorporates these benefits under scale economies.44

Economies of scale arise when the increased size of a single operating unit e.g. producing or distributing a single product reduces the unit cost of production or distribution (Chandler 1990, 17). The source of these economies relates both to the indivisibility of resources (Weston et al. 1990, 194) and to benefits arising from accumulated experience (Perspectives on experience 1970).

In contrast, economies of scope result from the use of processes within a single operating unit to e.g. produce or distribute more than one product (Chandler 1990, 17; Seth 1990a, 440). Benefits can arise from the shared use

---

44 See also Bain (1959) on both buyer and seller concentration.
of indivisible tangible assets such as specialised production capacity or intangible assets such as proprietary know-how (Teece 1980).

Coinsurance refers to an acquisition situation where the earning streams of the acquirer and target firm are imperfectly correlated, which is argued to increase the optimal amount of debt after the acquisition. As the value of tax savings on incremental debt is greater than incremental leverage-related cost, by increasing debt after the acquisition, the combined firm stands to create addition value. Gains from coinsurance are generally related to conglomerate acquisitions. However, in the case of pure related-supplementarity, potential for coinsurance benefits may also exist. (Seth 1990a, 1990b)

Benefits from risk or financial diversification are also expected to be more important in conglomerate than related acquisitions. These gains apply to situations where the returns of the combined firms are imperfectly correlated. In such a situation, the existence of various market perfections such as costly information or the indivisibility of financial assets may lead to gains from pooling risk through acquisitions. Unlike the first four benefit types, which result from changes in operating decisions (e.g. production, marketing, research and development, human resource, or financial decisions), risk diversification gains occur due to the combination alone. (Seth 1990a; 1990b)

According to Lubatkin (1983), horizontal acquisitions are most likely to benefit from economies of scale, market power, and to a lesser extent, diversification economies. Furthermore, Singh & Montgomery (1987) argue that related acquisitions contain potential for economies of scope. (cf. Chatterjee 1986; Seth 1990a, 1990b)

Chatterjee (1986) discusses the same issue of acquisition-related value creation through the concept of synergies. He divides synergies into three broad categories based on the distinct competence or scarce resources to which each synergy type is linked. Collusive synergies refer to resources leading to market power. Operational synergies involve resources leading to production and/or administrative efficiencies (cf. economies of scale and scope). Finally, financial synergies represent resources that lead to a reduction in the cost of capital. At a conceptual level, Chatterjee (1986) argues that all related acquisitions may stand to benefit from operational and financial synergies, whereas only purely horizontal acquisitions can produce collusive synergies.

---

45 Lubatkin (1983) views horizontal and product concentric acquisitions jointly, while distinguishing marketing concentric acquisitions as their own group. In addition, all acquisition types can benefit from banking and compensation economies (see Howell 1970).

46 By definition, synergy exists when the value of the combined entity exceeds the sum of the values of the individual firms (Seth 1990a) and is thus considered as a synonym for value creation.
The above discussion largely depicts the traditional view of horizontal acquisitions which stresses the role of monopolisation effects and scale economies that dates back to the 1950s. More recently, strategy scholars have promoted the idea that horizontal acquisitions can also be used to reconfigure the resources of the acquirer and target firms (Capron et al. 1998; Karim & Mitchell 2000; Krishnan et al. 2004; Bowman & Singh 1993). Market power and scale efficiencies may be important incentives for horizontal deals in relatively stable industries (Dutz 1989). However, many contemporary corporations operate in dynamic environments with frequent technical innovation, regulatory change, and increased globalisation. Acquired market power or scale efficiencies are likely to erode gradually in such a setting. (Capron et al. 1998, 632) This proposition has inspired a number of authors to re-examine the sources and mechanisms of value creation behind horizontal acquisitions.

Capron (1999) discusses value creation in horizontal acquisitions through the exploitation of two types of synergies: (1) cost-based synergies and (2) revenue-based synergies (cf. Anand & Singh 1997; Eccles et al. 1999). Cost-based synergies are supposed to be primarily derived from scale and scope economies, based largely on the argumentation above. The realisation of revenue-based synergies, in turn, is closely linked to resource redeployment (see Sub-chapter 2.4.1).

Revenue-based synergies acknowledge the possibility of the acquirer and the target achieving a higher level of sales growth together than either company on its own, by combining their resources. These synergies are harder to estimate than cost reductions because they involve external variables, such as customer reactions. Related synergy potential can be realised, for example, when a superior product of the target is combined with the more extensive distribution channel of the acquirer. (Eccles et al. 1999) Several empirical studies have analysed resource redeployment following acquisitions (Capron et al. 1998; Karim & Mitchell 2000; Krishnan et al. 2004). Commonly studied resources include the sales force, brands, and other marketing-related assets (e.g. Capron & Hulland 1999). Another important driver of many recent acquisitions has been the potential synergy linked to redeploying new technologies and R&D knowledge (Ranft & Lord 2002; Bresman et al. 1999).

In line with this argument, several studies have pointed out that traditional synergy typologies overlook the value creation potential related to combining complementary resources. While, for example, economies of scale are achieved through the accumulation of similar resources and assimilation of

47 Stigler & Bain (1950) started the debate on which effect had been the superior motive behind the first acquisition wave, which was mainly comprised of horizontal transactions.
activities, revenue side benefits commonly build on complementary resources. (Larsson 1990; cf. Capron 1999; Hitt et al. 2001) Larsson (1990) refers to these benefits as ‘economies of fitness’, and stresses that they should not be confused with economies of scope. For example, economies of scope are generally only discussed in connection with production while economies of fitness consider the interaction between various organisational parts (Larsson 1990).

Seth et al. (2002) and Shimizu et al. (2004) imply that the sources of value creation may differ between domestic and international acquisitions. Whilst in domestic deals, synergistic gains are supposed to be derived from increased operational efficiency, market power, or financial leverage, cross-border acquisitions are linked to the exploitation of firm-specific resources due to market imperfections (Morck & Yeung 1992; Seth et al. 2002), thus supporting the resource reconfiguration argument. In addition, Vermeulen & Barkema (2001) find that cross-border deals provide new knowledge and perspectives. The partners’ individual experiences can help firms learn new skills, discover unknown financing options, gather important information about specific industries, and learn about the general institutional context at the local level (cf. Hamel 1991; Beckman & Haunschild 2002).

The above findings suggest that the traditional approach to examining acquisition-related value creation may not be the most valid when discussing horizontal cross-border acquisitions in the contemporary business environment. In order to capture the mechanisms behind value creation in a more comprehensive manner, the present study adopts a strategic rather than a capital market perspective towards value creation. Value creation is understood as a long-term phenomenon that results from managerial actions and interaction between the combined firms (cf. Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999). Value creation is discussed from the perspective of acquirer company management; not from the owners’ viewpoint as such. The focus area of the chosen perspective is illustrated in Figure 9.
### Management of acquiring firm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement focus</th>
<th>Short-term performance</th>
<th>Long-term performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Realised combination benefits</td>
<td>Realised benefits from resource reconfiguration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected future benefits based on information available to managers</td>
<td>Expected future benefits based on information available to managers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Owners of acquiring firm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement focus</th>
<th>Short-term performance</th>
<th>Long-term performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Realised market value capture</td>
<td>Realised market value creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Expected future benefits based on information available to markets</td>
<td>Expected future benefits based on information available to markets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9 Different perspectives towards acquisition-related value creation

Studies using market-based measures reflect performance in terms of the stockholders’ predictions regarding future cash flows. These predications are always based on limited information regarding the actual implementation plans and objectives. Event study results typically reflect initial perceptions and short-term value capture, which involves value shifted from previous stakeholders to new stakeholders of the combined firm (Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Trautwein 1990). Long-term studies reflect predictions based on improved information. However, long-term stock development will include an increasing amount of other unrelated factors (e.g. other acquisitions, other strategic decisions) influencing perceived performance, thus making it difficult to distinguish acquisition-related effects from this noise.

When concentrating on company actions aimed at value creation, a management perspective would seem to provide a more fruitful approach. Subjective performance evaluation enables one to tap the expected long-term implications of the acquisition in a better manner. Accounting-based measures are used to add also an objective aspect to performance. However, it should be noted that accounting-based data only reflect past actions and is easily distorted by external noise. The long-term perspective is adopted in order to capture the effects of resource reconfiguration more comprehensively and not merely to concentrate on the benefits that arise from combination alone (see Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991, 29; Seth 1990a).
4 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

4.1 Operational aspect to post-acquisition integration

Several recent studies have noted that research on post-acquisition change has been fragmented. Human resource issues have received the most attention whereas there is remarkably little research on the other aspects of post-acquisition change. (Child et al. 2001; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999) Numerous related questions have remained unanswered and several research gaps still prevail. This is partly due to the lack of integration among the different schools of thought; although a vast amount of research has been published, few scholars have endeavoured to harmonise theoretical perspectives and to provide holistic understanding rather than partial explanations. For example, the substantial increase of human integration literature can be seen as a counteraction to early acquisition research which gave a disproportionate weight to strategic pre-acquisition attributes. This has left gaps in terms of deepening the explanatory power of strategy literature regarding the actual post-acquisition actions taken to implement strategy, and concerning the interplay between the strategic and human sides of integration.

This study focuses on one of the more neglected aspects of post-acquisition change, namely the role of the company’s operations integration in value creation. Although various authors have touched upon these issues, this has rarely been the main area of interest. Thus, numerous references to synergy potential linked to combining certain operations can be found, but comprehensive analyses of the source and nature of this synergy as well as descriptions of how this potential is realised through integration are virtually nonexistent.

As discussed in Chapter 3, traditional acquisition literature has stressed the role of economies of scale and scope in horizontal acquisitions (e.g. Scherer & Ross & 1990, 163-165; Weston et al. 1990, 250-251). Although such potential may be present in several operational areas of business (e.g. advertising, distribution, service networks, and research and development) (Porter 1980, 7-8), acquisition research has mainly referred to production economies in this context. This observation applies especially to quantitative studies based on secondary data, which have commonly considered the effects on production costs and capacity as being more or less a synonym for economies of scale and scope or operational synergy (e.g. Gupta & Gerchak 2002; see also Seth
A similar approach has been applied, to a certain extent, concerning marketing and R&D operations, in which case synergy is largely understood in terms of spreading the costs of creating intangible assets (e.g. brand names and know-how) or pooling sales forces and advertising efforts (Porter 1980; Scherer & Ross 1990). According to this view, firms with similar customer segments are supposed to generate superior benefits (e.g. Seth 1990a). Thus, synergies have been discussed from the perspective of manufacturing companies and operational synergies are largely understood as being related to cost cutting (cf. Larsson 1990, 79; Porter 1980, 8).

Similarly, research on the role of operation-specific resources as acquisition determinants is still somewhat limited. Extant empirical research on capability-seeking acquisitions has focused on R&D-related motives. Less attention has been given to distribution-related resources and capabilities (see Anand & Delios 2002). Nevertheless, literature has shown both e.g. technology and distribution channel-related aspects to be important motives for cross-border acquisitions (Inkpen et al. 2000; Capron & Hulland 1999).

In the context of manufacturing industries, the initial starting point of the study was to focus on the firms’ sourcing, manufacturing, and distribution resources and capabilities, which together constitute the internal logistics system of a manufacturing firm (cf. Bowersox et al. 1986), and how they are affected in linkage to horizontal cross-border acquisitions. However, during the progress of the study, it became obvious that the role of these resources and capabilities extends beyond traditional operations boundaries in acquisition situations. Therefore, assets related to product development were included in the examination of purchasing and manufacturing operations. Respectively, distribution resources also carry sales force and customer relations-related resources and capabilities. The first group is jointly referred to as upstream operations, the latter as downstream operations (see Figure 10).
Paper 4, on the other hand, discusses a case study from one specific service industry. The logistics service sector specialises in carrying out operations related to the same material flow, which penetrates the manufacturing firm, but beyond its organisational boundaries. Therefore, the contribution of this case can be seen as an extension to the operational view described above, where a manufacturing firm has chosen to outsource part of its operations, which links it to other supply chain members, to a third party. However, it should be noted that this third party operates in its own organisational and industrial context (as opposed to vertically integrated logistics operations).

From an operations point of view, the customer is an integral part of the process of producing and delivering a certain service (e.g. Chase 1978). This sets certain limitations on the direct applicability of operations management literature in terms of service firms (see e.g. Larsson & Bowen 1989). However, from the mid-1970s onwards, a significant amount of literature has been produced attempting to bring together the concepts and tools in operations and service management (see Johnston 1994). For example Chase (1978) discusses the service system in terms of front office and back office operations. Fließ & Kleinaltenkamp (2004), in turn, separate the overall service production process into two stages. The first stage refers to the service provider’s potential, which comprises capacity factors or assets as well as the commodity factors, i.e. internal production factors. These factors provide the foundation for service production and delivery. The second stage in service
production then includes the customer’s contribution to service operations by integrating additional production factors into the process. Internal production factors can be fully disposed of by the service provider and they are normally independent of a specific customer, whereas the service provider’s disposal of external production factors is limited.

**Figure 11 Operational focus of the study in the logistics service sector**

In this study, the operations of the service provider are divided in line with the above distinctions (see Figure 11). The first operational area involves managing the procurement and pre-combination of back office operations or internal production factors (i.e. upstream operations). The second area encompasses the management of front office operations where external production factors and the role of the customer contact are accorded greater emphasis (i.e. downstream operations). The first area comprises the processing (or technical) core of the service provider, while the second is subject to the variability that human beings bring into the service system (cf. Chase 1978, 1996).

Figures 10 and 11 illustrate the operational focus of the study from the perspective of a single acquirer-target pair. From this point of departure, the aim is to explore the interaction between the formerly separate operations of firms that have been brought together through horizontal acquisition. The interaction between the respective operations is examined through concepts
and frameworks offered by three theoretical perspectives, which will be presented briefly in the following.

4.2 Adopted theoretical perspectives

4.2.1 Industrial organisation and cost efficiency tradition

Horizontal acquisitions have received much attention from both industrial organisation and traditional cost efficiency theory perspectives, which build on economic analysis. Acquisition research representing the school of industrial organisation studies the role of market power in acquisition activity. From this viewpoint, the concept of market structure is fundamental, which is mediated through market conduct into performance (e.g. Scherer & Ross 1990). Horizontal acquisitions are seen as a means to deal with competitive pressure by creating industry barriers (Bain 1959; Caves & Porter 1977) and increasing market power (Heflebower 1963; Stigler 1968; Eckbo 1983). Fundamentally, firms are seen as engaging in horizontal acquisitions to generate monopolistic rent. Such effects are supposed to increase consumer prices and reduce total output (cf. Bain 1959). From a power dependence perspective (e.g. Emerson 1962), it could be argued that horizontal acquisitions also affect supplier relationships, and that bidder firms may benefit from exerting their increased power on the supplier.

In terms of horizontal acquisitions, traditional cost efficiency theories base their synergy argumentation on issues of economies of scale and, to a lesser extent, scope (Chatterjee 1992; Dutz 1989). These benefits can only be derived through the physical consolidation of the firms’ resources (Chatterjee 1992, 268), aimed at increasing the efficiency of existing operations and generating cost-side effects (Steiner 1977).\footnote{See discussion in Sub-chapters 3.2 and 4.1.}

From this tradition, the present study applies the concepts of market power (understood both in terms of customers and suppliers), economies of scale and scope and examines their role in contemporary horizontal acquisitions. Furthermore, though the primary focus is on the internal examination of the case deals\footnote{Cf. Barney (1991) on resource-based analysis.}, it is acknowledged that the acquisition process can also be contingent upon certain external industry attributes, which can be seen as relating to industrial organisation tradition.
As for example, Capron et al. (1998) argue, the above view may have limited applicability to contemporary horizontal acquisitions due to the more dynamic competitive environment. The resource-based view from strategy literature is proposed to provide complementary elements to this tradition. Strategy literature suggests that acquisitions can be used as a means to restructure organisations and increase efficiency and effectiveness by changing business operations (Seth 1990a; Bowman & Singh 1993). This restructuring can produce both cost- and revenue-side benefits (Capron 1999) through divestment (Capron et al. 2001) and resource redeployment (Capron et al. 1998).

As such, resource-based theories form a diverse variety of approaches, which can be grouped under this heading. The outlines of this general approach are visible, but there is not as yet a consensus over the terminology used. This shortcoming has lead to an ever-increasing amount of new definitions and overlapping concepts. (Hodgson 1998) The primary area of interest of this view relates to the origins of heterogeneity in company performance, which is explained through the conceptualisation of the firm as a bundle of idiosyncratic resources and capabilities (Silverman 2002; cf. Mahoney & Pandian 1992; Penrose 1959). Industrial organisation economics, by contrast, explains the behaviour and performance of companies through differences across industries and strategic groups (Silverman 2002; cf. Mahoney & Pandian 1992; Wernerfelt 1984). The resource-based view entails the assumption of market imperfections due to e.g. the inimitability and embeddedness of resources (Montgomery & Wernerfelt 1988; Makadok 2001) and potential opportunistic behaviour (Chi 1994), which limit the firm’s ability to buy and sell discrete resources\(^{50}\).

From the resource-based view, this study applies the key concepts of resources and capabilities. A resource is an observable, but not necessarily tangible, asset or input that can be valued and traded (e.g. physical assets, brands, patents). A capability is a special type of resource that is organisationally embedded and non-tradable in the sense that it can change ownership only as part of its entire unit. Capabilities are embodied in the continuous enactment of people and organisational practices and deal with the firm’s capacity to deploy other resources to reach a desired end. (cf. Amit & Schoemaker 1993; Helfat & Peteraf 2003; Makadok 2001)

A valuable resource or capability enables a firm to improve its market position relative to its competitors, i.e. it is a source of competitive advantage.

---

\(^{50}\) See also Nelson & Winter (1982) on market imperfections linked to e.g. R&D.
In order to represent a source of sustained competitive advantage, both resources and capabilities must have the same attributes; the resource or capability must be valuable, in short supply relative to demand (i.e. rare), and costly to imitate or directly substitute. (Hoopes et al. 2003; Amit & Schoemaker 1993; Barney 1991) Competition and other environmental changes erode the competitive advantage of companies over time (Teece 1982; Dierickx & Cool 1989). Thus, the most critical competence for a firm in the long run is its ability to reconfigure its resources and capabilities (cf. Hamel & Prahalad 1989).

In the context of acquisitions, the above discussion has two implications. First, acquisitions can be used to improve a firm’s market position relative to its competitors by acquiring valuable resources and capabilities from other firms, by employing existing ones in new uses through combination (e.g. Wernerfelt 1984; Capron et al. 1998), and, though not explicitly addressed in existing acquisition literature, by jointly creating new resources and capabilities through acquisition. Secondly, integration management can also be seen as its own capability, which is composed of a set of routines to assess and carry out necessary integrative actions between the resources and capabilities of the combined firms (e.g. Zollo & Winter 2002, 340).

In terms of this study, the focus is on the role of operation-specific resources and capabilities. Accordingly, the examination concentrates on resources and capabilities linked to upstream and downstream operations, of which an inexhaustive list is presented in Table 5 (cf. Amit & Schoemaker 1993; Barney 1991; Hitt & Ireland 1986; Capron et al. 1998; Markides & Williamson 1996).

51 In Paper 3, the further distinction between purchasing, manufacturing, and distribution operations is made as discussed in Sub-chapter 4.1.
Table 5 Resources and capabilities linked to the upstream and downstream operations of firms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources and capabilities linked to upstream operations</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing channels, production plants and equipment, R&amp;D</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>equipment, back office company facilities, and related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradable know-how (e.g. patents, proprietary technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human capital contributing to operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities linked to manufacturing (e.g. flexibility,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>process-related know-how)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities linked to R&amp;D (e.g. innovation capability,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>product development cycles)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities linked to supplier relationships and related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know-how</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other organisation and coordination capabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resources and capabilities linked to downstream operations</th>
<th>Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution channels, equipment, front office company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>facilities, and related physical assets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tradable know-how (e.g. licenses)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human capital contributing to operations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities linked to customer relationships and related</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know-how (e.g. experience, knowledge on customer preferences)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capabilities linked to customer service and image (e.g.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reputation, service level)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other organisation and coordination capabilities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Several studies also have identified managerial and financial resources as company attributes that can be used to improve efficiency and effectiveness (Chatterjee & Wernerfelt 1991; Teece 1986; Capron et al. 1998). These types of resources and capabilities are also acknowledged. However, in the examination of business units in manufacturing industries, these attributes are considered as factors linked to the overall acquisition process rather than as a primary area of focus (Paper 3). In the case study from the logistics service sector (Paper 4), managerial and financial resources have a greater importance as the analysis covers both company and business unit levels. Naturally, this
particular case does not include a manufacturing aspect. A more generic approach is thus adopted by discussing upstream and downstream resources and capabilities.

4.2.3 General network theory

In addition to applying the resource-based view to complement traditional horizontal acquisition theory, this study also explores how general network theory could provide a theoretical viewpoint for explaining acquisition outcomes. From this perspective, acquisitions provide a means to build a flexible network design to manage knowledge-based resources better, as well as to acquire and transfer intangible assets through horizontal patterns of exchange to benefit the whole network. Such aspects have not received much attention in the field of acquisition research but would provide useful insights into understanding related value creation in a dynamic business environment.

In contemporary literature, networks are often referred to as inter-organisational structures. However, the concept can also be used to describe the functioning of an individual firm (e.g. Tsai & Ghoshal 1998; Flap et al. 1998; Nohria & Eccles 1992). Network analysis provides a number of tools to map the structure of inter- or intra-organisational relationships and to analyse potential sources of value in the network. Network analysis emphasises three sources of value creation (Lazzarini et al. 2001, 10-11):

- Social structure
- Learning
- Network externalities

Social network approaches stress the influence of social structure on individual or collective behaviour and consequent performance. Different strands of social network analysis have different views on what type of relationship encourages cooperative behaviour and enhances performances. Other scholars emphasise the advantageous effects of strong ties and the density of the network as a whole. Related arguments build on the concept of trust, shared norms of behaviour, and reducing opportunism. (see e.g. Coleman 1988; Walker et al. 1997) Another view argues that sparse networks with structural holes and so-called weak ties are essential in generating new information and diversity by limiting knowledge overlaps (e.g. Granovetter

52 In this context, general network theory refers to network theory as it is understood and applied in contemporary strategic management literature. This approach draws heavily on e.g. sociology and it focuses on the social conditions influencing company behaviour and performance, thus, also addressing the value creation possibilities linked to inter- and intra-firm networks.
Although these views can to a certain extent be seen as complementary, they would also appear to have different implications for network formation and related value creation (Walker et al. 1997, 109-113; see also Ahuja 2000).

In terms of value creation, two main types of learning can be identified. The first type of learning occurs when autonomous agents or groups develop local knowledge independently. This type of learning enables specialisation and favours knowledge diversity in a network. An essential ability, from a network perspective, would be to summarise and transfer these particular skills through interaction with other agents. Learning of the second type is more systematic and it involves joint efforts to create and refine knowledge. (Lazzarini et al. 2001) An example of such co-specialisation could be the interaction within Toyota’s supplier network as described by Dyer & Nobeoka (2000). In this case, Toyota had organised a number of problem-solving teams to provide solutions to its own production problems. In line with the key elements of co-specialisation, these groups have developed reciprocal obligations and motives to share knowledge with other network members.

The final source of value is network externalities. Such effects are relevant to products for which user utility increases with the number of other agents consuming the same good (Katz & Shapiro 1985, 424). Expressed in mathematical terms, as the number of nodes in the network increases arithmetically, the value of the whole network increases exponentially (Kelly 1998, 23). Typical examples related to direct network externalities include communication networks, such as telephone or fax systems, where a number of end users join a system that allows network members to exchange e.g. information with one another (e.g. Katz & Shapiro 1985). Such networks experience small gains when they are newly established. Once the network has a critical amount of members, value may increase rapidly in proportion to a relatively marginal growth in the network structure. (Kelly 1998) Systems or markets that exhibit such a positive relationship between membership value and network size are said to generate network effects or externalities (Katz & Shapiro 1994, 94). For example, Thompson (1967, 26-29) describes the nature of organisations, which create value by offering mediating technology to interdependent customers. This mediating technology facilitates information and/or material flows between customers, which are distributed in space and

---

53 This study focuses on direct network externalities. These effects are linked either to the direct physical connection between the number of purchasers and product quality, or to the connection between the experience and size of the network and the quality and availability of its (post-purchase) services. Indirect network effects, on the other hand, are related to complementary products such as system hardware and software, and the relationship between the number of purchasers of one product and the product quality of the other. (see e.g. Katz & Shapiro 1985)
Typical examples of such network organisations include banks, insurance companies, phone companies, employment service companies as well as postal and other delivery services. The logistics service sector represents such an empirical context to which general network theory is applied in Paper 4.

An alternate network-related approach to viewing acquisitions would be to examine the impact of acquisitions on the firms’ external business relationships. This approach builds on the work of the International Marketing and Purchasing group (IMP) and industrial network theory. Contributions in this field have successfully underlined shortcomings in traditional acquisition research, and explored the role of direct customer and supplier relationships of the combined firms (e.g. Anderson et al. 2001) as well as broader business networks (e.g. Havila & Salmi 2000) in the acquisition context.

The IMP approach concentrates on networks of external business relationships and primarily provides tools for understanding focal dyadic relationships from a positional perspective and, on the other hand, viewing networks from an aggregate, market, perspective (cf. Möller 1992, 13). However, in this study, networks are understood as a set of internal relationships, which may entail different qualities and possibilities for value creation as discussed above. A certain type of (integration) relationship may enhance certain value creation possibilities for the firm (i.e. network) as a whole, but can also lead to reduced opportunities for other value creation types. Thus, general network theory was considered a more fruitful approach for the purposes of this study.

4.3 Theoretical framework

From a theoretical standpoint, the aim of this thesis is to assess how different theoretical perspectives succeed in explaining contemporary acquisition motives, integrative actions, and outcomes at an operative level. Based on the discussion above, a tentative theoretical framework is devised to address the study objectives (Figure 12).
ACQUISITION CONTEXT

Company attributes: strategic fit, organisational fit, geographical coverage, relative size, pre-acquisition performance, acquisition experience etc.

Industry attributes: product/service industry, underlying technology, consolidation level etc.

Other attributes: legislative factors, country specific factors etc.

ACQUISITION PROCESS

Pre-acquisition phase

Operational aspect

Objectives and combination potential on operational level

Post-acquisition phase

Level and type of integration on operational level

Effects on value creation

Operational level effects from:

- Creating new resources & capabilities
- Leveraging existing resources & capabilities

Other aspects e.g. strategic, HR, financial

THEORETICAL LENS

Industrial organisation & cost efficiency theories: market power and economies of scale and scope

Resource-based theory: resource / capability redeployment, divestiture

General network theory: social structure, learning, network externalities

Figure 12 Theoretical framework for examining the operational aspect of horizontal cross-border acquisitions

As can be noted from Figure 12, the study object is complex, which can also be regarded as one reason why researchers have continued to produce ambiguous empirical results. While the main body of acquisition research has been founded largely upon finance, which typically focuses on direct effects, more recent contributions from the strategy school suggest that due to the complex processual and contextual nature of acquisitions, related integration and value creation cannot be explained by one single attribute or theory (Hitt et al. 1998; Hunt 1990).

The framework presented in Figure 12 includes company-specific attributes commonly used in acquisition research (see Chapter 2), industry-specific attributes (e.g. Deans et al. 2002; Weston et al. 1990, 99-103), and the overall
acquisition process itself (e.g. Jemison & Sitkin 1986) as potential determinants of operation-level outcomes. Operational level objectives and combination potential give an *ex ante* indication and orientation of potential sources of value creation. However, this setting does not fully determine the nature, scope, and probability of actual value creation, which is further influenced by the integrative actions taken and practical impediments such as inter-organisational friction (cf. Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Graebner 2004).

Overall, there seem to be serious gaps in understanding what variables actually have a significant effect on acquisition outcomes. The recent study by King et al. (2004) draws a rather grim picture of research in this field. Although acquisitions have been studied for decades, there has been little overlap in the variables used to explain acquisition performance. This has inhibited the accumulation of knowledge, given the high level of research activity in the area. Furthermore, results from their meta-analysis show that the impact of four commonly examined variables (i.e. diversification of the acquirer, relatedness, method of payment, acquisition experience) does not significantly explain acquisition performance. The authors argue that, as a consequence, both traditional acquisition theory and research methods may require revision. First, the majority of extant acquisition performance research has employed purely short-term stock-based measures, thus overlooking acquisition effects on other relevant dimensions (King et al. 2004). Secondly, the research field has suffered from both theoretical fragmentation (Larsson & Finkelstein 1999) and from a lack of continuity (King et al. 2004). Finally, problems related to data availability have led to the wide use of solely secondary data, which raises questions regarding data relevance.

This study attempts to address these common problems, both in terms of methodological and theoretical considerations. Several scholars (e.g. Larsson & Finkelstein 1999; Hitt et al. 1998; Shimizu et al. 2004) encourage the incorporation of different theoretical views that aim to provide a more realistic assessment of relevant factors in the acquisition process. Nevertheless, the aim is to build on extant research rather than to disperse the field further. The main foundation lies on the works of Capron (1999), Pablo (1994), Hitt et al. (1998), Larsson & Finkelstein (1999), and Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991), which have discussed the themes of complementarity as a part of combination potential, integration approaches and their determinants, and resource and capability transfer. This study adds to this basis by concentrating on the

---

54 Cf. acquisition framework and scenarios by Hunt (1990), which differentiate between contextual and acquisition process variables.

55 As Graebner (2004) argues, acquisitions can also yield serendipitous value, which involves resource recombinations that were entirely unanticipated.
operational aspect of these issues embedded in the overall acquisition process. By applying this perspective to empirical studies, fine-grained measures of deal factors can be used in order to provide a better understanding of how value is actually created. Furthermore, the applicability of general network theory in understanding operational interdependencies and post-acquisition outcomes is explored.
This chapter summarises the main results and respective contributions of each paper incorporated in this thesis. While the papers are presented in the order of their composition, it should be noted that due to a large number of rewrites, research has proceeded partly in a parallel fashion. Furthermore, as can be observed by comparing the individual manuscripts, the use and definitions of concepts have evolved as the theoretical and empirical focus of the study has gradually refined during the research process.

5.1 Paper 1: Logistics integration in horizontal mergers and acquisitions

This paper initiates the investigation of gaps in the understanding of operational issues in an acquisition context through examining the integration of sourcing, manufacturing, and distribution operations in horizontal acquisitions. The paper holds three contributions. First, it reviews literature from logistics and general acquisition management, in order to identify previous research contributions touching upon this area. Secondly, results from an exploratory survey on practitioners’ views concerning the role of these issues are presented. Finally, the combined findings are developed into a framework that addresses the operational aspects of acquisition activity for use in further empirical analysis.

The literature review was a twofold process. From the logistics and supply chain management discipline, articles published within leading journals during a more than ten year period were systematically reviewed. For the review of general management type literature on acquisitions, a structured literature search was performed using electronic journal databases. Interesting reference leads were then followed to other articles, research papers, and books. Thus, the reviewed material was fairly diverse and spanned a longer time period. Results, as a whole, indicate that operational issues in general and logistics issues specifically, have received little research attention. Thus, it is argued that the research gap identified offers a sound basis for performing further empirical investigation.

In parallel with the literature review, a survey to map an initial picture of the practitioners’ view on the topic was executed. Questions addressed e.g.
acquisition motives, operation-specific expectations, the implemented level of integration, and the difficulty of synergy realisation. Results showed product and market extension to be the most common acquisition motive. Other significant motives were linked to buying out competitors, and the desire to benefit from synergies in sourcing, manufacturing, and distribution. However, the realisation of synergies related to the internal logistics process was considered challenging. Generating benefits, especially in sales and manufacturing, was seen as a difficult task. These results further supported the notion of the importance of continuing research in the chosen area; operations integration can be seen as a relevant aspect of the most common motives in horizontal acquisitions, and significant challenges are related to the realisation of operational benefits in the post-acquisition phase.

In addition, the survey explored interdependencies between background variables and operation-specific factors. No significant linear relationship was found between the relative size of the combined companies and the difficulty of synergy realisation, thus supporting findings suggesting a more complex relationship between size considerations and the post-acquisition process. Similarly, no uniform linear relationship was observed between the level of integration and efforts related to value creation. This questions the weight of the common assumption that high levels of integration will directly generate negative organisational effects which significantly hinder value creation (e.g. Olie 1994, 384; Larsson & Finkelstein 1999, 6-7). The positive aspects of tight integration (see Table 4) may outweigh related drawbacks in horizontal acquisitions (cf. Larsson & Finkelstein 1999). For example, high levels of integration in supportive operations (IT, R&D, and finance) were found to facilitate synergy realisation in manufacturing.

Operation-specific objectives were found to correlate positively with the adopted level of integration in both downstream and upstream operations. Furthermore, synergy expectations in these operations also influenced the integration approach in other areas. For example, distribution-related objectives were widely connected to virtually all other operations, thus indicating that high projected benefits from combined distribution and sales correlate with the tight integration of the overall logistics process and supportive operations, such as IT and administration. A similar correlation was found between R&D-related objectives and integration in purchasing.

Overall these findings suggest that complex relationships prevail between common background variables and the operational aspect of horizontal acquisitions, as well as within and between specific operations. Common generalisations on post-acquisition integration seem insufficient to our understanding of the logic behind empirical observations.
Based on the above argument, a tentative framework is then proposed for a
deeper analysis of these interdependencies (Figure 13). The framework builds
on previous acquisition research on integration and performance determinants
(impacting factors in Figure 13). It is postulated that operation-specific
combination potential, integration, and synergy will also be contingent upon
the overall acquisition motive\textsuperscript{56}. Operational impacts are analysed by adapting
the resources-processes-values framework presented by Christensen &
Overdorp (2000) to the present context.
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**Figure 13** Framework for assessing logistics impact in mergers and acquisitions

In the light of the whole research process, Paper 1 identifies an interesting
research gap with practical relevance. From extant research, the framework
highlights potentially relevant variables in understanding the operational
aspect of acquisitions, of which a hypothetical example is given. However, no
specific theory is used to explain the dynamics between the variables.

\textsuperscript{56} Follows the classification of Bower (2001). The two motives illustrated in Figure 13 are merely
examples of possible motives.
5.2 Paper 2: Integration and synergies of operations in horizontal M&A

Paper 2 continues to discuss the relation between horizontal acquisitions and upstream and downstream operations. While Paper 1 establishes that operation-specific benefits play an important role in horizontal acquisitions, both as direct motives and as indirect components in other common motives, the main contribution of Paper 2 is in identifying the nature and source of related synergies.

The paper builds purely on literary evidence extracted through a literature search covering articles published in 20 core journals during 1998-2002. Compared to the literature review conducted in connection with Paper 1, it employed a more systematic strategy and contemporary focus. The reviewed journals represented the most likely forum to find articles on the topic, based on both the amount of published acquisition research and disciplinary focus. From the reviewed material, 19 articles were established as having implications for operations integration and related synergies and these were then analysed in more detail.

As an additional contribution, the paper links the research area identified in Paper 1 to more established acquisition research. The theoretical background of traditional research on horizontal acquisitions and relevant contributions from the strategic management school are briefly reviewed. From this tradition, value creation explained through cost efficiency theories and the resource-based view is found to have relevance at an operational level. Based on these two perspectives, value creation itself is divided into taking form in either cost- or revenue-based synergies. The realisation of these synergies is argued to be linked to specific value creation mechanisms; cost-based synergies are commonly associated with economies of scale and scope, while revenue-based synergies are generally linked to resource redeployment as a part of post-acquisition integration. This theoretical set-up is then compared to the extant literary evidence (Table 6).
Table 6  Potential sources of operations synergies in horizontal acquisitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Downstream operations</th>
<th>Revenue-based synergies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upstream operations</th>
<th>Revenue-based synergies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased efficiency in production due to consolidation; cost savings in purchasing due to increased market power towards suppliers (Ashkenas &amp; Francis 2000; Croyle &amp; Kager 2002; Harding &amp; Yale 2002; Hastings 1999; Heracleous &amp; Murray 2001; Larsson &amp; Finkelstein 1999; Light 2001; Sull 1999)</td>
<td>Redeployment of intangible resources in production and R&amp;D (e.g. technologies) and superior processes (Heracleous &amp; Murray 2001; Larsson &amp; Finkelstein 1999; Meyer &amp; Estrin 2001; Schmidt &amp; Rühli 2002; Sull 1999)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Both upstream and downstream operations were touched upon in the reviewed articles, and both operation types were shown to hold potential for cost- and revenue-based synergies. Revenue-based synergies were commonly linked to the resource redeployment of operational resources and processes. In this context, resource complementarity was emphasised in a number of articles. Cost-based synergies were connected to economies of scale, the redeployment of intangible practices, and increased purchasing power towards suppliers.

The source and realisation of synergies is further illustrated by presenting two case studies from previously published studies. The examples highlight the importance of integration management in creating value both by reducing cost and enhancing revenues. The synergies described are hard to realise when the acquired firm remains procedurally, physically, and organisationally separate. Poor integration management will reflect on employee reactions and external customer and supplier relationships even when the level of integration is low. Focusing on only a single type of synergy may also have drawbacks, for example, in terms of the sustainability of generated benefits. Rather, the examined cases argue in favour of combining synergies, both in terms of type and affected operations.

As an individual publication, Paper 2 illustrates value creation possibilities derived from the integration of operations in horizontal acquisitions through the framework presented. Synergies are addressed regarding their theoretical...
basis, their role as acquisition motives, and associated post-acquisition integration. In terms of the overall research process, the paper also had relevance by providing a basis for contrasting primary empirical observations from the cases examined (see Papers 3 & 4).

5.3 Paper 3: Impacts of international mergers and acquisitions on the logistics operations of manufacturing companies

Building on the groundwork laid out in Papers 1 and 2, Paper 3 initiates case-based empirical investigation into the operational aspect of value creation. The paper reports the results of a multiple case study covering six horizontal cross-border acquisitions carried out by Finnish manufacturing firms during 1998-2001. The focus is on exploring and explaining matters of resource redeployment and capability transfer, related to sourcing, manufacturing, and distribution operations within the context of each case.

The theoretical focus of the paper is largely the same as in Paper 2. It is argued that the resource-based view can provide a fruitful approach to examining contemporary cross-border acquisitions. Thus, resources and capabilities are in central focus, both as pre-acquisition and post-acquisition factors. The role of these factors in the pre-acquisition phase is studied in linkage to the strategic fit matrix presented by Shelton (1988) and in terms of overall acquisition motives. The integration of operations is analysed by applying the formal capability transfer types of Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991) and the post-acquisition action measures used by Capron (1999). Value creation is assessed both in terms of self-reported measures at an operational level and accounting-based measures at business unit level. In addition to addressing the factors embodied in the acquisition process, the interplay between the procedural and contextual factors regarding industry attributes and relative size is investigated.

In terms of industry attributes, a linkage between the industry consolidation curve (Deans et al. 2002), the technological innovation cycle (Utterback 1996), and the empirical cases is identified. Cases that represented industries in the early stages of consolidation were largely motivated by rapid expansion, thus building a more established position to reduce the probability of failure and market exit in subsequent cycle phases. Less attention was paid to related costs, profitability, and the organisation of cost efficient operations. In general, the case acquisitions from more mature industries were more selective, aimed at strengthening core competencies as well as increasing overall profitability and operational efficiency. In terms of post-acquisition integration, these deals
were linked to knowledge and technology-related matters and involved reciprocal interaction more frequently.

Due to the broad product ranges and geographical structures of the case units, strategic fit between the combined firms was seldom found to represent one single type. However, most cases primarily exemplified complementary and supplementary features. Furthermore, individual deals were found to be driven by multiple motives.

These findings suggest that combinational fit and pre-acquisition objectives form a rather complex setting. Therefore, the use of very simplified methods in classifying acquisitions and their objectives may not hold practical relevance and also explains some of the inconsistency in research results. The results also encourage the further investigation of complementary resources to explain acquisition activity and post-acquisition outcomes.

The integrative actions relating to operational resources and capabilities varied a great deal from case to case (Table 7). In Case A, operations integration was minimal. The acquisition was motivated by gaining a passive presence in a growing market and reaping the resultant financial synergies. Thus, the adopted integrative actions seem to be in line with these objectives. In the remaining cases, integrative actions most commonly involved the redeployment of the acquirer’s resources and capabilities to the target. This often entailed divesting the target’s resources when they overlapped, and transferring the acquirer’s operative practices to the target organisation. Resources which were more complementary than overlapping could be left intact. In Cases C & D redeployment also occurred in the opposite direction, which was linked to making use of the target’s distribution network and contacts to disperse new markets.

Table 7 Resource redeployment and capability transfer in the acquisition cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution resources</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution capabilities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing resources</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing capabilities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing resources</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing capabilities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- resources/capabilities kept separate
* redeployment/transfer from acquirer to target
** redeployment/transfer from target to acquirer
*** reciprocal redeployment/transfer
In three cases, reciprocal redeployment was used to restructure resources and to create new operational solutions. This did not necessarily mean abandoning the existing resources or capabilities, although this was also an option, but combining them in a new way. This could involve e.g. altering sourcing practices due to increased company size, developing solutions to enhance skill transfer in manufacturing operations, or rethinking the organisation of distribution flows. The archetypical case in this sense, Case B, was quite exceptional, both in respect of pre- and post-acquisition factors. In this case, the acquirer was actually smaller than the target organisation, although both were relatively large firms and competed on a global scale. The companies were merged fully, which meant questioning the previous ways of operating and involved asset divestiture as well as reciprocal interaction. The whole post-acquisition process, which had taken several years, had only recently come to an end, and the company management proclaimed itself quite happy with the results, although benefits were not yet visible in the reported financial figures.

Overall, when joining complementary and supplementary resources, the expected synergies had roughly been realised, although it might have consumed much more temporal, financial and managerial resources than were originally planned. However, in some cases the divestment of identical resources had not resulted in the expected cost savings. By contrast, the cost-based synergies projected in Case A were realised in a relatively effortless and speedy manner. In terms of capability transfer, complementarity in R&D as well as in manufacturing technology and knowledge was central. Functional skill transfer was also used to enhance sourcing capabilities. In cases where the acquirer was substantially larger than the target, the acquirer’s existing skills and knowledge were commonly transferred to the target organisation. When there was a lesser power differential or objectives were directly linked to capability seeking, new mechanisms to combine and create new capabilities were set up (e.g. establishing specific management teams or employee networks to exchange ideas). Results in this area were difficult to quantify and perceive by examining solely accounting-based figures. The actions may indeed have led to improved capabilities in a specific area, but any potential that might have existed had yet to produce tangible results, financial or otherwise.

As the paper is exploratory in nature, the empirical material gathered is reflected against multiple concepts and constructs. Given that the paper also applies cross-case analysis, the paper holds a wide range of contributions despite its inherent limitations. The empirical cases bear evidence concerning the role of operations resources and capabilities in linkage to acquisition objectives, combination potential, and post-acquisition integration. Findings
indicate that their combination can create value through streamlining and transferring existing competencies, as well as by creating new competencies through reciprocal exchange. Results illustrate contingencies within each acquisition, and through cross-case comparison, four different deal patterns can be roughly identified. However, the aim, as such, is not to make normative statements on best acquisition practices, but to describe and explain patterns within and between cases. In the light of general acquisition research, the paper holds implications for directing further efforts to examining the role industry attributes play, beyond the traditional industrial organisation perspective, the relevance of common acquisition classifications, the validity of traditional methods of measuring acquisition success, and the evolutionary aspect of acquisitions in internal organisation development.

5.4 Paper 4: Mergers & acquisitions in the logistics service industry: case study findings

Paper 4 adds to previous contributions by extending its scope into a service industry context. Conceptually, it is based on the same argumentation as Papers 2 and 3, but adds a general network theory perspective. This additional theoretical lens is hoped to shed light on value creation possibilities linked to relatively low levels of post-acquisition integration, an issue, which the other two theoretical perspectives do not address.

The purpose of the paper is to describe and explain the acquisition driven growth and development of one case company representing the logistics service sector. The service sector was chosen on the basis that it has grown substantially during the past decade and has been showing early signs of consolidation through increased acquisition activity. Furthermore, the paper explores the applicability of general network theory in analysing acquisition-related value creation; an all-channel service network built on mediating technology (cf. Thompson 1967; Arquilla & Ronfeldt 1998) thus seemed an appropriate case target.

By conducting an embedded case study (cf. Yin 1991, 49-50), the paper aims to answer three research questions: 1) how are acquisitions perceived as a part of company growth strategy as opposed to other methods of expansion in the industry examined, and 2) how do the different theoretical perspectives succeed in explaining acquisition motives and 3) related value creation in the examined industry.

All three theoretical perspectives and their respective value creation arguments described in Chapter 4 are applied in the paper. General network theory and its applicability for studying intra-organisational networks and the
acquisition process are discussed in more detail, as this approach is novel in acquisition research. Figure 14 summarises this discussion with respect to the source of value and coordination mechanisms connected to two distinct types of organisational interdependency and their respective integration approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of value</th>
<th>Level of integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* Weak social ties</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Diversity of knowledge</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Network externalities</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Strong social ties</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and dense networks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Co-specialisation of knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 14](image)

It is argued that in related acquisitions at least some degree of inter-organisational integration is necessary in the post-acquisition period. High levels of integration improve the coordination of knowledge flows, which can increase the potential benefits of e.g. joint product development projects, and create new sources of competitive advantage. However, at the same time this is expected to cause significant organisational disruption and require mutual adjustment. Low levels of integration are respectively proposed to cause less disruption and support autonomous knowledge creation. Thus, high levels of integration would seem to indicate the reciprocal use of resources, whereas low levels of integration would imply the use of pooled resources, which might merely entail procedural integration so as to standardise internal processes.

While the paper illustrates that multiple types of acquisition have been conducted in the logistics service sector, it concentrates on the acquisition strategy of one pan-European freight forwarding and logistics service company. Of the numerous individual horizontal acquisitions that the case organisation had completed during 1999-2002, five case deals were selected for closer examination.

Overall, the case company had primarily followed an acquisition strategy related to complementary and supplementary fits, where targets have operated in an attractive geographical market, or filled a gap in the acquirer’s service portfolio. All of the acquired companies were relatively small compared to the
acquiring company. Expansion into new national markets within the case organisation’s core market area, i.e. Europe, was performed primarily through acquisition, while alliances were the preferred entry mode in more unfamiliar markets. Organic expansion was primarily used in countries where the case company had already established a market presence.

Most of the deals examined did not involve high levels of integration or substantial operational overlaps. Several targets continued to operate relatively autonomously, but at the same time benefited from being linked to an extensive network. Thus, interdependencies between network members can be described as pooled rather than reciprocal. Knowledge was diversified (e.g. area- or service-specific capabilities), though some generic knowledge (e.g. general management expertise) could be transferred from the acquirer to the targets. Joint learning and knowledge creation was not pursued systematically. The case organisation had encountered the most significant integration problems and unsatisfactory results where there had been major overlaps between the acquirer and target businesses.

While revenue development in the case company exhibited network externalities to a certain extent, the development of profitability had been rather the opposite. However, as volumes and customer requirements increase in the growing market areas connected to the network through acquisitions, network effects may become more visible. From a resource-based perspective, by adding additional geographical locations and capabilities through acquisitions, the case organisation had improved customer service possibilities for its whole customer network, thus creating potential for revenue-based synergies. None of the examined cases portrayed the traditional arguments related to industrial organisation or cost efficiency theories.

From a theoretical perspective, the results imply that general network theory can provide a fruitful basis for examining company growth strategies, especially in industries which rely on mediating technologies, such as the information or transportation sectors, as well as for explaining how low levels of integration may also entail value creation potential. In addition, the study underlines the importance of complementary and supplementary resources and capabilities when examining the motives and value creation effects of acquisitions. Managerial implications suggest that acquisition-driven growth may generate a rapid increase in revenues due to e.g. direct network effects. However, this positive effect is challenging to replicate in the development of profitability due to problems in integrating overlapping resources and delays in realising the full potential of the created network.

As a part of the entire research process, Paper 4 contributes by extending observations to service industries. Both upstream and downstream operations are shown to play an important role as acquisition objectives in the studied
case. In particular, ready-made facilities, market-specific knowledge, and customer contacts are seen as imperative when expanding operations to growing markets within the acquirer’s core business. To support the preservation of the acquired resources and capabilities, the post-acquisition integration is loose and sensitive to organizational needs.

In this context, general network theory and the resource-based view correspond well with the observed value creation logic. Industrial organization or cost efficiency theories, on the other hand, do not; although coupled together with other growth mechanisms, even relatively small acquisitions may increase volumes and related economies of scale in the long term. Thus, the paper also underlines the advantages of applying a longitudinal approach to acquisition studies, where the role of small, individual acquisitions is embedded in the firm’s whole growth strategy.
6 DISCUSSION

This chapter discusses the research results at a more general level, based on the overall evidence obtained by the multi-method approach of the study as a whole. In terms of the research objectives presented in Table 1, Paper 2 directly address the second study objective relating to potential synergies realised through the post-acquisition integration of upstream and downstream operations. The third study objective is addressed in Papers 2-4, and these conclusions will be discussed in conjunction with the theoretical implications in Chapter 7. This chapter focuses on providing a conceptual synthesis in terms of the first research objective: how the upstream and downstream operations of companies are affected by horizontal acquisitions, and how these effects are linked to the overall acquisition process.

This synthesis includes features from typology development as explained by Doty & Glick (1994) and theory building from case study research as explained by Eisenhardt (1989). The first promotes a top-to-bottom (i.e. conceptual, deductive) approach, the latter a bottom-up (i.e. empirical, inductive) approach. The use of both inductive and deductive elements reflects the nature of the overall research process and could be described as middle zone theorising (see Glaser & Strauss 1975, 5).

Each of the presented types illustrates a certain post-acquisition outcome at an operational level. All are founded on the synergy hypothesis, but have different bases and management approaches for value creation. The presented types do not describe any specific cases, but represent ideal forms that build on multiple sources of evidence accumulated during the research process.

---

57 Typologies can provide a means for describing complex and holistic organisational phenomenon, while contributing to theory building. Typologies identify multiple ideal types, each of which represents a unique combination of organisational attributes that are believed to determine the relevant outcome. Thus, typologies differ in respect to classifications in the sense that the latter specify decision rules to categorise organisations into mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets. Ideal types represent organisational forms that might exist rather than frequently do exist in their extreme form. (Doty & Glick 1994, 232)

58 Theory building from case study research is an inductive process, which is highly iterative. The aim of this process is to develop, or at least begin to develop, theory. The final product of research may be concepts, a conceptual framework, propositions, or a mid-ranged theory. (Eisenhardt 1989)

59 I.e. acquisitions are considered to be fundamentally an outcome of (intendedly) rational decision-making which aims at realising synergies (cf. discussion on efficiency, monopoly, raider, valuation, and process theories in Sub-chapter 2.2.2). There would be significant limitations in attempting to explain, for example, managerialist acquisitions and their outcomes using the adopted value creation logic.
Table 8 summarises the key characteristics of the identified three main types of operations integration outcome. Each type will be discussed in more detail in the following subchapters.

Table 8  
Operations integration typology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TYPE I</th>
<th>TYPE II</th>
<th>TYPE III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Both up- and downstream</td>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Upstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value creation</td>
<td>operations</td>
<td>operations</td>
<td>operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motives</td>
<td>Multiple</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>Reducing upstream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>market coverage</td>
<td>costs, improving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(geographic &amp;</td>
<td>innovation capability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>product line)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combination potential</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>Similar and complementary</td>
<td>Complementary</td>
<td>Similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Similar and complementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Similar and complementary</td>
<td>Complementary</td>
<td>Complementary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td>Unilateral /</td>
<td>Unilateral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reciprocal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value creation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream</td>
<td>Cost and revenue</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cost and revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downstream</td>
<td>Cost and revenue</td>
<td>Revenue / Cost</td>
<td>Revenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and revenue</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the three operational outcome types presented above, a fourth type could also be identified, where the value creation objectives of the acquisition are not linked operations integration. Evidence of horizontal cross-
border acquisitions which had virtually no effect on the examined operations was also found during the course of the study.

Such transactions were motivated by factors not commonly associated with horizontal acquisitions, such as financial synergies and (geographical) risk diversification. Markets with future growth potential seemed to attract such investment. Although the acquisition could contain combinational potential at an operational level as well, this was not acted upon. However, these circumstances entailed an option to utilise this potential as markets develop. Findings on the possible reasons for maintaining separate operations included the high sensitivity of products to the cultural environment, which limited the possibility to integrate sourcing and distribution channels, and substantial differences in organisational cultural and knowledge-based resources. However, according to Levitt (1983) sensitivity to the former differences does not require that an organisation ignore the possibilities of doing things differently or better. For example, the redeployment of certain intangible resources and capabilities (e.g. additional knowledge or more refined practices and technologies) could include synergy potential without directly ignoring cultural sensitivity.

6.1 Type I outcome: Up- and downstream integration

The first integration outcome type in Table 8 illustrates the value creation process of a horizontal cross-border acquisition, where value creation objectives are linked to resources and capabilities bound to both upstream and downstream operations of the combined companies. Such a setting would imply a merger-type acquisition where although the actual transaction consists of one firm purchasing the other, mutual motives for the combination exist and the relative size of the joint firms is more or less equal. By joining forces, the firms anticipate improving their competitive environment by enabling the generation of critical mass and related synergy to enhance survival and success in the global economy (cf. Hitt et al. 2001, 85). Potential synergies are linked both to joining similar resources in order to increase efficiency, and to adding complementary features in terms of products, markets, and knowledge, which can be redeployed to enhance customer value.

Due to the existence of both overlaps and complementarities in operational resources and capabilities, post-acquisition integration requires a variety of actions; the elimination of overlaps can cause divestitures in both firms,

---

60 In other words, while the other acquisition types primarily reflect objectives linked to expansion & development, increasing internal efficiency, and improving the competitive environment, this fourth type builds mainly on financial motives (cf. Figure 6).
complementary distribution channels enable the reciprocal cross-selling and bundling of products and services, and in order to augment the sharing of knowledge, connective links between the formerly separate organisations have to be created and supported. The increased scale and scope of joint operations allows management to consider developing operational procedures to create totally new resources and capabilities. Consequently, this type of acquisition includes the potential for cost- and revenue-based synergies in both upstream and downstream operations. This type of transaction does not rely on any single source of benefit and thus the outcome (when successful) could be argued to provide sustainable competitive advantage that is more difficult to imitate (cf. Markides & Williamson 1996, 344-345).

Due to the extent and complexity of integrative actions, this acquisition type also includes certain drawbacks and special attributes that should be taken into consideration. First, in order to ensure the continuity of activities and to support the realisation of value creation objectives, human resource and cultural aspects require special attention, both in pre-acquisition planning and post-acquisition implementation. Secondly, the complex acquisition process entails a substantial amount of hidden costs in terms of time, managerial and financial resources, and opportunity cost. Such features should be taken into account in acquisition management and valuation. For example, the analysis of alternative means of corporate growth and the evaluation of the target organisation are of the utmost importance. Similarly, failing to dedicate a sufficient amount and quality of managerial resources to carrying out the acquisition process can result in a situation where operations are severely disturbed as these resources are tied to attending to unexpected problems. Thirdly, as the acquisition affects the customer bases of both organisations, these stakeholder groups should be informed of how the acquisition process and the expected outcome will reflect on the service offered.

6.2 Type II outcome: Downstream integration

The second outcome type implies an acquisition process where operational objectives are primarily linked to leveraging the existing downstream operations of the target firm. As argued by Anand & Delios (2002, 120), downstream resources and capabilities such as distribution systems are not internationally fungible and can form barriers for market entry. Thus, acquisitions can offer an attractive option for international expansion. Market extension is considered to be the primary motive behind this acquisition type. In the context of international acquisitions, this generally refers to
geographical markets, but this can also entail moving into new complementing product markets to enhance customer value.

Findings related to this acquisition type resemble those of Meyer & Estrin (2001). Their study focuses on acquisitions in emerging markets such as CEE countries, and findings point to the existence of a special acquisition pattern common for these economies. In these so-called brownfield acquisitions (see Type II B in Table 8), the foreign acquirer initially acquires a local firm, but almost completely redeploy its own resources and capabilities to the target. Post-acquisition change is one-sided and e.g. local products and brand names can be phased out over a short transition period. The assets held by the local target, which are of primary importance, are related to market intelligence, distribution networks, local market share, individual customer relationships, and even proprietary real estate.

Conventional market extension acquisitions (see Add-on type in Table 8), on the other hand, leverage the assets of the local firm and combine them with the acquirer’s resources. This may involve maintaining local products and brand names alongside those redeployed from the acquirer, or even redeploying the target’s products/services through the existing distribution channels of the acquirer.

According to Meyer & Estrin (2001, 580-582), the choice between these two acquisition modes will depend on the quality of the resources possessed by the local firm. Based on the findings by Pablo (1994), it could be argued that the choice will also depend on the degree to which expected synergies rely on the preservation of a unique, context-specific set of organisational capabilities. Furthermore, both the findings of Meyer and Estrin and those of the present study point to the occurrence of brownfield acquisitions predominantly in transition economies. Thus, contextual variables linked to target market attributes are also suggested to bear relevance.

Compared to Type I acquisitions, add-on and brownfield acquisitions commonly involve large differences in relative size. In operational areas, where the target’s assets are not central to realising acquisition objectives, the acquirer’s resources and capabilities are redeployed, which may entail divestitures in the target organisation. Value creation potential in upstream operations relies primarily on cost-based synergies that are related to e.g. economies of scale in production due to increased volumes and the redeployment of the acquirer’s operational practices and technologies in the target organisation. The integration of downstream operations primarily aims to generate revenue by allowing the acquiring firm to sell existing products to a wider body of customers. Depending on the acquisition objectives and target resources, revenue can also be enhanced by reciprocal cross-selling and by bundling products. In either case, objectives are realised by leveraging existing
resources and capabilities rather than jointly creating new ones. However, as
the reciprocity of integration in both up- and downstream operations deepens,
the more the acquisition will resemble a Type I acquisition.

As Type II acquisitions are primarily driven by the non-fungible market
resources and capabilities of the target, it is essential that they are maintained
or transferred in their intact form through the acquisition process. This should
entail management actions in order to retain customers and key employees,
even if the ultimate aim is gradually to replace them to a certain extent. Key
employees can include sales personnel and, especially in the case of small
entrepreneurial firms, certain managers. Regardless of the intended level of
overall integration, procedural integration should be implemented at a rapid
pace in order to enable the monitoring of the newly acquired target, and to
avoid black spots during the post-acquisition period.

Compared to the first acquisition type, the target requirements may be less
specific, which can reflect as lower pre-acquisition transaction costs.
However, failing to assess the condition and sufficiency of the target’s own
resources and capabilities may result in higher integration costs than
anticipated. Findings also suggest that expectations regarding cost-based
synergies in upstream operations may be overoptimistic, as the drawbacks of
extensive, unilateral integration come into effect. On the other hand,
depending on the target’s operational resources and capabilities, the
acquisition might hold a wider array of value creation possibilities (cf. Type I)
than were projected in the pre-acquisition phase. The inability of the acquirer
to take into account new information and opportunities presented in the post-
acquisition phase, could imply lost opportunities for creating serendipitous
value.

6.3 Type III outcome: Upstream integration

While downstream assets are not internationally mobile, upstream assets, such
as technology, are intrinsically fungible across borders. Therefore, acquisitions
motivated by combining upstream resources and capabilities entail a different
type of value creation process (see Type III in Table 8). Here, combination
potential is linked to capitalising on the similarities and/or complementarities
in sourcing and R&D, while maintaining separate distribution channels.

In an ideal situation, both firms produce similar products with similar
inputs, but possess complementary innovation capabilities. Similarities will
allow the firms to consolidate purchased volumes, inbound logistics flows, and
sourcing operations as well as to streamline the joint supplier bases.
Complementarities not only provide the potential for redeploying the superior
innovation capabilities (i.e. propriety technology, patents, know-how) of either organisation to improve the other’s respective operations (cf. Capron 1999, 990), but also to create new resources and capabilities in this area that can be shared across the different products. The development of such platforms can provide reduced costs through economies of scope, but can also enhance revenue through enabling the development of new products and services and reducing time-to-market. Depending on the extent of these redeployment actions and their subsequent outcomes, manufacturing operations may also be altered or divested.

Ideally, post-acquisition change is reciprocal, where the best practices of each firm are objectively assessed and implemented in joint operations, and the creation of new resources and capabilities are supported by cross-organisational workgroups and other links. For example, even if initially the sourcing channels and practices of the acquirer are redeployed in the target, the future development of these operations should build on reciprocal interaction in order to benefit from the joint knowledge base.

As innovation resources and capabilities have a significant role in this acquisition type, post-acquisition management should put substantial efforts into ensuring the retention of related human resources and organisational procedures, which support innovation. Especially in cases where the acquirer is substantially larger than the target, creative individuals may feel uncomfortable in a larger, more bureaucratic, organisation and become frustrated (cf. Scherer & Ross 1990, 166). The exit of such key people can significantly erode the initial potential of the acquisition. Nevertheless, joining forces with a larger organisation may also invoke positive employee reactions. The acquisition may bring in the financial resources needed for long-term organisational development, and a larger employer may also offer increased options for personal career development.

Extant literature has asserted that value creation associated with revenue-based synergies and the creation of new resources and capabilities is more difficult to realise and estimate than those arising from leveraging or consolidating existing capabilities (Eccles et al. 1999, 141-142; Cording et al. 2002). Puranam et al. (2003) found evidence that the realisation of long-term product development benefits involves tight integration, and due to related organisational disruption, these acquisitions may be wrongly considered as failures, on the basis of short-term results. The findings of the present study provide supportive evidence for these observations in terms of revenue enhancement in upstream operations.
7 CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Theoretical implications

From a theoretical perspective, the results of the present study have implications for both acquisition research in general, and the applicability of the three theoretical foundations presented in Chapter 4, in understanding the operation level mechanisms of contemporary horizontal cross-border acquisitions. From the acquisition research point of view, contributions are primarily linked to the operations integration typology presented in the previous chapter. Although various integration typologies can be found in existing acquisition literature (see e.g. Haspeslagh & Jemison 1991; Zaheer et al. 2003 Napier 1989; Leroy 2004; Howell 1970), previous contributions have focused on the strategic and/or organisational dimensions of integration.

However, these typologies commonly fail to acknowledge that integration outcomes may differ at operational levels. Certain operational areas may be preserved as independent units thus relying on diversity as a source of value creation. Other areas may provide potential for value creation through absorption or co-specialisation. As a result, an operational dimension could be added to the more established strategic and organisational dimensions of integration. Thus, building on the work of Haspeslagh & Jemison (1991), differences in the need for strategic interdependency and the need for organisational autonomy between the upstream and downstream operations of the combined firms could be viewed as resulting in several integration approaches or operational level outcomes within a single acquisition (see Figure 15).
Compared to the functional acquisition types and related integration outcomes presented by Howell (1970), the typology presented here provides a wider spectrum of integration outcomes and a deeper understanding of the interplay of different factors behind each outcome. Howell (1970) differentiates between financial, marketing, and manufacturing acquisitions, which he sees as a set of cumulative classes\(^6\) that could provide a substitute for the FTC classification. Howell (1970) adopts a very straightforward approach towards integration based on the concept of strategic fit and does not take account of other factors linked to the acquisition process or the various differences in the gradation of integration.

The typology itself illustrates that even within solely horizontal cross-border acquisitions, there is great diversity in pre-acquisition settings that cannot be fully captured through traditional operationalisations of strategic fit and relatedness. International horizontal acquisitions could simply be considered as purely supplementary or product-concentric transactions. However, this is not necessarily the case when discussing the combination of complex international organisations, even at a business unit level, and considering pre-acquisition fit as a condition which sets the stage for post-acquisition value creation. Previous research has also acknowledged similar problems and has suggested this to be one major reason for mixed research

---
\(^6\) I.e. marketing acquisitions can derive financial benefits and manufacturing acquisitions, in turn, can derive also marketing and financial benefits.
results (e.g. Markides & Williamson 1996; Seth et al. 2002). In this study, a fruitful approach was found by considering both the underlying acquisition motives and also the operational similarities and complementarities of the combined units.

Traditional acquisition research from the strategic school has adopted a very straightforward approach to acquisition-related value creation. Overall, a disproportionate emphasis has been placed on pre-acquisition factors, setting aside processual factors and practical impediments to value creation. Research findings suggest more complex relationships between combination potential, integration, and value creation. Acquisition integration is in itself a complex concept, and clustering e.g. administrative, operational, and human integration aspects under one or a very few one-dimensional measures would seem to have a low construct validity. Measures that differentiate between various areas and types of integration (cf. Capron 1999) as well as acknowledge the possibility of reciprocal redeployment flows can be considered to provide a better understanding of the relationship between integration and value creation.

As discussed in the previous chapter, similar pre-acquisition settings do not always result in similar post-acquisition outcomes. From a value creation perspective, post-acquisition integration also depends on the ability of the acquirer to act on new opportunities that emerge during the acquisition process, the nature of the anticipated synergies and their organisational context (cf. organisational task needs), cultural and organisational factors, the power differential between the transaction parties, and the acquirer’s ability to look beyond the initial power differential, when assessing appropriate integrative actions. Furthermore, due to information asymmetry, the acquirer may not be fully informed of the true combination potential, which will then result in a revision of the initial integration plans.

As some studies imply (e.g. Larsson & Finkelstein 1999), integration does not inevitably lead to negative employee reactions. First and foremost, as has been noted in previous research, the translation of task integration into actual value is significantly influenced by how successfully it is coupled with human integration (e.g. Birkinshaw et al. 2000). Secondly, the realisation of revenue-based synergies may contain less incitement for employee resistance. In addition, even in the case of horizontal acquisitions, relatively loose integration can provide a basis for value creation. Employees from a small target company may associate the acquisition with positive career aspects in such a situation. However, as this study had limited evidence on matters of human integration, these implications should be treated with caution.

Findings on operational integration also hold relevance for research on acquisition performance measurement. As described in the individual papers,
acquisitions and individual synergies differ in terms of their measurability and
time required to generate benefits. Furthermore, some of the cases examined
bore evidence of objectives, which were founded in increasing future
competitive advantage rather than maximising short- or medium-term profits.
Relying on pure accounting-based measures in such circumstances could be
considered unfounded. Moreover, event studies cannot capture the effects of
post-acquisition integration, which can be seen as a significant determinant of
performance in horizontal acquisitions. This study does not aim to make
absolute assessments of acquisition performance across the studied cases.
Rather the point is to underline the contextual nature of acquisition success,
which should be taken into account when assessing the validity of different
measures and interpreting their results.

In terms of the three specific theoretical perspectives, empirical evidence
was found on mechanisms described by each of the approaches. Elements of
the industrial organisation tradition and the influence of market power
erationale were present in several cases. Acquired market power was exercised
primarily towards suppliers. Increasing market share was also a present
motive, but indications of a relationship to increased customer prices were not
found. Rather this was associated with reducing resource dependency in terms
of competitors and providing a basis for improved profitability through e.g.
scale economies (cf. Buzzell & Gale 1987). Motives related to establishing a
greater degree of control over the firm’s environment62 were stated, regardless
of the industry and consolidation phase in question. However, the manner in
which this issue was tackled differed across industries and cases, and this
argument alone was insufficient to explain fully the rationale or value creation
process of any of the cases examined.

When discussing horizontal acquisitions at an aggregate level, as was done
in the expert interviews, cost efficiencies driven by economies of scale can be
seen as an important factor in explaining overall acquisition activity. This was
especially the case in mature industries with highly capitalised production
facilities. Similarly, the general acquisition strategy of a certain firm could be
gradually to reap scale economies in a more fragmented industry, through
several acquisitions and internal expansion. However, the individual cases of
this study gave more support to the presence of economies of scope than
economies of scale (cf. Type III outcome). Neither was limited to cost
efficiencies in production, but was nevertheless generally linked to upstream
operations. Downstream operations may have also provided some potential for
economies of scale and scope, but these were less frequently acted upon.

---

62 Cf. resource dependence theory.
Although the legacy of cost efficiency theories was found to be of importance, this perspective by itself would reveal only a limited understanding of post-acquisition outcomes. First, the traditional view considers value creation as being a result of restructuring existing resources and capabilities and divesting excess assets. However, several cases portrayed value creation based on enhanced revenue as well as on creating new resources and capabilities through reciprocal integration and co-specialisation. Secondly, understanding the role of intangible capabilities such as market intelligence, customer relations, and organisational practices, which have highly imperfect markets, are hard to fit into the logic of the cost efficiency tradition. In these senses, the resource-based view offers an essential part of understanding horizontal cross-border acquisitions.

Furthermore, while cost efficiency theories could be seen as promoting tight consolidation and with resource-based theories relying on extensive redeployment, general network theory could be considered as contributing towards understanding acquisitions that are based on relatively low levels of integration and pooling diversified knowledge. Although this does not conflict with the notion of non-physical resource redeployment, such an additional perspective assists in comprehending the heterogeneity of organisational outcomes and appropriate coordination mechanisms in deals primarily hoping to achieve revenue-based synergies. Nevertheless, as this discussion has illustrated, although separating different types of value creation and related integrative actions can increase the theoretical understanding of the studied phenomenon, in practice these mechanisms commonly intertwine, forming a complex effect.

7.2 Managerial implications

Although the aims of this study are primarily non-normative, the research results point to a number of factors that would merit increased managerial attention. First, as acquisition activity has rapidly increased during recent years, so has the amount of money being redistributed and the number of people who have a financial interest in the M&A business. Adding pressures due to the consolidation of competitors and customers, frequent revisions of the definition of core business depending on the economic outlook, and fluctuations in the amount of excess financial resources and market capitalisation to this state of events, may result in acquisitions with no true potential for value creation or where the same benefits could be obtained at an equivalent or even lower cost through e.g. internal investment. From an operations integration perspective, isomorphic acquisitions can cause a
mismatch between combination potential and integrative actions, and produce substantial integration costs due to insufficient integration planning. Overall, results also underline the importance of functional corporate governance when deciding whether to embark upon specific acquisitions.

Secondly, when planning for post-acquisition integration, the nature and extent of the expected benefits should be considered against the temporal, financial and managerial resources required for their realisation. Assessing the required resources based merely, for example, on the relative size of combined firms is unwise. Attaining and allocating sufficient managerial resources can prove especially challenging. While convergence between strategic alignment and a specific acquisition is a pivotal issue, strategic intentions should be translated into digestible tasks and objectives at an operational level, which can be handled without severely compromising organisational momentum. Breakdowns between the strategic and operational levels, in terms of management, communication, and monitoring may cause negative employee reactions, deteriorating customer service, and increased total integration costs. The importance of post-acquisition monitoring in realising operational objectives also underlines the significance of swift procedural integration. Regardless of the overall extent of physical integration, research findings advocated the need speedily to integrate reporting and, at least, the basic IT systems in order to assure the continuity of everyday operations and to enable the monitoring of post-acquisition development against set milestones. These findings underline the need to develop, through further research efforts, concrete tools to evaluate and manage possible sources of discontinuation that can disturb the internal and operational processes of companies.

Thirdly, before deciding on appropriate actions concerning operations integration, the acquirer should have attained an in-depth understanding of the acquired business and its resources and capabilities. Both over- and underestimating the needs for divestiture, redeployment and related management can hinder value creation. Inappropriate divestitures and replacement of e.g. organisational practices can cause problems in terms of human integration and, at worse, cause value destruction. For example, significant differences in relative size can induce simplified views where an analogy is drawn between size and superiority. On the other hand, overestimating the target’s qualities can result in the underutilisation of value creation potential.

Fourthly, in the case of horizontal cross-border acquisitions, although evidence on both cost- and revenue-based synergies was found, revenue-based synergies played a slightly more significant role in explaining value creation objectives and integration outcomes than could be expected, based on the extant literature regarding horizontal acquisitions. It has been argued that cost-
based benefits are easier to capture than those aimed at enhancing revenue (Anand & Singh 1997), and are considerably simpler to value (Cording et al. 2002; Eccles et al. 1999). However, the present research provides more support for the findings of Capron (1999), who suggests that cost-based synergies are more difficult to achieve than was previously thought. Results indicate that acquirers often underestimate the time and effort needed to realise cost-based synergies, especially when they are directly linked to the rationalisation of resources. Cost savings related to collusive synergies and the redeployment of capabilities did not necessarily portray these problems. The case studies presented do not provide evidence of the pre-eminence of either synergy type. In practice, synergies often intertwine and both have their respective challenges in terms of operations integration and related human integration management.

Furthermore, as the measurability and realisation time of these synergy types inherently differ, comparing value creation outcomes between individual cases within their respective contexts would be questionable. Even though none of the empirical cases presented can be characterised as an outright failure, several acquisitions had consumed more resources than anticipated. Such acquisitions may have proven themselves to have enhanced value creation possibilities in the long run, but the period of post-acquisition turbulence had been relatively severe and lengthy, and, at the time of data collection, synergy potential had not yet been realised in full.

7.3 Limitations and suggestions for further research

Although the use of multiple methodological approaches can be seen as a notable asset to this study, which has considerably increased the overall understanding of the phenomenon examined, the study also includes a number of methodological limitations. First, the empirical data were reconstructive in the sense that they were collected after post-acquisition integration had begun. This holds some disadvantages related to the post-rationalisation of previous actions and to matters of accurate recollection. However, this approach was considered necessary due to the fact that it often takes several years to complete integration and realise synergy potential (see e.g. Kitching 1967).

Adopting a more longitudinal approach would have undoubtedly provided a more in-depth view of the integration process. However, such a tactic entails significant risk on the researcher’s part; when committing to a specific case shortly after the deal has been closed, it is uncertain whether commitment will continue to be forthcoming on the part of the case organisation and whether interaction will progress to actual operations integration, both of which are
necessary to attain meaningful results. Furthermore, gaining organisational access proved difficult in connection with this study, which can be considered a common problem in acquisition research.

In terms of individual methods, although comparable in terms of acquisition research, the questionnaire response rate in Paper 1 was fairly low. In addition, non-response biases were not evaluated, nor were controlling variables used in the analysis. Regarding the conducted case studies, the fact that interview data came from only one informant can be seen as a major limitation. Preliminary data for Paper 3 were gathered by several interviewees (two interviewees per interview), which did enable researcher triangulation. There again, though all the interviews were recorded, not all of the recordings were delivered to the author, but were provided in the form of partial transcripts, organised under the interview structure. In order to increase construct validity despite these limitations, different kinds of data were used, special attention was paid to the selection of informants, and the preliminary reports were sent to key informants for possible comments. For example, for the purposes of this study, additional case-specific data were collected from secondary sources such as financial statements, annual reports, press releases, and the popular business press; in certain acquisition case studies this type of material has been used as the sole source of empirical evidence (see e.g. Hitt et al. 1998). Furthermore, restricting the study perspective and data collection to the acquiring firm also entails limitations.

It is acknowledged that results may not be readily generalisable beyond the set constraints, i.e. horizontal cross-border acquisitions between European counterparts. In addition, since research on cross-border acquisitions is still in its early stages, it could be argued that the concept of international acquisitions still requires reframing (Shimizu et al. 2004; cf. Anand et al. 2005). Thus, the present research offers only one interpretation of the concept, as is also the case for horizontal transactions. There again, in line with case study research tradition, the main intention here is to push towards generalisability to theory rather than to a specific population (cf. Yin 1991, 21; Lukka & Kasanen 1995, 77). Such generalisation can be based on e.g. an understanding and communication of the contextual surroundings behind each case (see Lukka & Kasanen 1995 on constructive generalisation) or on replication through multiple case studies (cf. Yin 1991, 36; 44-45). In this sense, the results presented may hold a wider applicability.

The synthesised conclusions of this study were based on a constant iterative process between the extant literature and different modes of empirical investigation. A natural extension to this research would be to use the presented ideal types as guiding constructs for formulating propositions. Thus,
the typology could be evaluated using e.g. quantitative questionnaire data to test the multivariate profiles of each type.

Another possible direction for further research would be to attempt to assess the sustainability of the different types of synergies in alternate contexts. As the results of this study illustrate, the realisation of cost-based synergies is not necessarily as effortless as previously suggested in the literature. Adding to the commonly assumed notion that the valuation of cost-based synergies is also straightforward has led researchers to urge practitioners to engage in acquisitions which involve similar resources and rely on leveraging existing resources to reduce costs, and to avoid complementary acquisitions striving to create new sources of competitive advantage (e.g. Cording et al. 2002). Although leveraging acquisitions may well be seen as the more attractive option from a short-term perspective, comparing the long-term benefits of these two value creation logics could provide an interesting and more profound insight on these issues.

Research on the risks of post-acquisition integration has primarily focused on employee-related issues. However, in cases of profound integration, this period also sets challenges for retaining customers and suppliers. Thus, matters related to communication towards customers and the process of transferring customer loyalty to new contact persons or brands would offer an interesting and relatively untouched area for continuing research. A fruitful basis for investigation might be to study relatively small market entry type acquisitions, which involve the rapid replacement of the target’s upstream resources and capabilities, and a more transitional approach in terms of resources and capability connected to the immediate customer interface.

As a part of acquisition management, the relevance of human assets in terms of employee specific know-how, collective employee capabilities used to generate rent from resources, and resources and capabilities linked to external interaction, has significantly increased as acquisitions frequently involve firms from service industries. While in 1988 two thirds of international acquisition investments were made in manufacturing industries, in 2001 services industries attracted approximately the same relative amount of investment while manufacturing industry acquisitions represented only a third of the total value of cross-border acquisitions (see Appendix 1). Extending empirical inquiry into service industries beyond the logistics service sector while using a similar theoretical perspective to that applied in the present study might provide contrasting results.

Furthermore, general network theory might also be adapted towards research focusing on other service industries or, for example, the R&D units of manufacturing firms. Investigating alternative integration strategies (resource pooling vs. co-specialisation) regarding R&D resources and capabilities would
be interesting both due to the increased popularity of related acquisition motives and the importance of organisational issues and human capabilities in these acquisitions owing to risks linked to the high level of resource mobility.
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APPENDIX 1 GEOGRAPHICAL AND SECTORAL DISTRIBUTION OF CROSS-BORDER ACQUISITIONS, 1987-2003
(Source: UNCTAD, cross-border M&A database [www.unctad.org/fdistatistics])

Value of cross-border acquisition sales 1987-2003, worldwide and by selected seller regions/economies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total world</td>
<td>74 509</td>
<td>115 623</td>
<td>140 389</td>
<td>150 576</td>
<td>80 713</td>
<td>79 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>12 761</td>
<td>31 012</td>
<td>47 358</td>
<td>62 133</td>
<td>36 676</td>
<td>44 761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Western Europe</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>3 262</td>
<td>1 591</td>
<td>5 237</td>
<td>1 844</td>
<td>1 070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>880</td>
<td>2 733</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>51 765</td>
<td>63 904</td>
<td>68 821</td>
<td>54 697</td>
<td>28 226</td>
<td>15 839</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total world</td>
<td>83 064</td>
<td>127 110</td>
<td>186 593</td>
<td>227 023</td>
<td>304 848</td>
<td>531 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>38 537</td>
<td>55 280</td>
<td>75 143</td>
<td>81 895</td>
<td>114 591</td>
<td>187 853</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Western Europe</td>
<td>2 061</td>
<td>1 982</td>
<td>3 971</td>
<td>6 617</td>
<td>6 958</td>
<td>6 538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>1 178</td>
<td>1 419</td>
<td>6 050</td>
<td>3 679</td>
<td>5 764</td>
<td>5 116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>19 978</td>
<td>44 730</td>
<td>53 237</td>
<td>68 069</td>
<td>81 707</td>
<td>209 548</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Millions of US dollars</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total world</td>
<td>766 044</td>
<td>1 143 816</td>
<td>593 960</td>
<td>369 789</td>
<td>296 988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>357 311</td>
<td>586 521</td>
<td>212 960</td>
<td>193 942</td>
<td>121 977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Western Europe</td>
<td>13 407</td>
<td>24 126</td>
<td>16 035</td>
<td>6 802</td>
<td>16 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>10 371</td>
<td>17 147</td>
<td>11 988</td>
<td>17 463</td>
<td>14 438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>251 934</td>
<td>324 350</td>
<td>184 880</td>
<td>73 233</td>
<td>69 670</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>17 %</td>
<td>27 %</td>
<td>34 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>56 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Western Europe</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>69 %</td>
<td>55 %</td>
<td>49 %</td>
<td>36 %</td>
<td>35 %</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>46 %</td>
<td>43 %</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>36 %</td>
<td>38 %</td>
<td>35 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Western Europe</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>24 %</td>
<td>35 %</td>
<td>29 %</td>
<td>30 %</td>
<td>27 %</td>
<td>39 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Percentage of total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region/economy</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>47 %</td>
<td>51 %</td>
<td>36 %</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Western Europe</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central and Eastern Europe</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>28 %</td>
<td>31 %</td>
<td>20 %</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Value of cross-border acquisition sales 1987-2003 by sector of seller

### Millions of US dollars

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>74 509</td>
<td>115 623</td>
<td>140 389</td>
<td>150 576</td>
<td>80 713</td>
<td>79 280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>10 795</td>
<td>3 911</td>
<td>1 941</td>
<td>5 170</td>
<td>1 164</td>
<td>3 637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>42 393</td>
<td>73 727</td>
<td>89 596</td>
<td>75 495</td>
<td>36 176</td>
<td>43 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>21 321</td>
<td>37 986</td>
<td>48 851</td>
<td>69 911</td>
<td>43 297</td>
<td>32 384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>83 064</td>
<td>127 110</td>
<td>186 593</td>
<td>227 023</td>
<td>304 848</td>
<td>531 648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>4 201</td>
<td>5 517</td>
<td>8 499</td>
<td>7 935</td>
<td>8 725</td>
<td>10 599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>43 204</td>
<td>69 321</td>
<td>84 462</td>
<td>88 522</td>
<td>121 379</td>
<td>263 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>35 649</td>
<td>52 270</td>
<td>93 632</td>
<td>130 232</td>
<td>174 744</td>
<td>257 843</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>766 044</td>
<td>1 143 816</td>
<td>593 960</td>
<td>369 789</td>
<td>296 988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>10 000</td>
<td>9 815</td>
<td>28 280</td>
<td>12 751</td>
<td>7 714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>288 090</td>
<td>291 654</td>
<td>197 174</td>
<td>137 414</td>
<td>129 713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>467 853</td>
<td>842 342</td>
<td>368 506</td>
<td>219 623</td>
<td>159 561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Percentage of total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>14 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>64 %</td>
<td>64 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>55 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>29 %</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>35 %</td>
<td>46 %</td>
<td>54 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>2 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>52 %</td>
<td>55 %</td>
<td>45 %</td>
<td>39 %</td>
<td>40 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>43 %</td>
<td>41 %</td>
<td>50 %</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>57 %</td>
<td>48 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Percentage of total

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sector</th>
<th>1999</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
<td>3 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>38 %</td>
<td>25 %</td>
<td>33 %</td>
<td>37 %</td>
<td>44 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>61 %</td>
<td>74 %</td>
<td>62 %</td>
<td>59 %</td>
<td>54 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
<td>0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Most common seller industries in cross-border acquisitions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>Value (USD million)</th>
<th>% of total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
<td>1. Chemicals and chemical products</td>
<td>16 836</td>
<td>23 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Mining, quarrying and petroleum</td>
<td>10 452</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Finance</td>
<td>7 360</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Electrical and electronic equipment</td>
<td>7 135</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Business services</td>
<td>6 237</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>1. Finance</td>
<td>14 188</td>
<td>18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Community, social and personal service activities</td>
<td>9 554</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Electrical and electronic equipment</td>
<td>8 361</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Trade</td>
<td>7 904</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Chemicals and chemical products</td>
<td>5 773</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1. Finance</td>
<td>31 059</td>
<td>17 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Chemicals and chemical products</td>
<td>26 984</td>
<td>14 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Food, beverages and tobacco</td>
<td>18 108</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Electricity, gas, and water</td>
<td>12 240</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Community, social and personal service activities</td>
<td>12 110</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1. Transport, storage and communications</td>
<td>167 723</td>
<td>22 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Finance</td>
<td>126 710</td>
<td>17 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Chemicals and chemical products</td>
<td>86 389</td>
<td>11 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Business services</td>
<td>52 748</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Electrical and electronic equipment</td>
<td>51 770</td>
<td>7 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1. Finance</td>
<td>54 790</td>
<td>18 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Transport, storage and communications</td>
<td>34 724</td>
<td>12 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Food, beverages and tobacco</td>
<td>29 597</td>
<td>10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Coke, petroleum and nuclear fuel</td>
<td>24 267</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Business services</td>
<td>23 565</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX 2   QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN PAPER 1

Strategic background and synergy issues related to Mergers and Acquisitions

*Answers will not be used so that specific companies can be identified.*

1. **How would you characterise the typical size difference (sales) between the units (target and acquirer)?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Target very small compared to acquirer)</td>
<td>(“Merger of equals”)</td>
<td>(Target very large compared to the acquirer)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. **According to your experience, how would you rate the following as strategic reasons for M&As**

   - To deal with overcapacity in the industry through consolidation
   - To grow by buying out competitors in geographically fragmented markets
   - To extend into new products or markets
   - To exploit synergies in sourcing, manufacturing or distribution
   - To get hand of Research & Development capacity
   - To exploit eroding industry boundaries by "inventing a new industry"
   - To restructure a low-performing company and sell it further
   - To make a short-term financial investment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Not at all important)</td>
<td>(Extremely important)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. **How did you rate the expected synergies of the acquisition, in different areas, at the time of M&A?**

   - Sourcing/purchasing
   - Manufacturing
   - Distribution
   - Sales
   - Supply chain-related IT systems (such as ERP-systems)
   - Research & Development
   - General Administration
   - Finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Not at all important)</td>
<td>(Extremely important)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. **To what extent have you combined the following resources or processes of the target companies with your own company?**

   - Sourcing/purchasing
   - Manufacturing
   - Distribution
   - Sales
   - Supply chain-related IT systems (such as ERP-systems)
   - Research & Development
   - General Administration
   - Finance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Kept separate)</td>
<td>(Total integration)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. **How difficult - in general terms - has it been to realise the expected synergies in the listed areas?**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>1 (Very easy)</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5 (Very difficult)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing/purchasing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply chain-related IT systems (such as ERP-systems)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research &amp; Development</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Administration</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other comments:**

---

**Finally, please fill in your contact information**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tel:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-mail:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Many thanks for your time and co-operation!*
1. **Background information**

1.1. Interviewee (Name, Current position)

1.2. Company/Division (Name, Current business sector, Annual sales, Number of employees, Main products, Main market areas)

2. **General market and company/division information**

2.1. Using the chart below, please describe the **current** situation in your business sector in terms of industry consolidation in the **Nordic and European market** (market share of three largest companies in the business sector). How has this situation changed during the past 5 years? How do you expect the situation to develop in the near future?

2.2. Does your division have a clear M&A strategy? If it does, please state this strategy in 2-3 sentences.

2.3. What type of M&A's has your division mainly performed (percentages of horizontal, vertical and conglomerate deals)?

2.4. What have been the three main motivations for your division to perform **horizontal M&A’s**?

3. **General information related to the M&A in question**

3.1. Pre-merger situation of acquirer and target companies (Annual sales, Number of employees, Main products, Main market area)
3.2. Please briefly describe the relationship between the target and your division prior to the M&A. Were the two competitors? In what sense (see picture below)? Please mark as percentages if the situation differed in different markets. Did they have any co-operative activities prior to the M&A? If they did, how did they co-operate?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Products</th>
<th>Customers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Different</td>
<td>Same markets but with different products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No direct competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Same</td>
<td>Head-on competition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Same products but serving different markets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Who was the main initiator for the M&A (company board / owners / management)? Did this suggestion receive any resistance among the other mentioned groups? If it did, what were the main arguments against the M&A?

3.4. Please describe briefly the 3 main motivations of your division for this M&A. Did external changes in the business environment influence the M&A decision? How?

3.5. Was this M&A directly affected by other M&A’s concerning your division? If it was, what was this other M&A and how did it affect this particular deal?

3.6. What did the deal actually consist of (a whole company / only certain business units or facilities)? Did civil authorities require the divestment of some other business units or operations before authorising the deal?

3.7. How was the deal paid for (stock / cash)? What was the paid amount?

3.8. How tightly have the two entities been combined in terms of a) Resources (resources = knowledge, financial assets, physical assets, human capital and other tangible or intangible factors that a business owns or controls)?, b) Personnel transfer, organisation structure, work procedures and developing of a consistent corporate culture?

3.9. What have been the main (positive or negative) effects of this M&A on your division? Please also rate the magnitude of these effects.

Profitability

Strong negative effect  1 2 3 4 5 6 7  Strong positive effect

Measured based on what? _____________________________
Operational efficiency (cost savings from economies of scale or scope, divestiture etc.)

Strong negative effect 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strong positive effect

Measured based on what? _____________________________

Other effect, what? _________________________________

Strong negative effect 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Strong positive effect

Measured based on what? _____________________________

3.10. Have these effects differed from those anticipated in terms of type and magnitude? If they have, please mark the anticipated effects in the above chart. For what reasons have the effects differed in your opinion?

3.11. How long has this particular M&A process been (in months)? a) Strategic planning and searching for candidates, b) M&A implementation and negotiations, c) Post-merger integration

3.12. What has been your personal role in this particular M&A process (strategic planning / implementation and negotiations / integration)?

4. Logistics structure

Please state the number and the locations of different logistics facilities (i.e. production facilities, warehousing facilities, sales company) in Europe before and after the M&A using the map and chart in the appendix.

4.1. What was the logistics structure of your division like prior to the M&A (number and location of facilities in different countries)?

4.2. What was the logistics structure of the target like prior to the M&A (number and location of facilities in different countries)?

4.3. What is the logistics structure of your division currently like (number and location of facilities in different countries)?

5. Distribution and warehousing

Distribution is the link between customers and production. It includes the warehousing, transportation and retailing of products.

5.1. How would you describe your division’s distribution strategy?
- distribution structure (centralised - decentralised distribution)
- choice of transport providers (several transport providers or few partners)
- outsourcing decisions (use of outsourcing in distributive activities)

Has the M&A affected this strategy? How? Has the joint entity primarily adopted the solutions used by the acquirer or the target? Why have you chosen to do so?
5.2. How tightly have **distribution resources** of the two entities been integrated? Why have you chosen to do so? How tightly has the **distribution organisation** of the two entities been integrated? Why have you chosen to do so?

5.3. What have been the main (positive or negative) effects of this M&A on **distribution**? Please also rate the magnitude of these effects.

*Operational efficiency (cost savings from economies of scale or scope, divestiture etc.)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong negative effect</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Strong positive effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Measured based on what? _____________________________

*Other effect, what? _________________________________

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strong negative effect</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>Strong positive effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*Measured based on what? _____________________________

5.4. Have these effects differed from those anticipated in terms of type and magnitude? If they have, please mark the anticipated effects in the above chart. For what reason has the effects differed in your opinion?

5.5. Think about the **integration process in distribution**. How easy or difficult has this process been? Which areas proved to be problematic? Why?

6. **Manufacturing/Production**

Production involves the material processes and flows inside the company, which turn purchased materials or components into final products. Production strategy plans and manages these processes, in-house inventory and production scheduling.

6.1. How would you describe your division’s production strategy?

- make or buy decisions
- make to order, make to stock
- unique vs. standardised products, mass-customisation
- job-shop, continuous flow production

Has the M&A affected this strategy? How? Has the joint entity primarily adopted the solutions used by the acquirer or the target? Why have you chosen to do so?

6.2. How tightly have production resources of the two entities been integrated? Why have you chosen to do so? How tightly has the **organisation in production** of the two entities been integrated? Why have you chosen to do so?

6.3. What have been the main (positive or negative) effects of this M&A on **production**? Please also rate the magnitude of these effects.

*Operational efficiency (cost savings from economies of scale or scope, divestiture etc.)*
6.4. Have these effects differed from those anticipated in terms of type and magnitude? If they have, please mark the anticipated effects in the above chart. For what reasons have the effects differed in your opinion?

6.5. Think about the integration process in manufacturing. How easy or difficult has this process been? Which areas proved to be problematic? Why?

7. Sourcing/Procurement

Sourcing links the production of materials and component manufacturers to final product assembly. Sourcing strategy involves make-or buy-decisions, supplier base organisation and the maintaining of these supplier relationships.

7.1. How would you describe your division’s sourcing strategy?
- Centralised vs. decentralised sourcing
- Multiple suppliers vs. strategic suppliers (arm’s length vs. closer co-operation)
- Used terms of delivery

Has the M&A affected this strategy? How? Has the joint entity primarily adopted the solutions used by the acquirer or the target? Why have you chosen to do so?

7.2. How tightly have sourcing resources of the two entities been integrated? Why have you chosen to do so? How tightly has the organisation in sourcing of the two entities been integrated? Why have you chosen to do so?

7.3. What have been the main (positive or negative) effects of this M&A on sourcing? Please also rate the magnitude of these effects.

Operational efficiency (cost savings from economies of scale or scope, divestiture etc.)

7.4. Have these effects differed from those anticipated in terms of type and magnitude? If they have, please mark the anticipated effects in the above chart. For what reasons have the effects differed in your opinion?
7.5. Think about **the integration process in sourcing**. How easy or difficult has this process been? Which areas proved to be problematic? Why?

8. **IT systems supporting logistics operations**

IT systems supporting logistics operations enable the flow of information within the company as well as across organisational borders. They are also used to automate processes and control operations regardless of physical distances.

8.1. How tightly have IT systems of the two entities been integrated on a general level? Why have you chosen to do so?

8.2. Did the two entities use ERP systems prior to the merger? If they did, how and to what extent were the systems combined? Has the joint entity primarily adopted the solutions used by the acquirer or the target? Why have you chosen to do so?

8.3. Has the M&A affected the choice of the following supporting IT applications in logistics? How?

- Distribution Management System
- Warehouse Management System
- Order Planning
- Production Planning
- IT systems in purchasing

Has the joint entity primarily adopted the solutions used by the acquirer or the target? Why have you chosen to do so?

8.4. Think about **the process of integrating IT systems**. How easy or difficult has this process been? Which areas proved to be problematic? Why?
APPENDIX 4  INTERVIEW GUIDE USED IN PAPER 4

Market structure and position
- How would you define the market that your company serves? What size do you estimate this market to be? How has the market size developed during the past five years (1999-2003)?
- What do you estimate the current annual growth rate to be? How has the annual growth rate developed during the past five years (1999-2003)?
- What do you estimate the current market consolidation rate to be (see appendix)? How has the consolidation rate developed during the past five years (1999-2003)?
- What do you estimate your company’s current market share to be? How has this share developed during the past five years (1999-2003)?
- How does your company rank in the identify market? How has the rank developed during the past five years (1999-2003)?

Company strategy
- What are your company’s three leading competitors in the market identified above?
- How does your company compare to these three leading competitors in terms of:
  - Relative prices?
  - Relative costs?
  - Relative breadth of service portfolio?
  - Relative service quality?
  - Relative company image/reputation?

Company performance
- Please fill in the financial data requested in the appendix on the:
  - Development of company’s net sales during the past five years (1999-2003) on a quarter year level.
  - Development of company’s operating profit (pre-tax and pre-interest profit) during the past five years (1999-2003) on a quarter year level.
  - Development of company’s total assets during the past five years (1999-2003) on a quarter year level.
- If annual net sales data are available from a longer period of time, e.g. from 1987 onwards, this would also be of interest to the research group.

General growth strategy
- How would you rank importance of the following general growth strategies for your company?
  - Organic growth
  - M&A
  - Joint-ventures
  - Alliances
  - Piggy-backing
- What, in your view, are the main pros and cons of M&A as opposed to other means of firm growth?
  - M&A vs. Organic growth
  - M&A vs. Joint-ventures
  - M&A vs. Alliances
M&A vs. Piggy-backing

Development of Firm X’s network
- During the years 1999-2003, Firm X’s network has expanded from xxx locations in xxx countries to xxx locations in xxx countries. What is considered as a ‘location’ by Firm X?

Acquisitions
- The appendix includes a list of Firm X’s past acquisition targets (years 1999-2003). Please verify the list and fill in all missing information.
- Which ‘new locations’ and ‘new countries’ have these acquisitions brought to Firm X’s network (see appendix)?

Organic growth
- The appendix shows Firm X’s past organic network expansion (years 1999-2003). Please verify the list and fill in all missing information.
- Which ‘new locations’ and ‘new countries’ have these new establishments brought to Firm X’s network (see appendix)?

Divestitures
- What rationalisation and restructuring measures have been implemented in Firm X during 1999-2003:
  - Has Firm X implemented any asset divestitures and personnel cut backs in the acquired businesses? Which locations have been effected by these measures and what has been the magnitude of the taken actions?
  - Has Firm X implemented any asset divestitures and personnel cut backs in its existing businesses? Which locations have been effected by these measures and what has been the magnitude of the taken actions?

Acquisition motives
- Please mark the overlapping and complementary features of the service and customer portfolios of the acquisition targets with Firm X’s existing businesses using the tables in appendix.
- In connection with the M&A deals, what have been the main acquisition motives for your company? E.g.
  - Geographical expansion
  - Increase market share
  - Enhance service portfolio
  - Pre-empt competitors
  - Turn around failing target
  - Obtain scale economies
  - Diversify risk
  - Reduce industry over-capacity
  - Industry convergence
  - Other
- Have the acquisition motives varied between the different targets? How? Have your company’s acquisitions motives evolved during the past five years? How?
- Have external changes in the business environment influenced your company’s M&A decisions? How?
Post-acquisition actions

- What kind of organisational relationship has been adopted between acquirer and target to achieve the strategy behind the deals (see appendix)? Has structural integration varied between the different targets? How and why?
- To what extent has your company used resources and capabilities (e.g. physical resources, human capital, knowledge, competences, technological processes, organizational structures, management systems, organizational cultures, external networks) from the acquired businesses to assist your existing business?
- To what extent has your company transferred resources and capabilities from your existing business to assist the acquired businesses?
- What kind of post-acquisition integration mechanisms have been created to link the target and acquiring businesses (e.g. cross-posting staff, formation of corporate task forces, and joint management of shared activities)?

M&A outcome

- What have been the main benefits that your company has realised from past M&A deals?
- What have been the main problem areas related to past M&A? What kind of weak points have been identified in the management of past deals?
- What have been the main internal effects of the acquisitions, in terms of:
  - Geographical coverage?
  - Service portfolio?
  - Innovation capability?
  - Service quality?
  - Operating costs?
- What have been the main external effects of the acquisitions, in terms of:
  - Customers?
  - Competitors?
  - Suppliers e.g. trucking companies?
- What kind of measures does your company use to evaluate acquisition success? How has the overall success of the M&A deals been assessed?
APPENDIX 5  INTERVIEW STRUCTURE AND TOOL USED IN EXPERT INTERVIEWS

Limitations and definitions: This research is limited to examining the following type of acquisitions. You may comment on also other acquisition types, but please mention this in connection with giving a specific answer.

1. Acquisitions. The transaction has a clearly definable acquiring party as opposed to the acquired party. Thus, this excludes pure merger type transactions. This limitation is made as the acquisition process is approached from the acquirer's perspective, which has (superior) power when deciding on actions related to post-acquisition integration.

2. Horizontal acquisitions. Both counterparts of the deal operate in the same industry and on the same industry level (e.g. production firm acquiring another production firm). The deal counterparts do not need to be direct competitors, but this is of course a possibility. This distinction leaves out vertical and conglomerate acquisitions.

3. International acquisitions. The deal counterparts originate (i.e. have their head offices) from different countries. However, geographical overlaps may exist in their respective operations (e.g. the acquirer already conducts operations in the home market of the target firm).

Briefly describe your background in relation to acquisition activity (e.g. industry background, personal role in acquisition process).

Factors leading to acquisition activity. Based on your experience, what do you consider to be the main reasons which lead companies to engage in acquisition activity (external/environmental factors, the acquirer's strategic motives and operational objectives, opportunism etc.)? Why do you regard these as the most important factors?

Attributes identified by prior research

1. To enhance product/service portfolio offered to existing customer base
2. To expand into new geographical markets with existing products/services
3. To increase current market share
4. To obtain scale economies
5. To obtain economies of scope
6. To diversify risk
7. To gain 'critical mass' (e.g. to penetrate global markets)
8. To ensure company survival (e.g. pre-empting possible takeover, defence mechanism)
9. To gain R&D capabilities, related know-how and technologies
10. To exploit eroding industry boundaries by "inventing a new industry"
11. To restructure a low-performing company
12. To reduce overcapacity in the industry through consolidation
13. To grow by buying out competitors
14. To buy specific customer relationships
15. To buy market-specific knowledge
16. To move into new capability areas
17. To obtain a 'bargain' due to market valuation differentials
18. To increase profitability
19. To increase managerial prestige and personal remuneration
20. To create shareholder value
21. To create barriers for industry entry
22. To derive financial synergies driven by reductions in the cost of capital
23. To respond to regulatory changes in the business environment e.g. EU enlargement
24. To investing free cash flows to derive greater returns
25. To reconfigure the product/service-mix toward more high-profit products/services
26. To acquire a certain brand
27. To 'prune managerial deadwood'
28. To benefit from market power effects towards customers
29. To benefit from market power effects towards suppliers
3 Acquirer and target firm-related factors. Strategic and operational fit. Based on your experience, what do you consider to be the most critical factors related to the acquirer and target firms and their combinational attributes, which have the most impact on the acquisition outcome (either in a positive or negative sense)? Why do you regard these as the most important factors?

Attributes identified by prior research
3_1 Consolidation rate in industry
3_2 Relative size of firms involved
3_3 Absolute size of firms involved
3_4 Acquisition type (capability strengthening, extension, or creation)
3_5 Diversification of the acquirer
3_6 Prior relationship between firms involved
3_7 Financial performance of target firm
3_8 Financial performance of acquirer (acquirer's financial slack, indebtedness)
3_9 Acquisition experience of management of the acquiring firm
3_10 Quality of target firm management
3_11 Similarity of marketing operations between firms involved (geographic markets, customer groups)
3_12 Similarity of production operations between firms involved (input, process, and product types)
3_13 Complementarity of marketing operations between firms involved (geographic markets, customer groups)
3_14 Complementarity of production operations between firms involved (input, process, and product types)
3_15 Similarity of tangible/hard resources between forms involved
3_16 Similarity of intangible/soft resources, processes, and functional skills between firms involved
3_17 Complementarity of tangible/hard resources between firms involved
3_18 Complementarity of intangible/soft resources, processes and functional skills between firms involved
3_19 Acquirer's experience in target market
3_20 Growth rate in target market
3_21 Consolidation in target market
3_22 Time elapsed since previous acquisition performed by the acquirer
3_23 Potential synergies that are not known to other bidders
3_24 Potential uniquely valuable synergies unavailable to potential competitors

4 Acquirer and target firm-related factors. Organisational and cultural fit. Based on your experience, what do you consider to be the most critical factors related to the organisational/cultural similarities or dissimilarities in the acquirer and target firms, which have the most impact on the acquisition outcome (either in a positive or negative sense)? Why do you regard these as the most important factors?

Attributes identified by prior research
4_1 Differences in ownership and organisational structure between firms involved
4_2 Differences in national culture
4_3 Differences in management style between the firms involved (degree of emphasising authority, risk-taking, formality, employee participation etc.)

5 Factors related to pre-acquisition management (e.g. target analysis, due diligence, negotiations etc.). Based on your experience, what do you consider to be the most critical actions related to pre-acquisition management, through which (acquirer) firm management can have the most impact on the acquisition outcome (either in a positive or negative sense)? Why do you regard these as the most important factors?

Attributes identified by prior research
5_1 Quality of formal search and screening efforts within the acquiring firm (corporate acquisition function)
5_2 Involving managers in the acquisition screening process
5_3 Consistency of individual deal with overall company strategy
5.4 Dedicating adequate financial resources for pre-acquisition phase
5.5 Dedicating adequate human resources for pre-acquisition phase
5.6 Involving outside advisors in the pre-acquisition phase (e.g. investment bankers, consultants)
5.7 Quality of pre-acquisition due diligence (assessment of expected acquisition benefits and costs)
5.8 Maintaining discipline in target pricing (e.g. avoiding high premiums due to managerial hubris)
5.9 Assessing the risk of realising expected synergies vs. premium to be paid
5.10 Number of potential bidders
5.11 Determining the appropriate method of payment / need for acquirer to finance deal by debt
5.12 Negotiating integrity
5.13 Resolving ambiguity between acquirer and target expectations during negotiation
5.14 Acquisition agreement type (friendly or hostile)
5.15 Establishing pre-acquisition blueprint for consolidation in the post-acquisition phase
5.16 Encouraging managers from the firms involved to develop future operating plans in the pre-acquisition phase
5.17 Relationship management with existing customers (pre-acquisition communication)
5.18 Relationship management with existing suppliers (pre-acquisition communication)
5.19 Relationship management with other relevant stakeholders (stockholders, employees, labour unions, government agencies, press, financial community) (pre-acquisition communication)

6 Factors related to operational integration. Based on your experience, what do you consider to be the most critical actions related to the integration of operations and the exchange of information and know-how, through which (acquirer) firm management can have the most impact on the acquisition outcome (either in a positive or negative sense)? Why do you regard these as the most important factors?

Attributes identified by prior research
6.1 Overall degree of interaction between the firms involved (e.g. restructuring, information and material flows)
6.2 Overall extent of coordinative effort to improve the quality of that interaction through special integration managers, transition teams etc.
6.3 Establishing task forces to identify and evaluate potential synergies on an operational level
6.4 Involving outside advisors in the post-acquisition phase (e.g. consultants)
6.5 Being able to adjust one's initial view of the appropriate integration approach (creating balance between determination and adaptation of consolidation blueprint)
6.6 Setting an integration timetable and adhering to it
6.7 Managing the rationalisation of overlapping physical resources
6.8 Transferring operation-specific skills and moving to best practices
6.9 Sharing physical resources in order to benefit from complementarities
6.10 Disposing of managerial weaknesses
6.11 Allocating financial resources to support company-specific capabilities
6.12 Allocating managerial resources to support company-specific capabilities
6.13 Allocating financial resources to support joint capability development
6.14 Allocating managerial resources to support joint capability development
6.15 Developing common reporting, control and planning systems
6.16 Developing common managerial information systems
6.17 Developing common information systems on an operational level (e.g. inventory control, MRP, order processing systems)
6.18 Integration of organisational structure
6.19 Quality and frequency of acquisition performance evaluation
Factors related to human integration and stakeholder management. Based on your experience, what do you consider to be the most critical actions related to employee integration and motivation, and to the post-acquisition management of other stakeholder groups, through which (acquirer) firm management can have the most impact on the acquisition outcome (either in a positive or negative sense)? Why do you regard these as the most important factors?

Attributes identified by prior research

7.1 Re-establishing new strategic leadership in the joint organisation
7.2 Establishing credibility of integration management team
7.3 Continuing communication of planned restructuring actions, their reasons, consequences and timetable towards employees
7.4 Communication and confirmation of things what will not change
7.5 Defining and communicating the organizational mission to (new) employees
7.6 Getting to know the other organisation: travelling, talking to people, getting acquainted with the other's business
7.7 Educating managers about each other's organisational and cultural contexts
7.8 Preserving distinct organisational cultures
7.9 Developing new corporate culture with joint values
7.10 Retaining key managers from the target organisation in the post-acquisition phase
7.11 Retaining key personnel on lower organisational levels
7.12 Developing incentives and compensation systems for managers
7.13 Developing incentives and compensation systems for lower level employees
7.14 Providing opportunities for personal and career development to employees
7.15 Resolving employee complaints and addressing concerns of acquired personnel
7.16 Setting specific goals and timelines for the acquired organisation
7.17 Being able to demonstrate early operating results
7.18 Urging the managers of the firms involved to interact more
7.19 Giving senior management responsibilities to managers from the acquiring company to supervise employees from both the acquires and acquiring firms
7.20 Developing tasks that are shared between functional teams from both firms
7.21 Organising joint staff meetings, seminars and training programmes
7.22 Relationship management with existing suppliers (post-acquisition communication)
7.23 Relationship management with existing customers (post-acquisition communication)
7.24 Relationship management with other relevant stakeholders (stockholders, employees, labour unions, government agencies, press, financial community) (post-acquisition communication)

8 How would you assess the importance of the different aspects of the acquisition process in terms of overall acquisition performance? Based on your experience, please rank the importance of the different aspects (1 = the most important, 5 = the least important).

Acquirer and target firm-related factors. Strategic and operational fit.

Acquirer and target firm-related factors. Organisational and cultural fit.

Factors related to pre-acquisition management.

Factors related to operational integration.

Factors related to human integration and stakeholder management.

9 In your opinion, how should acquisition success and related value creation be measured from the acquiring firm's perspective? Why do you regard these as the most important measures?

Attributes identified by prior research

9.1 Effects on market share
9.2 Effects on overall market position
9.3 Effects on sales
9.4 Effects on intrinsic profitability
9.5 Effects on relative profitability compared to industry average
9.6 Effects on shareholder value
9.7 Effects on ROA, ROI etc.
9.8 Effects on earnings per share
9.9 Effects on cash flow
9.10 Effects on operational effects (e.g. efficiency)
9.11 Measuring against specific acquisition objectives

10 In your opinion, **what are the typical sources of value creation in acquisitions?**

**Attributes identified by prior research**

10.1 Creation of new know-how from interaction between the firms involved
10.2 Transfer of existing know-how through interaction between the firms involved
10.3 Benefiting from an organisation of autonomous units which each have their own specific capabilities (e.g. marketing expertise, supplier relationships, innovation capabilities)
10.4 Increased efficiency in distribution and sales due to economies of scale and scope
10.5 Increased efficiency in production and sourcing due to economies of scale and scope
10.6 Increased efficiency in distribution and sales by transferring superior processes and related knowledge from acquired/acquiring firm
10.7 Increased efficiency in production and sourcing by transferring superior processes and related knowledge from acquired/acquiring firm
10.8 Increased cost savings due to increased negotiating power towards suppliers
10.9 Increased margins due to increased negotiation power towards customers
10.10 Increased sales due to wider product line market coverage (e.g. greater customer value through 'bundling' products)
10.11 Increased sales due to wider geographic market coverage (e.g. cross-selling products through the counterparts distribution channel)
10.12 Increased innovation capability by using the superior innovation capability (proprietary technology, patents) of the acquired/acquiring firm to enhance product features
10.13 Financial synergies driven by reductions in the cost of capital
10.14 Managerial synergies from improving the range or depth of general management skills
10.15 Administrative synergies from consolidation and reduced administrative overhead per unit

11 Several studies have reported that a large portion of performed acquisition fail in one way or the other (estimates range from 50 to 70 %). In your opinion, what are the main reasons behind these grim figures (e.g. pursuing the wrong deals, overvaluation, and integration problems)?

12 In your opinion, how much do **situation-specific circumstances or unexpected factors** affect acquisition outcomes? Could you give an example of such a situation?

13 In your opinion, **what are the central factors in deciding between growth and internationalisation through acquisition as opposed to other organisational modes of expansion** (e.g. alliances, greenfield investment, joint ventures)?

**Attributes identified by prior research**

13.1 Consolidation rate in industry
13.2 Relative size of firms involved
13.3 Acquisition type (capability strengthening, extension, or creation)
13.4 Type of expected synergy (modular, sequential, or reciprocal)
13.5 Nature of desired resources (hard/tangible or soft/intangible)
13.6 Financial performance of target firm
13.7 Financial performance of acquirer (acquirer's financial slack, indebtedness)
13.8 Acquisition experience of management of the acquiring firm
13.9 Internal R&D intensity of the acquirer
13.10 Consolidation in specific target market
13.11 Growth rate of target market
13.12 Degree of target market uncertainty
13.13 Legal, financial, and other country differences
13.14 Relative currency and stock market valuation in acquirer and target countries
13.15 Acquirer's experimental knowledge of target market (country or customer segment)
13.16 Acquirer's experience in target industry (specific business)
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Abstract

This article discusses the integration of logistics after Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A’s) of firms within the same industry and same industry level (i.e. horizontal M&A’s). First, we present a review of academic literature on M&A’s both in general management type literature and in logistics journals. We conclude that operational issues, in general, and logistics issues, in particular, have received little attention in this field of research. In parallel with the literature review, we conducted an exploratory survey of Swedish and Finnish manufacturers that had accomplished horizontal M&A’s during 1995-2001. The aim of the survey was to find out how company management perceives the importance of logistics issues in M&A’s and also, how difficult it is to realise synergies in logistics. Finally, we present a framework for further studies and the analysis of the interrelationship between logistics and M&A’s.

Keywords: Logistics; Mergers and Acquisitions; Post-merger integration; Supply Chain Management

Introduction

Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A’s) have become an inseparable part of international business operations and a major means for companies to grow in size, go international or obtain know-how [1, 2, 3]. Currently companies primarily seek profit improvement by the rapid expansion of sales via mergers, whereas in the 1960s a typical merger motive was to build a conglomerate [4, 5, 6, 7]. Another reason for M&A’s is to achieve synergies and economies of scale – e.g. in Supply Chain Management (SCM) related activities [8, 9, 10].

Although many benefits of M&A’s are stressed when a deal is announced, research on M&A’s has reported relatively high rates of failure [11, 12]. Percentages showing how many mergers actually destroy shareholder value, or otherwise fall short of meeting their strategic goals, vary from 50-80 % [13]. According to a recent KPMG survey, the success rate of mergers seems to be on the grow [14]. Research on merger success is inconclusive and the concept of merger success is ambiguous. From a logistics perspective M&A’s could create synergies and economies of scale and scope, as well as problems.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate gaps in the current understanding of issues related to logistics in an M&A situation, and to propose a tentative framework for more detailed analysis. This is done by

a) reviewing academic literature within “logistics” and “Merger & Acquisitions”,
b) exploring practitioners’ views on logistics activities and their impact in an M&A situation by use of a survey, and by

c) combining findings from the literature review and the survey to form a conceptual model that addresses M&A issues in a more detailed logistics context than previous models.

Mergers and Acquisitions

A merger is the result of a mutual agreement of the management of two or more companies to form a new joint legal entity through the exchange of shares or other funds. An acquisition or a take-over takes place when the management of one company makes a direct offer to the shareholders of another company to acquire controlling interest of this firm [8]. In this article we will discuss the two terms jointly as M&A, which is common practice.

M&A’s can be divided into horizontal, vertical and conglomerate M&A’s. In horizontal M&A’s, both companies operate in the same industry and on the same industry level. Narrowly defined, both companies should be direct competitors on the same markets [7] whilst other definitions are less strict [15]. Vertical M&A’s involve firms that operate in different stages of the same industry. Firms in conglomerate M&A’s, on the other hand, do not operate in the same business sector at all. Our focus will be on horizontal M&A’s, as we argue that most logistics synergies as well as potential problems will be found here. Furthermore, the study of vertical M&A’s would cover issues that are very close to those normally studied within Supply Chain integration/Supply Chain Management research, namely the integration of companies “along a chain”.

Keywords: Logistics; Mergers and Acquisitions; Post-merger integration; Supply Chain Management
Normally an M&A can be divided into three phases: the pre-merger process, the actual deal, and the post-merger integration process. Pre- and post-merger processes have traditionally been viewed as separate issues: merger performance has been regarded to be the result of the success of pre-merger decision-making plus the success of post-merger implementation. Some authors suggest that the merger outcome is primarily influenced by pre-merger strategy and planning [16], others have the opposite view [17, 18].

Each M&A has its own set of motives behind it. Categorisations of these exist [7, 15] but since M&A’s often combine multiple motives, an unambiguous classification seems hard to develop. Bower [2] distinguishes between five major M&A types (see Table 1).

Table 1. Different types of Merger & Acquisitions based on motives [2]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overcapacity M&amp;A</td>
<td>Common when there is substantial overcapacity and hence inefficiency in a certain industry, leading to an opportunity to gain from restructuring. This kind of industry consolidation can increase the acquirer’s market power and form entry barriers for competitors. According to Bower, overcapacity M&amp;A’s account for 37% of recent M&amp;A deals.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product or Market Extension M&amp;A</td>
<td>Used to extend into new markets or products. Internationalisation through cross-border mergers is one main sub-motive in this group. The number of cross-border mergers has rapidly increased, especially in Europe since the beginning of the European integration process. Cross-border mergers are a valid option when seeking to go international as they may provide quicker access to new markets and better local contacts than start-ups. Extension M&amp;A’s account for 36% of M&amp;A’s.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic Roll-up M&amp;A</td>
<td>Used to seek growth and efficiency gains by buying out competitors in geographically fragmented markets. This M&amp;A type has many similarities with both overcapacity and extension mergers, but unlike extension M&amp;A they usually occur domestically and the acquirer is typically larger than the target. Apart from expanding its market presence, these mergers allow the acquirer to benefit from economies of scale and scope.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and Development M&amp;A</td>
<td>Aims at obtaining R&amp;D capacity and/or transferring R&amp;D knowledge. This M&amp;A type is common especially in high-tech and pharmaceutical industries.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry Convergence M&amp;A</td>
<td>Aims at creating a whole new industry by culling resources from eroding industries. However, Bower doesn’t give any clear boundaries of what can be classified as a new industry. Also these M&amp;A’s are hard to analyse as well as to manage successfully.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To examine problems which arise in these different types of M&A’s, Bower presents a framework for three areas of impact: resources, processes and values. Resources refer to tangible and intangible assets; processes deal with activities that turn resources into goods and services; and values underpin the decisions employees make and how they make them. These three categories are also mentioned in other studies [19].

M&A’s are often motivated by the possibility of synergy benefits. Synergy occurs when two or more units can be run more efficiently and/or effectively combined than separately [12]. This is often the case in horizontal M&A’s. However, synergy potential doesn’t turn into real benefits on its own. [10, 20, 21]

Synergies differ in terms of measurability and the efforts required to generate benefits [22, 23]. Operational synergies result from economies of scale in e.g. production, administration and marketing. They come from eliminating excess capacity and related costs, or from economies of scale e.g. in purchasing, production, administration and marketing. Collusive synergies are benefits that are derived from increased market and purchasing power. An example is revenue enhancement which refers to the possibility to achieve a higher level of sales together than either company on their own, e.g. when a superior product from the target is combined with the more extensive distribution channel of the acquirer. These synergies are harder to estimate than operational synergies as they involve external variables, such as customer reactions. Managerial synergies result from applying complementary competencies, replacing incompetent managers, or from using the skills of general management across different areas of business [5]. Financial synergies come from risk diversification and coinsurance. The two last synergy types are often connected to conglomerate M&A’s.

Literature review

Our literature review is divided into two parts: a) how articles published during the last decade in logistics and Supply Chain Management journals discuss M&A’s; and b) how general management research on M&A’s has elaborated on logistics and Supply Chain issues (sample of 126 articles).
M&A in logistics and Supply Chain journals

The review of all articles in 242 issues published during the last decade in the six major academic international journals focused on logistics, distribution, purchasing and Supply Chain Management, found no articles focusing on the interface between logistics/SCM and M&A/horizontal integration (see Table 2).

Table 2. Review of how logistics and SCM journals have published research on M&A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>From Issue, Volume, Year</th>
<th>To Issue, Volume, Year</th>
<th>No of issues</th>
<th>Articles on M&amp;A or horizontal integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

* [24,25]; ** [26]

Three articles were found that to some degree addressed M&A or horizontal integration. Currie [24] briefly discusses M&A’s among IT service providers and the consolidation of this market, but doesn’t address the integration of physical Supply Chains. Caputo and Mininno [25] discuss horizontal integration as “the co-ordination between institutions placed on the same level of the channel”. The article doesn’t refer to M&A situations, only to the collaboration between separate companies. Ojala [26] discusses the M&A’s of logistics service providers in the Nordic countries, but does not address M&A’s in manufacturing industries.

Our observation is that M&A’s are a relatively unexplored area in logistics and SCM research. One reason for this could be that this topic is uninteresting, or that getting access to information on M&A’s can prove to be problematic. However, our opinion is that the issue is important, both for general managers who must understand pre-merger barriers and their impact before closing a deal, as well as for logistics managers who make and implement decisions in the post-merger phase.

Logistics in M&A articles

For the review of general management type literature on M&A’s, a structured literature search was made using the search engines of electronic journal databases, such as EBSCO, ProQuest and Emerald (covering over 3,000 publications), and using specific keywords. Our goal was to find articles addressing operational and logistics-related issues in M&A situations. When finding interesting references in an article we have also “snowballed” to other articles, research papers and books. We have also browsed the tables of contents in journals to find interesting articles. The review on M&A articles is not exclusive, but we believe we have found a valid sample. The theoretical perspectives in M&A research are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Overview of reviewed articles (articles can be classified to more than one category, making the sum higher than 100%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of articles</th>
<th>Total number of articles</th>
<th>Theory field</th>
<th>Merger phase in process</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Not addressing logistics issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic</td>
<td>HRM</td>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>Operational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of papers</td>
<td></td>
<td>105</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The most dominating theory field was strategic management, while none of the M&A articles reviewed had an operational point of departure. Most addressed post-merger issues, and although the
articles used a variety of different methods, most were done using either a survey or case studies. Only 8% elaborated in some way on logistics issues.

Seven of the ten articles addressing logistics and Supply Chain issues were published in 1999 or later and only two before 1995 (see Table 4). Most of the articles addressed the post-merger phase (8) and six focused on the pre-merger phase.

Table 4. Logistics issues addressed in M&A articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Merger phase in process</th>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Synergies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-merger</td>
<td>Deal</td>
<td>Post-merger</td>
<td>Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best, W.J. &amp; Seger, R.E. [20]</td>
<td>1989</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grundy, T.</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsson, R. &amp; Finkelstein, S [22]</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Havila, V. &amp; Salmi, A [28]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anderson, H., Havila, V. &amp; Salmi, A [29]</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Building on Bower’s framework [2], we explored how the authors discussed logistics resources and processes in distribution, manufacturing and sourcing. As resources, we focus on logistics structures, which refer to the network of resources such as distribution networks and service providers, manufacturing plants and supplier networks. Logistics processes are the processes and activities needed to manage the logistics flows. The category of synergy benefits in the areas of distribution, manufacturing and sourcing has been added. Most articles discussed synergies in distribution, production and/or sourcing. Logistics processes were the least discussed topic.

Agami [9] studies cross-border mergers and briefly considers the integration and synergy realisation aspects, when the companies’ manufacturing and distribution resources are equally strong.

Best and Seger [20] focus on synergy benefits in distribution, which are argued to be an important reason for M&As but are “easy to see but hard to get”. Best and Seger suggest that eight factors (distribution channels; order entry co-ordination; pricing; organisational integration; inventory control; credit, invoicing and receivables policies; physical distribution operations; and cost allocation) should be assessed in order to find the degree of commonality between the companies. The degree of commonality then determines the suitable level of integration. Three alternate levels of integration are presented: selective co-operation compromised solutions and full consolidation. The authors propose the third approach to be adopted when a large company acquires a small one.

Eccles et al. [23] discuss the optimum price of a target, and find synergy value to be a key factor. Synergies mentioned include hard synergies coming from eliminating jobs, facilities and related expenses, or from economies of scale in purchasing. Cost savings potential is high when the target operates in the same industry and in the same country. The authors also identify revenue enhancement synergies, which can occur e.g. when the target has a superior or complementary product that can be distributed through the acquirers more extensive distribution channels. Grundy [27] studies the value creation of acquisitions and also finds synergistic value to be important (e.g. in distribution and sourcing).

Havila and Salmi [28] and Anderson et al. [29] apply the IMP approach to study the impact of M&A in industrial networks, and identify different types of synergies, which result from e.g. the integration of production capacity, the relocation of production facilities, and improved prices from suppliers. Also using the IMP approach, Fletcher and Barrett [30] report from a cross-border M&A briefly on synergies resulting from the rationalisation of distribution, the restructuring of manufacturing operations, and better economies in Supply Chain Management and logistics.

Taqi [10] stresses the difficulties in achieving synergies, and argues that two main reasons for this are “more talking than doing” in companies and the under-estimation of the “time, pain and involved costs”. Merging distribution and sales has a lot of logic in horizontal M&A – but the process is often difficult and time consuming.

Wall and Rees [8] point out M&A as an important issue in international business strategy and discuss briefly cost and revenue based synergies. Cost based synergies (e.g. in production and logistics) are argued to be especially important in horizontal M&A’s. Two other benefits explicitly mentioned are distributive economies and synergies in purchasing.
Larsson and Finkelstein [22] present a model describing synergy realisation (Figure 1). Their model includes e.g. operational synergies in operations and marketing through economies of scale and collusive synergies from purchasing power.

![Figure 1. Model of M&A performance [22]](attachment:image)

The model is based on different theoretical perspectives and takes both pre- and post-merger processes into account. The model differs from traditional frameworks as M&A success is measured by the synergy realisation from the combination (the actual net benefits, e.g. reduced costs per unit, increases in income) instead of using more common accounting-based measures or stock values.

High combination potential and a high level of organisational integration have a positive impact on the realisation of synergies, while severe employee resistance harms synergy realisation. It can also be seen that various pre- and post-merger attributes affect each other and ultimately the degree of synergy realisation, such as the similarity and complementarities as well as the companies’ relative sizes.

Singh and Zollo [31] provide another interesting general M&A model. However, the authors don’t specifically address logistics issues. The model considers the most important characteristics of merger success to be the quality of the target (the pre-acquisition performance level) and the geographical overlap of the markets. Learning mechanisms, such as the acquirer’s M&A experience, also play an important role in merger success.

From a logistical point of view, the following aspects seem the most important to understand when studying M&A situations: combination potential, level of integration, realised synergies, geographical overlaps, relative size, the target quality (but maybe also the acquirer), and the acquirer’s M&A experience.

Most authors, with the exception of Best and Seger [20] only point at SCM issues or synergies without going into details. M&A literature has so far mainly concentrated on issues related to strategic management, financial implications and human resource issues. Logistics and Supply Chain Management issues haven’t reached the same level of interest, although operational synergies might be stressed on a more general level. Our hypothesis is that while the synergy benefits are easy to discuss from a general management perspective, more detailed research is needed to explore and discuss the resources and processes where the synergies are developed.

**Research hypotheses in the survey**

As can be established from our extensive literature review, academic researchers have paid little attention to logistics issues in M&A situations. In parallel to the literature review, our objective has been to start mapping this scantly covered area to get an initial picture of the practitioners’ view on this topic. For this purpose six research hypotheses have been formulated. All hypotheses and their theoretical backgrounds are presented briefly in the following.

Previous research has already pointed out that mergers and acquisitions are often motivated by the possibility of generating different types of synergy benefits. This motive is assumed to be especially important in the case of horizontal acquisitions where synergy potential is the highest [10]. Logistics functions would seem to provide potential for both cost saving type of synergies as well as revenue enhancement synergies [23]. However, there are many other motives for M&A [2].
Hypothesis 1: The possibility to achieve synergy benefits in logistics is an important motive for horizontal mergers.

According to Shrivastava’s [19] classification, logistics synergies are generally of the operational type, and require relatively high levels of integration and more effort and time to be realised. Some authors have also established synergy realisation in logistics to be exceptionally challenging [32, 33].

Hypothesis 2: Synergies in logistics are hard to realise as opposed to other synergies.

One commonly used background variable in M&A research is the relative size difference of the merging companies [22]. For example, Augustine [34] and Shrivastava [19] suggest that small targets are relatively easy to integrate with the parent company. The larger the relative size of the target is, the more the acquiring company has to swallow, and the greater the risk of conflict is.

Hypothesis 3: There is a relationship between the relative size difference of the merging companies, and the difficulty of synergy realisation. The smaller the target is compared to the acquirer, the easier synergy realisation will be.

Another general assumption in M&A literature is that high levels of integration between the merging firms positively influence post-merger performance [31, 35], especially in terms of synergy realisation [22]. Thus, companies should adopt a high level of integration in the functions, where they have high expectations to ultimately realise potential synergies.

Hypothesis 4: There is a positive relationship between the rate of expected synergy benefits and the realised level of integration. The higher the rate of expected benefits is, the higher the level of integration will be.

Contemporary M&A research generally assumes that the greater the degree of integration is, the greater the risk of conflict will be [36]. One reason for this is employee resistance [22]. This is especially the case in horizontal mergers where the degree of relatedness between the companies is high, which generally results in high levels of replacement [37].

Hypothesis 5: There is a positive relationship between the level of integration and the rated difficulty of synergy realisation. The higher the realised level of integration is, the more problems will be encountered during the integration process.

As for example Taqi [10] points out, synergy realisation requires both time and effort. The greater the benefits are that the company hopes to generate from the merger, the more time and effort will probably go into the realisation of these benefits. On the other hand, if no benefits are expected from the integration of a certain function, then probably little effort will be put into synergy realisation in this function.

Hypothesis 6: There is a positive relationship between the rate of expected benefits and the difficulty of synergy realisation. The higher the expectations are, the more difficult it is to achieve these expectations.

Our last four hypothesis (3-6) are summarised in Figure 2. This simple model for our first explorative study has many similarities, but is not fully consistent, with e.g. the model of Larsson and Finkelstein (see Figure 1). The reason for this is that the explorative study was performed in parallel with the literature review. A combination of the models will be presented in the final section of the paper.
Figure 2. Hypotheses 3-6 in the explorative study

Survey methodology

The research population consisted of horizontal merger or acquisition deals made in manufacturing industries in Sweden or Finland during the years 1995-2001. The population was limited to deals where at least 90% of the shares were acquired and where either a Swedish or Finnish company was the acquirer. A fairly comprehensive list of the population was obtained by combining information from the websites of KMPG Sweden, one of Sweden’s leading professional service firms in the field of financial information, and Talouselämä, a major Finnish weekly business magazine. The original database, also including M&A’s in other industries and deals where the acquired share were less than 90%, consisted of over 7700 deals.

The main part of the data has been gathered through a questionnaire addressed to the management of 257 acquiring companies (referring to 484 horizontal M&A deals) included in this database. Efforts were made to identify and contact the key decision-makers in each of these companies. The majority of the companies were contacted by email as the data collection was carried out using a web-based questionnaire, and email contact was considered to be more flexible and easy in international correspondence. However, 58 companies were contacted by regular mail as no email contact information was found. The questionnaire itself included one background data question, and two behavioural information questions (32 sub-questions). All used a 5-point Likert scale as the answer format. Questions were company and deal specific. Companies were encouraged to participate, as the key findings of the research would be made available for everybody who contributed to it.

The response rate in terms of deals rose to 10% and 12% in terms of the total number of companies. This response rate is comparable with another survey study by Capron [38] on the long-term performance of horizontal acquisitions. The Swedish population was more active both in terms of the number of questionnaire responses and respondents. The companies, which were contacted by email, had a slightly better response rate than those, which were contacted by post. In addition to the actual questionnaire answers, the research group received information about the merger and acquisition deals through email correspondence with the companies.

The obtained data was primarily analysed using statistical methods, as the central data for analysis was quantitative survey data. A quantitative approach was chosen, as the aim is to examine a relatively unexplored field of research and to form a general picture of this field for future research to study in more detail. All used statistical tests are non-parametric, as the analysed data was partly ordinal and partly nominal. The testing of Hypotheses 1 and 2 was done using merely descriptive statistics, while the Spearman rank correlation test was used to examine Hypotheses 3 to 6.

Survey results

This section presents and analyses the research results and using statistical methods tests whether the research hypotheses are true or false based on the research sample. In statistical testing, a significance level of 5% (p < 0.05) is used. Values with a significance level of less than 1% and 0.1% are also identified.
Merger motives

According to Hypothesis 1, the possibility to gain from synergies in logistics is an important motive for horizontal mergers and acquisitions. Building on Bower’s [2] classification of merger motives, the respondents were asked to evaluate the importance of each of the given motives for the researched deal. The rated importance of logistics synergies-based M&A’s, and other strategic types of M&A’s, are given in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. Rated importance of different merger motives (n=48)](https://example.com/figure3)

The questionnaire respondents rated logistics synergies as the third most important reason for the horizontal merger they had experienced. The most common motive rose to be the possibility to extend into new products or markets through M&A’s. 63% of the respondents considered it to be either an important or an extremely important strategic reason for pursuing M&A’s. The next most important motives were to grow by buying out competitors in geographically fragmented markets (51%), and to exploit synergies in sourcing, manufacturing or distribution (40%). All three types of M&A’s, as well as that of dealing with overcapacity in the industry, can be seen as affecting logistics activities, thus supporting Hypothesis 1.

These findings also support the trends presented in M&A literature. The typical merger motives for the 1970-80s, such as mergers as short term financial investments and gaining from the restructuring a low performing companies, are not among the most common reasons for M&A activity today. Instead, the majority of contemporary deals are motivated by the possibility to improve profits through the rapid expansion of sales (i.e. market or product extension) [4, 5].

Difficulty of synergy realisation

Hypothesis 2 suggests that synergies in logistics (divided into distribution, manufacturing and purchasing functions) are harder to realise than synergies in other functions. The results concerning the rated difficulty of realising synergies in different functions are shown in Figure 4.
Figure 4. Rated difficulty of synergy realisation in different functions (n=48)

As can be seen from Figure 4, the differences between the examined functions are not significant. Synergy realisation seems to be most difficult in sales. 26% of the respondents considered it to be difficult or very difficult, but at the same time 43% thought it to be either easy or very easy. Manufacturing was rated to be the next most challenging function followed by R&D and the two other logistics functions, sourcing and distribution. Perhaps unsurprisingly, financial synergies were considered to be the easiest to realise (62%), closely followed by administrative synergies (56%).

The results do not unequivocally support Hypothesis 2, as differences between various functions were relatively small. The major conclusion is that company management considers synergy realisation generally to be “neither easy nor difficult” or even relatively easy.

Relative size difference

Hypothesis 3, in turn, suggests that there is a negative relationship between the difficulty of synergy realisation and the relative size difference of the merging companies. The smaller the target company is compared to the acquirer, the easier it is to realise synergies. To test this hypothesis Spearman rank order correlations were calculated (see Table 5). The hypothesised relationship is expressed as negative correlation values (R).

Table 5. Spearman rank order correlation values between the difficulty of synergy realisation in different functions and the relative size of the merging companies (n=48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative size</th>
<th>Spearman Difficulty of synergy realisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>0.118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>-0.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>-0.110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

The results do not support Hypothesis 3. There is no significant relationship (p < 0.05) between the variables in any of the examined functions. In three of the functions (sourcing, IT and administration), the calculated correlation value indicates a negative relationship between the two variables, and in the other five the correlation value is positive.

These findings question the ideas of Augustine [34], who suggests that the larger the target is compared to the acquirer, the more the acquiring company has to swallow and the greater the risk of
conflict. The research of Larsson and Finkelstein [22] might shed some light on the reasons for this phenomenon. They find that mergers with relatively small companies have less synergy potential, and small mergers do not always receive sufficient managerial attention. This lack of attention might also lead to situations where insufficient efforts are put into the synergy realisation process.

Relationships between synergy expectations, realisation and the level of integration

Expected benefits and level of integration

Hypothesis 4 argues that there is a positive relationship between the rate of expected benefits and the realised level of integration. As Table 6 shows, this is true for some of the functions but the results do not totally support this hypothesis.

Table 6. Spearman rank order correlation values between the rate of expected benefits and the level of integration (n=48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sourc.</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>-0.028</td>
<td>-0.173</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>-0.030</td>
<td>-0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manuf.</td>
<td>0.113</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.155</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distrib.</td>
<td>0.519***</td>
<td>0.387**</td>
<td>0.523***</td>
<td>0.481***</td>
<td>0.382**</td>
<td>0.338*</td>
<td>0.391**</td>
<td>0.291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>0.359*</td>
<td>0.354*</td>
<td>0.298</td>
<td>0.381**</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.267</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.303*</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>0.377**</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.501****</td>
<td>0.233</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admin.</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.292*</td>
<td>0.262</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>0.235</td>
<td>0.469***</td>
<td>0.259</td>
<td>0.155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>-0.085</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>-0.231</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>-0.192</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

Of the examined functions, the hypothesised relationship prevails internally only in distribution, sales and R&D. In all three, the correlation value is positive, thus indicating that when the expected synergies are high in these functions, companies also adopt a high level of integration to realise these benefits. The positive correlation in distribution is especially high (p < 0.001). This indicates that the reorganisation of distribution resources and processes to get rid of e.g. overlapping networks is common in post-merger situations. Although not significant, the correlation values for manufacturing and sourcing are also positive.

Other interesting findings can also be made from Table 6. The expectations in all the three functions with significant internal correlation (distribution, sales and R&D) seem to affect the level of integration in other functions as well. First, the results show a link between the expected benefits in R&D, and the sourcing function. One possible explanation for this correlation is that companies might seek to gain from R&D synergy benefits by, for example, altering their product structures so that the same components can be used for several different products. This would allow to reduce the number of suppliers, and to integrate the companies’ sourcing processes.

Secondly, the rate of expected benefits in distribution has a significant positive impact on the integration level in all other functions except finance. The fact that the restructuring of distribution affects other functions has also been seen during last decade’s wave of centralised distribution [39]. There is also a significant relationship between the synergy expectations in sales and the level of integration in sourcing, manufacturing and distribution. These findings seem to indicate that if companies wish to benefit from the integration of distribution and sales channels, integrative actions are also required in prior Supply Chain functions (sourcing and manufacturing) as well as in some supportive functions, such as administration and IT.
Level of integration and synergy realisation

According to Hypothesis 5, there is a positive relationship between the level of integration and the rated difficulty of synergy realisation: the higher level of integration, the more difficulties will be encountered during the synergy realisation process. The calculated rank order correlations between these two variables are given in Table 7.

Table 7. Spearman rank order correlation values between the level of integration and the difficulty of synergy realisation in different functions (n=48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integration Source</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>R&amp;D</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>-0.075</td>
<td>0.206</td>
<td>0.152</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>-0.129</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>-0.099</td>
<td>0.260</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>-0.110</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>-0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>-0.031</td>
<td>-0.093</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>-0.068</td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>-0.266</td>
<td>-0.300*</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>-0.144</td>
<td>-0.116</td>
<td>-0.158</td>
<td>-0.547***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>-0.169</td>
<td>-0.341*</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.138</td>
<td>-0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>-0.136</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>-0.061</td>
<td>-0.206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>-0.279</td>
<td>-0.508***</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td>-0.132</td>
<td>-0.123</td>
<td>-0.382*</td>
<td>-0.336*</td>
<td>-0.512***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

By examining the correlation matrix above, Hypothesis 5 can be rejected. There is a significant level of correlation in only one of the examined functions internally, in finance – and the relation here is negative: the tighter the integration, the easier it is to realise synergies. The level of integration in finance also seems to have impact on synergy realisation in other functions as well. Similarly, significant relationships can be detected between the level of integration in IT and the rated difficulty of synergy realisation in manufacturing and finance, and between the integration level in R&D and synergy realisation in manufacturing.

All these significant correlation values are negative, indicating a relationship contrary to the relationship that Hypothesis 5 suggests. In cross-functional correlations, this suggests that high levels of integration in certain functions might ease synergy realisation in some other function. For example, when the finance, IT and R&D operations are integrated to a relatively high level, synergy realisation in manufacturing seems to become easier. In practice this would mean that when corporate control, management support system and product development are integrated, the chance to reap out synergies in manufacturing is higher.

Expected benefits and synergy realisation

Hypothesis 6 suggests that a positive relationship prevails between the rate of expected benefits and the difficulty of synergy realisation, meaning that the higher the expectations are, the more difficult it will be to realise them. The correlation matrix of these two variables is pictured in Table 8.
Table 8. Spearman rank order correlation values between the rate of expected benefits and the difficulty of synergy realisation (n=48)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Expectations</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Manufacturing</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Sales</th>
<th>IT</th>
<th>R&amp;D</th>
<th>Administration</th>
<th>Finance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>-0.325*</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>-0.032</td>
<td>-0.006</td>
<td>-0.229</td>
<td>-0.022</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.282</td>
<td>-0.167</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>-0.277</td>
<td>-0.284</td>
<td>-0.073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.501***</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.167</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>-0.142</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.378**</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>-0.121</td>
<td>-0.049</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>0.460**</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.078</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&amp;D</td>
<td>0.114</td>
<td>-0.294*</td>
<td>-0.138</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.149</td>
<td>-0.020</td>
<td>-0.062</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>-0.154</td>
<td>-0.306*</td>
<td>-0.198</td>
<td>-0.059</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>-0.219</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>0.372*</td>
<td>-0.041</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>0.359*</td>
<td>0.277</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.426**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** p < 0.001; ** p < 0.01; * p < 0.05

The results above support Hypothesis 6. In four of examined eight functions, there is a significant, positive relationship between the variables internally. The only functions with clearly no such relationship are R&D and administration. It should be noted that the results do not tell anything about how high the finally realised synergies are, only that high expectations are more difficult to realise than low.

The hypothesised relationship also prevails in all three logistics functions, but only in distribution is this relationship significant. This is in accordance with the ideas of Best and Seger [20] who argue that synergy benefits in distribution are “easy to see but harder to get”.

Summary of synergies in logistics functions

There were no significant differences between the examined logistics functions in terms of the experienced difficulties in synergy. Synergy realisation in sourcing and distribution was rated to be slightly easier than in manufacturing.

In distribution, we found a strong relationship between synergy expectations and the level of integration. A significant relationship was also found between synergy expectations and the difficulty of synergy realisation. However, no significant relationship prevailed between the level of integration and the difficulty of synergy realisation. This indicates that high synergy expectations in distribution lead to high levels of integration in this function. However, the integration process can prove to be problematic. Furthermore, high expectations in distribution affect integration in other functions.

In manufacturing, no internal correlation existed between the expectations, integration and difficulties to realise synergies. However, the function was significantly effected by actions in other functions. The expectations in other functions had an impact on integration (distribution, sales and R&D), as well as on synergy realisation (R&D and administration) in manufacturing. The level of integration in other functions (IT, R&D and finance) had an impact on the difficulty of synergy realisation. This indicates that manufacturing seems to be more affected by what happens in other functions in an M&A situation, than by decisions regarding its own function.

No internal correlation existed within sourcing. Expectations in distribution, sales and R&D seemed to have an impact on the level of integration of sourcing, and expectations in finance effected synergy realisation in this function.

Discussion: a framework for post-merger logistics analysis

As logistics scholars have not researched M&A, we have turned to general M&A frameworks which could be developed to suit logistics issues. Based on previous research work [2, 22, 31] and our empirical study, an initial framework is proposed for the deeper analysis of the interrelation between M&A and logistics (see Figure 5). The framework might initially be used to structure and illustrate impacting factors (with the exception of cultural factors) discussed in M&A research, and how these factors relate to logistics structures, processes and realised synergies.

First of all the type and motives of a certain M&A affect the M&A situation: while conglomerate M&A’s might have little impact on logistics, vertical and horizontal presumably will have more. Horizontal M&A’s probably have more impact on logistics structure and processes (and synergies), while vertical M&A’s primarily affect the interfaces between the sequential firms. Different motives
for a horizontal M&A will have different affects on logistics (compare e.g. over-capacity with product or market extension M&A).

The framework consists of the three logistics sub-activities: sourcing, manufacturing and distribution, and distinguishes between logistics structures and processes. This 3x2 matrix can be used both in pre- and post-merger analysis, e.g. to map and evaluate the combination fit and potential for each “cell”; to map and evaluate different levels of integration and realised synergies for each “cell”; and finally to grasp the difficulties of realising synergies.

According to Larsson and Finkelstein [22], realised synergies are the result of both the level of integration and the combination potential. From a logistics perspective, our hypothesis is that the most important factors affecting these elements are the similarities, complementarities and geographical overlaps of the companies’ logistics structure and processes, the companies’ relative size, the pre M&A quality of the processes, and finally the acquirer’s M&A experience. Finally, a deep understanding of what the real difficulties in synergy realisation within logistics functions are would be important to be able to further improve the outcome of M&A’s.

To exemplify the framework, we will elaborate briefly on distribution. The distribution structure is e.g. the network of warehouses and resources, and logistics service providers. The distribution process includes the activities and procedures that turn different input into delivery service, e.g. used within the warehouses and order taking processes. Similarities and complementarities apply both to structure and processes. If the two merging companies have served identical markets with similar service levels and have excess capacity, the potential is high to find cost efficiencies. If the companies have concentrated on different markets, the potential might be to increase market share by distributing one company’s products in the others channels. The level of integration defines to what extent the distribution structures and processes could be combined: should two separate structures be used; should the “best parts” of the old solutions be combined; should one of the company’s existing solution be used; or should a totally new solution be developed? This is dependent on the combination potential, but also on the relative size (and power) of the companies, and the quality of the old processes.

Finally, M&A experience may impact how well potential synergies are realised. Distribution activities might also impact the potential success of the M&A. Atlas Copco Tools, who in the 1990s centralised their global physical distribution, exemplifies this. After a successful centralisation, they.
acquired some competitors (e.g. Desoutter and AEG). Atlas Copco’s superior distribution set-up was the obvious choice for the combination. The centralised structure was easy to grow on (only adding more space at one location) and to quickly phase new products into [40, 41]. Here, the distribution set-up supported M&A activities, and was not a potential barrier in post-merger integration.

For researchers, we hope that the suggested framework can provide support both in defining research issues, and in finding patterns how M&A and logistics interact. Some issues for further research are:

- Could “best practices” in different M&A types be found that effectively combine logistics structures and processes?
- Are expected logistics synergies dependent on e.g. a) the aimed level of integration and/or b) factors such as the companies’ relative size or the M&A motive?
- What are the biggest problems in synergy realisation in M&A situations from a logistics point of view?
- What is the impact of logistics on M&A success or failure?

If patterns on how M&A success or failure is related to logistics are identified, this could be structured in a similar framework. Practitioners could then use this to draw knowledge from other companies’ experiences.

Conclusions

Although M&A’s are an inseparable part of modern business, research shows no value creation to acquiring firms on average. This suggests that M&A are neither well understood in practice nor on a theoretical level. We reviewed literature both within M&A and logistics/SCM research to find how logistics issues in M&A situations have been discussed. As few contributions have been made within this area, we conclude that a research gap exists. Hence a questionnaire was sent to Swedish and Finnish manufacturing companies, which had used M&A’s with the intention of enhancing their strategic position.

Logistics synergies seem to play an important role in M&A’s, both as a direct motive and as an indirect affect of other important motives such as product or market extension. Synergy realisation in different functions was in general experienced to be easy rather than difficult. However, logistics functions were rated to be the most challenging in terms of synergy realisation after sales and R&D. It was also shown, that pre-merger expectations in distribution, sales, R&D and administration affect post-merger integration in several other functions. We also found, that the level of integration and difficulties in the synergy realisation process do not seem to be interdependent. Interestingly, the integration of IT, R&D and finance tends to make synergy realisation in manufacturing easier.

We conclude that the role of logistics in M&A situations leaves much to be investigated further. To support this relatively new area of research, we propose a conceptual framework to assess logistics impact in M&A’s, together with a number of future research issues.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decade, the magnitude of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) has expanded considerably and although the actual number of M&A has started to decrease, they continue to be large and substantive. As well as raising interest among practitioners, the amount of academic research and other publications on M&A related issues has increased substantially during past years [1]. Despite recent enthusiasm for M&A, numerous questions remain unanswered, which can be observed by viewing the high reported failure rates [2–3]. The conclusion on deal success or failure naturally depends on the adopted stakeholder perspective [4]. Stock market reactions to M&A announcements as well as long-term stock development are frequently used indicators of a deal’s performance from the market’s perspective. Such stock market-based studies have dominated M&A research. Though the perspective on M&A performance of these studies is narrow, at least some consensus has been reached on research practice and results [5]. On the other hand, studies that have adopted a strategic perspective to M&A performance, e.g., weighing the outcome to initial objectives, have reported a more mixed outcome. These studies have attempted to determine the long-term effects of M&A, but have failed to find consistent evidence of improved performance or productivity gains [6]. In addition to the lack of conclusive evidence on M&A success on average, even more ambiguity is related to how M&A can create value and the general concept of synergies [7].

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, the paper aims at providing an extensive literature review of contemporary academic literature on the origin and realisation of M&A synergies from an operations management perspective. The second aim is to assess the importance of these issues in practical situations by illustrating and summarising the results of empirical research. Of special interest are cost- and revenue-based synergies derived from M&A activity [cf. 8–10]. The study focuses specifically on horizontal M&A, which involves companies that operate in the same industry and industry level. This M&A type is considered to be the most interesting when focusing on an operational level as these deals will most likely involve restructuring and provide opportunities linked to complementary resources due to related operations [cf. 11].

This paper is structured as follows: first, an overview of the strategic management stream of M&A research is presented. Second, the literature research process and its results are reported. This is followed by a more detailed examination and discussion of the contribution of the reviewed material to the relation between operations, such as purchasing, manufacturing, and distribution, and the phenomena of M&A. It is concluded that issues related to operations management, as such, aren’t among the most popular topics of M&A research and much work remains to be done in this field in terms of both conceptual and empirical research. Though these issues are not crucial to all M&A, several of the reviewed empirical studies indicate that such matters frequently play a key role when achieving the objectives of contemporary M&A [for a comparison of different M&A waves, see e.g., 12]. The goal of this study is to assess the importance of different sources of value creation in horizontal M&A from an operations management viewpoint and pave way for further empirical research.
2 Strategic management literature and synergies

The phenomenon of M&A has received a massive amount of academic interest over the past decades. Due to the ever-growing amount of scientific research linked to this research area, researchers have been eager to develop various categorisations to divide literature into different streams [1,7,13–14]. This paper focuses on the strategic management stream, which is central when discussing M&A related synergies. Studies in this stream have traditionally concentrated on explaining value creation through increased market power and efficiency gains through scale economies, which represent the tradition of industrial organisation economics [13,15–16; see also e.g., 17]. However, recently, resource-based theories have gained ground in this stream [18–19; see e.g., 20–23]. The strategic management stream adopts the perspective of an individual company and discusses the motives for different types of mergers, and the effects of M&A on company performance. Strategic scholars have been primarily concerned with questions such as which acquisition types are likely to succeed from market, accounting, or managerial perspectives [1].

2.1 Strategic management literature and synergies

2.1.1 Synergies as a M&A motive

Reasons for M&A are numerous and each merger has its own set of different motives behind it. A number of researchers have attempted to categorise mergers according to their motives, but an unambiguous classification seems to be hard to develop since in practice, the motivation for a certain merger is often a combination of objectives [see e.g., 24]. Despite the variety of motives, most M&A are expected to result in some kind of synergistic benefits to the acquiring company [25]. However, in some cases, mergers have also been used to realise short-term financial benefits, to reduce risk by spreading activities into fields with different business cycles, or to serve purely managerial objectives [e.g., 25–26].

Basically, synergies can be divided into two categories when discussing horizontal M&A [8–10,27], namely:

1. cost-based synergies (derived from economies of scale and scope; drawing from cost efficiency theories and industrial organisation economics)

2. revenue-based synergies (derived from resource redeployment; drawing from the resource-based view).

Cost efficiency theories and economics literature base their synergy argumentation on issues of economies of scale and scope [8]. The former gained ground during the early parts of the last century from the mass production system of Model T, but as well from the low volume aircraft manufacturing. Both of these classical cases argue that total costs will decline by certain percentage amount, as production volumes for particular end-item double – as Maital [28] argues, economies of scale (reductions in average and marginal costs) will happen due to ever larger operations. The early 20th century Ford Motor Company could be seen as an icon of economies of scale: Model T’s list price in real terms decreased with more than 70% in only 20 years [29]. In the mean time, Henry Ford was able to increase production line worker wages to the higher levels, and gather in a very short time one of the world’s largest fortunes [30]. Similar developments have been
reported ever since \( e.g., \ 29,31–33 \). However, recent research suggest that scale economies is not anymore a by-product of autonomous direct labour learning, but instead, it is a result from shared problem solving effort between different functions within the company [34–37].

Economies of scope was identified as a new cost-based strategy in 1970s [38], when Japanese car manufacturers were able to offer simultaneously low price, high variety and high quality [39]. One of the characteristics of scope economics is the increased number of product alternatives, and lower level of costs, as compared to an individual product case. The effect could be clarified with the use of product platforms [40–42], joint production [8,43], and alliances (like airline industry’s ‘code sharing’). Most often, companies strive to use same basic platforms in their products \( e.g., \) cars, aeroplanes and consumer electronics; the development costs for a totally new platform are rather high, but the marginal costs to develop derivatives are very low. Marginal costs will not only decline in development activities, but also in purchasing and production, since offered products have significant similarities in purchased items (higher purchasing volume and lower inventory levels) and in used production technology (lower investments and labour costs). The use of scope economies has resulted in some occasions in astronomically high number of product variants; as Holweg and Pil [44] have shown, in car industry it is not so rare to find out a model, which has millions or billions of product derivatives [see also 45]. The exploitation of scale and scope economies through M&A is usually achieved through asset divestiture, \( i.e., \) the elimination of redundant activities and inefficient management practices. This is due to market inefficiencies, \( i.e., \) transaction costs, which prevent firms from using market contracting to rationalise and specialise their assets [15–16,46]. Some fields of M&A research perceive asset divestiture as evidence of M&A failure. However, from a strategic perspective, M&A provide a way to restructure company resources and asset divestiture is a logical consequence of this process [19,47].

The second synergy type, \( i.e., \) revenue-based synergies, acknowledges the possibility for the acquirer and the target to achieve a higher level of sales growth together than either company on its own by combining their resources \( e.g., \) integrating two different technologies together in new products as 22 and 48 have shown. These synergies are harder to estimate and monitor because they involve external variables, such as customer reactions [see \( e.g., \) 49]. Horizontal M&A can enhance revenue in at least two ways: by increasing geographical and product market coverage, or by enhancing the firms’ innovation capability. Greater market coverage allows the merged firm to either sell existing products to new customer segments, or enables the firm to increase the variety of product lines and thus cross-sell and bundle products, which may have greater customer value than each product separately. Additionally, firm revenues can be increased by enhanced innovation capability [50]. This involves the transfer of superior innovation skills and knowledge from one firm to enhance the product features, organisational practices, or marketing capabilities of the other firm [8]. This kind of resource transfer is an important source of synergy especially in cross-border M&A [25]. The exploitation of revenue-based synergies through M&A is usually achieved through resource redeployment, \( i.e., \) the use by a target or acquiring firm of the other’s resources, which includes both the physical transfer of resources to new locations and the sharing of resources without physical transfer [8]. The use of M&A as a mechanism for such redeployment is explained through market failure arguments. Market imperfections create
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complications in the pricing and transfer of, especially intangible, assets and increase the associated risks of establishing arm’s length contracts to access such resources [46,51–52].

This typology does not explicitly include the effect of M&A on market power and the value creation potential of these effects. Capron [8] argues that market power motives are often intertwined with scale-based benefits [cf. 15]. However, the actual benefits will be visible on the revenue side as prices in an industry rise consequent to the increased control of a dominant firm [43,53]. Basically, an increase in market power may also decrease, e.g., unit material costs due to increased control towards suppliers (cf. economies of scale).

2.1.2 Synergy potential and realisation in horizontal M&A

Traditionally, literature in this field has emphasised market power and scale efficiencies as incentives for horizontal M&A. These arguments are most relevant in stable industries. However, many corporations operate in dynamic environments where there is frequent technical innovation [50,54], regulatory change [implications of environmental regulations, 55], and increased globalisation [56–57]. Sustained market power or gained scale efficiencies are likely to gradually erode in dynamic industries [8]. Strategy researchers have argued that companies use M&A to restructure their own merging businesses as a response to commercial change rather than to reap scale benefits. Restructuring can increase company efficiency and effectiveness, for example, by changing the scope of business operations, rather than merely seeking short-term gains through increased scale efficiencies in existing operations [8,58].

In line with this argumentation, empirical studies have recently shown that the integration of complementary resources actually holds greater synergy potential than the integration of identical resources [e.g., 58]. Logically, M&A will result in above average returns only when uniquely valuable synergistic assets are involved. These kinds of assets exist when either other potential acquirers do not have adequate information about the potential asset combination, or no other combination of firm assets could produce the same value [see 59 on private synergies]. Highly similar resources are generally easy for the whole market to detect whereas complementary resources provide synergistic opportunities, which are often not so obvious to all market players due to information asymmetry. M&A which combine complementary resources provide potential to create a unique and difficult-to-imitate resource bundle. This kind of competitive advantage can be sustained for a long period of time, thus leading to higher long-term company performance [60]. Such complementary resources can be different products, market access or valuable and transferable know-how [1]. M&A involving firms with highly similar resources may produce more short-term value due to economies of scale, which are assumed to be relatively easy to realise. However, these types of mergers rarely create sustainable competitive advantages unless they produce substantial, monopoly-like, market power [60].

Montgomery and Wilson [11] argue that though the synergy potential in horizontal M&A is higher than for unrelated deals, the efforts needed to realise this potential are typically great. Therefore it should be stressed that potential alone is no guarantee for actual value creation. For example, the integration of highly similar resources in horizontal M&A frequently results in severe employee resistance, which can harm and slow down the integration process [1]. Thus, synergy potential requires managerial
actions, such as M&A integration planning and post-acquisition collaboration mechanisms, to be realised [e.g., 7.61–62]. In summary, sources of value creation in horizontal M&A are numerous. However, the actual realisation of various synergies depends largely on the resource combination of the merging companies and on the efforts corporate management devotes to post-merger management.

3 Review of empirical studies on horizontal M&A

One of the aims of this paper is to provide a clearly focused and systematic literature review of contemporary academic literature on operations integration and synergies in horizontal M&A. The literature review reported by Häkkinen et al. [63] concluded that few contributions had been made in this area. The review covered a sample of books, academic journal articles, and conference papers by both M&A and logistics researchers, and also some nonacademic publications, which had been gathered using a ‘snowballing’ technique. Here, a more systematic approach is adopted towards the reviewed material: the review is limited to 20 academic journals and to articles published in them from 1998 to 2002. Also, the focus is specifically on finding evidence of the possibility for companies to benefit from horizontal M&A in the form of cost- and revenue-based synergies. The selected journals are listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Reviewed journals and the number of reviewed articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Journal</th>
<th>M&amp;A articles</th>
<th>Articles with implications to operations management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Management Journal</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academy of Management Journal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Business Review</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Business</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Management</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Management Studies</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative Science Quarterly</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation Science</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of International Business Studies</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Range Planning</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. Journal of Logistics Management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Business Logistics</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. Journal of Physical Distribution and Logistics Management</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Supply Chain Management*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Marketing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Management Journal</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIT Sloan Management Review</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Chain Management Review</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Journal of Purchasing and Supply Management</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Int. Journal of Logistics: Research and Applications</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * former Int. Journal of Purchasing and Materials
The first ten journals were chosen from the Social Sciences Citation Index listed under the disciplines of business, economics, or management, which had published the most M&A related articles during this period. The remaining ten journals were selected mainly from the logistics and supply chain management disciplines to underline the operations management aspect of the literature review (see Table 1). Nine journals were selected based on small sample survey carried out at the Joint-Nordic PhD Workshop on Case Study Research in Logistics, which was held in Turku, Finland (January 2003). Based on the survey results, nine more journals were selected from the top 12 periodicals, and one more journal was added from the previous literature review by Häkkinen et al. [63].

The review was limited to articles published from 1998 to 2002, as the aim was to get a picture of contemporary research in this field. First, the article abstracts of the chosen journals from this time period were scanned using the ProQuest Direct database search engine. The search was performed using the words ‘merger’, ‘acquisition’, ‘mergers’, ‘acquisitions’ and ‘consolidation’. The search engine also automatically expanded the search to include the words ‘alliance’ and ‘alliances’. These abstracts were later excluded. The abstracts of the 263 articles were then read to extract the articles actually dealing with M&A from the articles related to alternate meanings of the word ‘acquisition’. For example, several of the excluded articles referred to the acquisition of information or knowledge, not actual corporate acquisitions. After this screening, 132 articles remained of which only five were published in the latter group of journals. These 132 articles were then read for a second time to establish, whether the articles might have relevance in terms of operations management related issues. Finally, 19 articles were established as having implications to matters related to operation management and related synergies in M&A situations.

3.1 Results

Of these 19 articles, over half were published either in the *Harvard Business Review* or in the *Strategic Management Journal* (Table 1). Typically the articles presented the results of M&A surveys, or focused on illustrating matters related to M&A strategy and integration through brief case descriptions. In this context, operational effects were featured either as examined variables of a larger survey, or were mentioned in brief in connection to potential synergies or to encountered problems in the post-merger integration phase. A full list of these 19 articles featuring their main findings is given in the Appendix.

If it is assumed that the 19 articles found here represent the total amount of such articles in the whole sample of 132 M&A related articles, they would account for 14% of this sample. These 19 articles were classified based on whether the focus, from an operations management perspective, was on resources (*i.e.*, knowledge, physical assets, human capital, and other tangible and intangible factors that a certain business owns or controls) or processes (*i.e.*, patterns of interaction, coordination, communication, and decision making that employees use to transform resources into products and services). This division is based on a framework first presented by Christensen and Overdorf [64]. The framework was originally structured for examining problems that arise in companies during disruptive change, but it has also been used to analyse M&A effects [*e.g.*, 65]. From a logistical point of view, company resources and processes can either be tied to upstream operations (*e.g.*, manufacturing, related R&D and purchasing) or to downstream operations (*e.g.*, distribution, related networks and relationships) both of which can
contribute to M&A-related synergies. The articles were also categorised in terms of this upstream-downstream distinction. The used categories were not exclusive, so that articles discussing multiple themes appear in more than one category (Tables 2 and 3 in below).

Table 2  Issues related to operations management in the reviewed articles

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issues related to operations management</th>
<th>Upstream</th>
<th>Downstream</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Resources</td>
<td>Processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of reviewed articles (n = 19)</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of reviewed articles (n = 19)</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% of total sample of M&amp;A articles (n = 132)</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3  Possible sources of operations synergies in horizontal M&A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cost-based synergies</th>
<th>Revenue-based synergies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Downstream operations</td>
<td>Redeployment of complementary distribution resources, <em>i.e.</em> distribution channels, customers, geographical spread (articles 1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream operations</td>
<td>Redeployment of intangible resources in production and R&amp;D (<em>e.g.</em> technologies) and superior processes (articles 11, 15, 17, 18, 19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As can be noted from Tables 2 and 3, both upstream and downstream operations were touched upon in reviewed articles. A common topic regarding downstream operations, which often featured issues relating to distribution, was the redeployment of marketing resources. This was often identified as an important motive for international M&A and an attractive source of value creation. Upstream operations were often linked to the discussion on consolidating manufacturing operations and gaining synergy benefits in purchasing due to increased negotiation power. The integration and value creation potential of resources had attracted more interest among the article authors than the role of processes in M&A situations. This may be due to the fact that processes are more intangible and can be tightly embedded in the host organisation, and are therefore harder to grasp and also to measure, *e.g.*, by means of a survey. Regarding value-creation, operations management issues were mentioned both in relation to cost-based synergies and market power gains [*e.g.*, 66–67] as well as to revenue-based synergies [*e.g.*, 68–69]. The content of the reviewed articles will be discussed in more detail in the following section.
4 Findings: the role of operations synergies in M&A

Merger and acquisition literature has mainly concentrated on general issues of strategic management, economics, and human resource management within the respective research streams. Operations management type issues, as such, are not among the most popular topics. Despite this, academic research has touched upon these issues although the primary focus has been elsewhere. Case studies especially often provide empirical evidence on synergies derived from the integration of operations. This section discusses these matters through the literature review findings and presents examples of successful and unsuccessful synergy realisation.

4.1 Potential operations synergies in horizontal M&A

4.1.1 Cost-based synergies and market power gains

The reviewed studies suggest that the possibility to benefit from operations synergies can be an important motive for horizontal M&A. For example, the expected synergies of the horizontal merger of Kellogg and Keebler Foods resulting from cost savings (e.g., purchasing, capacity rationalisation, improved logistics and warehousing) were estimated to be $170 million [66]. Several other case studies confirm that especially objectives concerning manufacturing are often linked to seeking economy of scale synergies from consolidating production facilities [e.g., 67].

However, research results show that the consolidation of identical overlapping business resources and processes can, in some cases, decrease the potential for creating value and hinder the integration process. The elimination of overlapping resources may prove to be costly and cause employee resistance. In contrast, the complementarity of product ranges, for example, increases the potential for cooperation and value creation [1], which supports the ideas of Harrison et al. [58].

Horizontal M&A also affect company market power both in relation to customers and suppliers, and reaping benefits from the increase in market power is often mentioned as one M&A objective [e.g., 66]. The benefits of increased market power typically provide easy access to increased earnings with few internal constraints. However, poor M&A management can also induce problems in these areas and hinder the realisation of synergies [e.g., 70].

4.1.2 Revenue-based synergies

M&A is frequently used as a mechanism to exchange capabilities that otherwise would not be possible to efficiently get hold of through traditional market mechanisms [18, 43, 68]. This exchange consists both of the efficient redeployment of existing firm resources as well as the creation of capabilities from the newly formed resource bundle. The importance of downstream assets, such as distribution channels and sales forces, as a motive for cross-border mergers in particular, is great [68, 71]. Furthermore, distribution networks are difficult to establish rapidly due to the complexity of social organisations and processes, and thus M&A offer a valid option for market entry [69].

Complementary resources of the organisations were one of the key motives for a number of the reviewed cases. In many cases, one of the companies had or was developing a product, which could be distributed more efficiently through the other company’s complementary distribution channels [e.g., 66–67]. For example, in the case
of Unilever and Cheseborough-Ponds, each company had strengths in its own home market but these strengths were complementary and transferable to the distribution of the other’s products [60]. However, the compatibility of company resources is by no means restricted to geographical spread. In the Kellogg and Keebler food case, Keebler filled a big strategic hole in direct distribution. Kellogg was developing a new line of snack foods, but had no system to distribute the products into points of impulse buying, e.g., convenience stores and petrol stations. Keebler, on the other hand, had such a distribution system, but was lacking volume, which Kellogg’s products thereby provided [66].

4.2 Realising operations synergies in horizontal M&A

In this section, the aim is to illustrate and summarise the issues discussed in previous sections linked to the source and realisation of synergies in different M&A situations. This is done by presenting two M&A cases from previously published studies, as well as summarising potential synergies derived from the integration of operations in a tentative framework. The first case highlights problems related to the realisation of cost-based synergies in manufacturing. The second case gives an example of successful resource redeployment and its effect on both cost- and revenue-based synergies.

Case Lincoln Electric [from Hastings, 70]

During 1987–1991 the American Lincoln Electric implemented a program of rapid foreign expansion which involved both building three green field plants and purchasing the operations of eight manufacturing plants via M&A. Lincoln anticipated tremendous opportunities to reduce costs in the targets through the redeployment of its own manufacturing processes. Synergies were also expected from the redeployment of the targets’ European distribution channels to distribute Lincoln’s existing products. However, due to insufficient international expertise of corporate management and poor integration management, the majority of the acquired units continued to make substantial losses in 1993. Lincoln had hoped that through inexistent integration management, the performance of the acquired manufacturing operations could be improved by offering its own efficient manufacturing process as a ‘best practice’. The acquirer had adopted a passive role and failed to take into account cultural differences, for example, in employee incentives. The European recession and the lack of marketing efforts to push Lincoln’s products through the acquired distribution channels led to an overcapacity situation. Only after making significant changes in corporate management and scaling down European operations, the corporation was able to slowly turn around and generate profit by mid-1994.

One thing, which is often stressed when discussing the integration process, is speed. The faster the two companies are brought together, the more likely the M&A is to live up to its expectations. Speedy integration provides visible benefits more quickly and also diminishes uncertainty within the organisation [72]. In the Lincoln Electronics case, integration was slow and its management poorly planned and carried out. As a result, even ‘easy’ synergies from increasing operational efficiency were not realised as the acquired companies remained physically and organisationally separate and no support was given to facilitate resource redeployment and knowledge transfer between the two companies [70].
As in the Lincoln Electronics case, one of the major objectives of international M&A is often to obtain control of the target’s external relationships, e.g., customer and supplier contacts. A general assumption seems to be that through M&A, the acquirer can take over the target’s market position in the host country leaving existing business relationships intact. However, this is not necessarily the case, as also other empirical studies have shown [e.g., 49].

**Case Ispat International N.V.** [from Sull, 73]

This case profiles the M&A strategy of Ispat International N.V, which grew from a single factory producing steel rod to the fourth largest steel rod producer in the world in less than a decade through a series of M&A of underperforming steel factories. Most of these acquisitions followed a similar pattern. As governments around the world privatised their steel industries, Ispat negotiated favourable prices to acquire underperforming factories from government owners. After negotiating a low price and favourable terms, Ispat rapidly improved the acquired plant’s operations by leveraging its expertise in DRI (Direct Reduced Iron) and electric-arc furnace technologies and related know-how. The acquirer also invested heavily to remove bottlenecks in production and to improve quality. As production volumes grew, Ispat used its local sales networks located around the globe to cross-sell products to a wide customer base. Quality was improved by introducing management practices, such as daily production reports and meetings and quality programs, to develop cost-consciousness and discipline in the acquired factories. Cost savings came also through global purchasing synergies. Ispat increased production volumes and improved profitability in all the factories it acquired, although the level of improvement varied by plant.

In the Ispat case, the redeployment of intangible resources was effectively used in several M&A deals. This resulted in operational efficiencies, benefits from the increase in market power, and a rapid increase in sales. The case illustrates how the two types of synergies presented in this paper rarely occur separately. Also the case gives an example of the successful integration of complementary resources. However, again it must be stressed that the pure existence of complementary resources is no guarantee for synergies, but managers must work cooperatively after the M&A to create synergy through the integration process.

Table 3 attempts to illustrate the possibility of benefiting from different synergies derived from the integration of operations in horizontal M&A. The given examples are based on reported findings of previous M&A research from the reviewed literature (see also discussion above).

The reviewed literature provides most evidence of the role of synergies in the M&A of companies with highly similar resources, and cross-border M&A of companies with complementary resources. The former type of M&A is closely connected to synergies derived from the increase in market power and operational efficiency, whereas in the latter type an important source of synergy is the redeployment of tangible and intangible resources. All in all, it can be concluded that potential synergies derived from the integration of operations exist in several different types of horizontal M&A, and previous research provides examples of both successful and unsuccessful realisation of this potential. Some of the reviewed studies also stressed that M&A are not always driven by a quest for synergies, but in some cases M&A may also be the only option to break into a highly integrated market or supply chain [74–75].
5 Conclusion

The past decade has experienced a substantial increase in both merger and acquisition activity, and in the amount of related research and literature. Despite the extensive amount of interest towards M&A, the high failure rate in achieving the initial strategic objectives suggests that this phenomenon is generally still not well understood in practice, nor on a theoretical level. Theoretical studies are fragmented and several important research gaps still exist.

This paper has strived to start filling one of these gaps by digging into issues related to cost- and revenue-based synergies derived from operations integration. The literature review results give evidence of both types of synergies in company operations. Although presented separately here, in practice, a successful M&A will often benefit from both synergy types whereas an M&A strategy focusing solely on one type may have some drawbacks. Rather, the examined cases argue in favour of combining synergies both in terms of synergy types and the affected operations (see Table 3) \[\text{e.g., 66,71,76}\].

Cost-based synergies are generally linked to the upstream operations of companies. For example, the integration of production operations may be perceived as baring substantial synergy potential. However, a number of empirical cases have provided some evidence that realising durable cost-savings by merely consolidating similar operations can be troublesome \[1,58\]. Rather, the realisation of cost-based synergies also requires active integration management and can be assisted by fostering related knowledge transfer. Synergies in purchasing can largely be explained through economies of scale and scope, and are generally less cumbersome to realise than cost-based synergies in production.

Revenue-based synergies can result from a number of redeployment measures. Typically, they are linked to the redeployment of complementary distribution resources or intangible resources in production and R&D. Contemporary M&A are often motivated by this possibility to rapidly increase sales. However it should be noted that focusing more on revenue than profit in a company’s M&A strategy will ultimately result in an untenable situation as the whole industry evolves \[\text{cf. 77}\].

The aim of this paper has been to illustrate that though many contributions concerning the relation between operations management and M&A have not yet been made, these issues are frequently encountered and considered in a variety of actual M&A situations. In addition to providing several different types of potential benefits \(\text{e.g., swift access to new geographical markets or critical technologies and capabilities}\), studies show evidence that the integration of company operations also can create a number of unexpected problems. Hopefully, this paper has successfully underlined the importance of these issues and given an initiative to researchers to perform further empirical studies related to these matters. Research has hitherto concentrated on studying M&A performance on average using either secondary accounting or market-based data or questionnaire responses. However, when studying such a complex phenomenon as M&A, more relevant results could be obtained by using rich in-depth data from certain case companies or industries or combining qualitative secondary data though metaanalysis.
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### Appendix 1

Analysed 19 M&A articles featuring their main findings regarding operations management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Findings related to operations management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anand, J. and Delois, A.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>SMJ 23:2</td>
<td>Investors seeking distribution capabilities typically use M&amp;A as a market entry form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashkenas, R. and Francis, S.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>HBR 78:6</td>
<td>Short examples from case deals: outsourcing the production of non-core components, operational benefits from redeployment manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capron, L. and Hulland, J.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>JMAR 63:2</td>
<td>Cost-based synergies are minimally affected by the redeployment of e.g. distribution channels, while revenue-based synergies are significantly influenced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capron, L. and Pistre, N.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>SMJ 23:9</td>
<td>Acquirers earn abnormal returns when they receive distribution related resources from the target as a part of bilateral resource transfer (incl. resources related to distribution)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capron, L., Mitchell, W. and Swaminathan, A.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>SMJ 22:9</td>
<td>Strategic similarity and resource asymmetry increase redeployment, which then leads to divestitures in the receiving firm (incl. resources related to logistics and manufacturing)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capron, L., Dussauge, P. and Mitchell, W.</td>
<td>1998</td>
<td>SMJ 19:7</td>
<td>Firms frequently redeploy these resources to and from targets. They seek targets that complement their own strengths and weaknesses. Includes resources in R&amp;D, manufacturing and marketing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croyle, R. and Kager, P.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>HBR 80:10</td>
<td>Underlines the importance of setting up integration teams in e.g. SCM, manufacturing, purchasing and logistics; linkage to fast cost-based synergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harding, D. and Yale, P.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>HBR 80:7</td>
<td>Complementary distribution resources and revenue-based synergies; procurement savings, capacity rationalisation, improved logistics and warehousing efficiency and cost-based synergies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison, J., Hitt, M., Hoskisson, R. and Ireland, R.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>JMAN 27:6</td>
<td>Resource complementarity, e.g. in distribution, leads to greater synergy potential; underlines the importance of integration management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastings, D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>HBR 77:3</td>
<td>Potential cost-based synergies in manufacturing and revenue-based synergies in distribution can be squandered due to poor integration management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 1 (continued)

Analysed 19 M&A articles featuring their main findings regarding operations management (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Publication</th>
<th>Findings related to operations management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heracleous, L. and Murray, J.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>EMJ 19:4</td>
<td>Evidence of synergies from increased purchasing power, combined R&amp;D operations, consolidated manufacturing and pooled marketing resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertz, S.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>IJL 4:2</td>
<td>M&amp;A might be the only way to break into highly integrated supply chains (in relation to both suppliers and customers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karim, S. and Mitchell, W.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SMJ 21:10/11</td>
<td>Acquirers tend to use M&amp;A either to reinforce existing skills or make substantial jumps into new skill sets; effects on manufacturing resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lalonde, B.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>SCMR 4:2</td>
<td>M&amp;A might be the only way to break into highly integrated supply chains (in relation to both suppliers and customers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larsson, R. and Finkelstein, S.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>OS 10:1</td>
<td>Complementary operations increase the probability of synergy realisation in e.g. production and marketing; similarities elicit employee resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light, D.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>HBR 79:1</td>
<td>Evidence of potential synergies in manufacturing (cost-based) and distribution (revenue-based) squandered due to an ill-conceived HR integration strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meyer, K. and Estrin, S.</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>JIBS 32:3</td>
<td>Redeployment can be reciprocal: target firms bring e.g. technological know-how and distribution resources, acquirer firms e.g. managerial and financial resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt, S. and Ruhli, E.</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>EMJ 20:3</td>
<td>Evidence of motives related to synergies in R&amp;D and distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sull, D.</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>EMJ 17:4</td>
<td>Evidence of successful realisation of cost- and revenue-based synergies e.g. from redeploying manufacturing resources and processes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:**
- SMJ = Strategic Management Journal
- HBR = Harvard Business Review
- JMAR = Journal of Marketing
- JMAN = Journal of Management
- EMJ = European Management Journal
- IJL = International Journal of Logistics: Research and Applications
- SCMR = Supply Chain Management Review
- OS = Organization Science
- JIBS = Journal of International Business Studies
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Abstract: The ongoing trends of rapid technological development and globalisation have reshaped several industries during the past decade. For one, the newly emerged challenges have triggered a wave of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) within a number of industries as companies have sought efficient ways to enhance their business capabilities and to restructure themselves to better adapt to the new business environment. This paper discusses the value creational aspects of international M&A and addresses matters of resource redeployment and capability transfer related to the logistics operations of manufacturing companies. The empirical part of the paper reports on an explorative multiple-case study covering six horizontal M&A deals carried out by Finnish manufacturing companies during 1998–2001. Results suggest that the combining of complementary resources, in particular, and capability transfer (e.g. of technology-related knowledge) can create value through the transference of existing key competencies to new contexts, as well as through creating new capabilities.
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1 Introduction

During the past decade, several industries have been reshaped as a result of technological and social developments, which have lead to high interconnectedness of organisational systems and people. The trends of globalisation, market liberalisation and technological development have forced companies to reexamine their operations in order to answer to these challenges and growing customer expectations. These new challenges and opportunities have triggered a wave of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) within a number
of industries as companies have sought efficient ways to enhance their business capabilities and to restructure themselves to better adapt to the new business environment.

Although M&A activity, as its research, is by no means a new phenomenon, the phenomenon itself, as well as related studies, has evolved since the very first merger waves. Changes in the business environment and the strategic motivations for M&A have also changed the requirements for company management to successfully carry out merger processes (Jansen, 2002). Additionally, the latest merger wave (started in 1993 and peaked in 2000) affected European companies much more profoundly than previous ones, which mainly took place within the USA (Chapman and Edmond, 2000; Garette and Dussauge, 2000). Also the share of cross-border M&A has increased substantially (40% of the total number of transactions worldwide in 2000), which raises yet new issues for company management to consider (Jansen, 2002; United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 2001).

Despite the increased interest towards M&A also from a scholarly perspective, several research gaps still exist within the research field. Studies are fragmented by nature and often lack a holistic view of the implications of mergers and acquisitions (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999). For example, M&A-related synergies and value creation are a much-discussed topic in this field, yet inconclusiveness and general ambiguity often plague research results. Traditionally, studies have concentrated on explaining value creation through increased market power and operational efficiency, which are most relevant in stable industries. However, modern businesses that operate within dynamic environments may view M&A in a different manner. M&A would also seem to provide means to restructure company resources, and to transfer knowledge and build new capabilities through horizontal patterns of exchange to benefit the whole organisation (e.g. Capron, 1999; Chatterjee, 1992).

Another overlooked research topic has been the impact of M&A on the logistics operations of companies and related value creation (Häkkinen, 2003; Häkkinen et al., 2004). However, these issues would seem to be central when pursuing M&A objectives related to increasing market coverage or enhancing the product portfolio. Such aspects have not yet received much attention in the field of M&A research but would provide useful insights into understanding M&A-related value creation in the modern business environment.

The motivation for conducting this particular study has been to start filling this research gap. This paper addresses changes in the logistics operations of manufacturing companies in the context of horizontal M&A. The paper reports on an explorative multiple-case study covering six cross-border M&A deals carried out by Finnish manufacturing companies during 1998–2001. In this study, mergers and acquisitions or M&A are referred to as a single business phenomenon as is done frequently within this field of research, despite the slight differences between these two concepts (e.g. Parvinen, 2003). The study focuses specifically on horizontal M&A, which involve companies that operate in the same industry and industry level. This M&A type is considered to be one of the most interesting types from a logistics perspective especially when focusing on the change aspect, as these deals may involve the restructuring of logistics resources due to overlapping operations, as well as skill transfer due to related, yet complementary, knowledge. Horizontal mergers have been considered to have the highest synergy potential and its realisation is assumed to be relatively effortless
(e.g. Taqi, 1991). Vertical M&A may also include considerable synergy potential from a logistics perspective, but these benefits will most likely be different by nature and related to managing the bullwhip effect more efficiently, for example.

2 Strategic management literature on M&A

2.1 Relation to other streams of M&A research

The phenomenon of M&A has received a massive amount of academic interest over the past decades. Due to the ever-growing amount of scientific research linked to this research area, scholars have also been eager to develop various categorisations to divide research into different streams. This paper focuses on the strategic management stream, which is central when discussing M&A-related value creation. This stream has its theoretical background primarily in industrial organisation economics, but recently also resource-based theories have gained ground in this stream (Birkinshaw et al., 2000). The strategic management stream adopts the perspective of an individual company and discusses the motives for different types of mergers, and the effects of M&A on company performance (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999). Strategic scholars have been primarily concerned with questions such as which acquisition types are likely to succeed, how can company management realise potential synergy benefits, create value, and transfer capabilities between organisations (Vaara, 1999).

In addition to the strategic management stream of M&A research, at least three others can be identified. The economic stream focuses on the impact of acquisitions based on theories of financial and organisational economies. The central research issue is the assessment of M&A activity on the overall economy, a specific industry, or on the value creation for company shareholders (Birkinshaw et al., 2000; Baroncelli, 1998). Some authors also distinguish a financial stream, which is included here in the economic stream as a micro-level perspective.

The organisational stream studies the M&A integration process on an organisational or individual level. Central topics include organisational fit, cultural clashes and employee resistance (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999; Vaara, 1999). As traditional economic, strategic and organisational perspectives haven’t been able to explain the large percentage of M&A failures, scholars have started to focus on the impact of post-merger management on M&A performance. This so-called process perspective is in itself also fairly diverse, but has a more applied approach from a managerial perspective (e.g. Jemison and Sitkin, 1986).

However, this interest towards post-merger actions cannot be seen as being limited to the process perspective as ideas have diffused also to other streams. For example, though the primary focus of this study is strategic, post-merger implications are by no means excluded. Rather the intention is to discuss both pre-merger circumstances and post-merger managerial actions. Therefore, the presented streams should not be understood as exclusive, and in practice researchers often combine perspectives from several different streams. Some scholars have also made efforts to specifically bring these streams closer together (e.g. Larsson and Finkelsten, 1999).
2.2 M&A typologies and combinational fit

Several different typologies have been created over time to categorise M&A (e.g. Larsson, 1990). A simple and conventional classification divides M&A into three categories: horizontal, vertical and diversified or conglomerate deals (Hodge and Anthony, 1988). In horizontal M&A, both companies operate in the same sector and level of business. Some classifications require that the companies be in direct competition with each other, whilst others are not so strict on this condition. Here this restriction is not seen necessary as long as both companies operated under the same SIC code. Vertical M&A are defined as deals between firms in buyer-seller, client-supplier, and other supply chain linkages. Conglomerate deals involve companies from unrelated businesses.

Basically the main criterion for all typologies is the companies’ business relationship at the time of the combination, which sets certain expectations and boundaries for the type and magnitude of benefits that can be realised from the deal. A central concept for determining this relationship is strategic fit. Strategic fit has traditionally meant the relatedness of the products and markets of the merging companies (e.g. Salter and Weinhold, 1979; Shelton, 1988). Figure 1 illustrates the different dimensions of strategic fit through a framework based originally on an M&A classification made by Salter and Weinhold (1979).

Figure 1 Strategic fits between target and bidder firms (Shelton, 1988)
This study concentrates on horizontal deals where the strategic fit is primarily identical, complementary, or supplementary. Horizontal deals may involve unrelated features, but purely unrelated deals would be classified as conglomerates. In international M&A, the strategic fit would intuitively seem to be at least partially supplementary. However, the customer dimension is by no means limited to geographical market segments, and it should also be noted that cross-border M&A can have a variety of motives and fits driving the deal (Hopkins, 1999).

Organisational fit is another central concept for determining the combination potential of M&A, but its perspective is different from that of strategic fit. Organisational fit is defined as the match between organisational practices, cultures, and personnel characteristics (Datta, 1991). Culture is generally understood as including both corporate and national culture. Empirical studies suggest that good organisational fit eases the whole integration process (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999). In this paper, the focus is not on organisational and cultural issues as such. However, it is acknowledged that internal company motives, strategic fit, and integration management are not the only factors that affect merger outcome.

2.3 M&A motives: the synergy hypothesis

On a broad level, horizontal M&A can be explained through two main classes of theories:

1. value-maximising theories
2. managerial theories (Capron, 1999; Seth et al., 2002).

Value-maximising theories (also referred to as the synergy hypothesis) assume that managers make M&A decisions with the objective of creating economic value. Managerial theories (also called the managerialism motive, conflict-of-interest hypothesis and agency hypothesis), on the other hand, suggest that managers embark on M&A to maximise their own benefit at the expense of other stakeholders. In their study, Seth, Song, and Pettit (2000) found the synergy hypothesis to be the primary explanation for value-increasing M&A, while value-reducing M&A appear to be driven by managerialism.

This study focuses on the first perspective, which is naturally of more relevance when examining M&A-related value creation. Under this perspective several motives or clusters of motives can be identified to further analyse the reasons and objectives of M&A activity (e.g. Bower, 2001; Brouthers et al., 1998). However, an unambiguous classification seems to be hard to develop since in practice the motivation for a certain merger is often a combination of objectives and motives (Brouthers et al., 1998).

2.4 Sources of value creation

In the context of M&A, value creation is understood as a long-term phenomenon that results from managerial actions and interaction between the merging firms. Value creation differs from value capture, which involves shifting value from previous stakeholders to new stakeholders of the acquiring firm and is a one-time event (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991).
Studies have identified a number of potential sources of value creation in M&A situations. Value can be created as a result of:

- increase in market power
- economies of scope
- economies of scale
- coinsurance
- risk diversification (Seth, 1990).

The first three sources of value creation are generally related to horizontal and vertical M&A, and are of interest in this paper, whilst coinsurance and risk diversification are associated with conglomerate deals. This classification represents the view of industrial organisation economics on M&A-related value creation.

Capron (1999) has studied horizontal M&A in particular and divides possible sources of synergy, in turn, into two groups based on their theoretical perspective. Horizontal M&A can create value by exploiting two types of synergies:

1. cost-based synergies (derived from economies of scale and scope; cost efficiency theories, economics)
2. revenue-enhancing synergies (derived from resource redeployment; resource-based theory).

This classification doesn’t explicitly include market-power-related synergies. However, these synergies will also take form in saved costs and are of special interest in economics-based M&A research. Therefore, this synergy type would seem to fall in the first category.

Synergies of the first type are assumed to be easier to measure and the level of certainty that they will be achieved is quite high, although contradictory findings have also been reported (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999; Harrison et al., 1991). They result from eliminating facilities and related costs, the increase in market power and economies of scale and scope. The potential for these synergies is especially high in domestic horizontal acquisitions (Seth et al., 2002). The second type of synergies acknowledges the possibility for the acquirer and the target to achieve a higher level of sales growth together than either company on its own can, by combining their resources. These synergies are harder to estimate because they involve external variables, such as customer reactions. Such synergies can potentially be realised, for example, when a superior product of the target is combined with the more extensive distribution channel of the acquirer (Eccles et al., 1999). A primary driver of many recent M&A have also been the potential synergy benefits from obtaining resources that are more intangible by nature such as knowledge-based resources or technologies (Ranft and Lord, 2002). This kind of resource transfer is an important source of synergy, especially in cross-border M&A (Seth et al., 2002).

Traditionally M&A research has emphasised market power and scale efficiencies as incentives for horizontal M&A (industrial organisation economics tradition), which are most relevant in stable industries. However, modern businesses operate in dynamic environments of frequent technological innovation, regulatory changes, and globalisation. Sustaining market power or gained scale efficiencies for long periods may be impossible.
in dynamic industries (Capron et al., 1998). Strategic researchers have argued that companies increasingly use M&A in order to restructure the merging businesses as a response to environmental change rather than to reap scale benefits (Haneslagh and Jemison, 1991; Capron et al., 1998). This approach is built on the ideas of the resource-based view, and is of special interest in this study.

2.5 Measuring value creation

The conclusion on the success or failure of a certain M&A deal depends for one on the adopted stakeholder perspective. Stock market reactions to M&A announcements, as well as long-term stock development, are frequently used indicators of a deal’s performance from the market’s perspective. Such stock-market-based studies have dominated M&A research. Though the perspective on M&A performance of these studies is narrow, at least some consensus has been reached on research practice and results (Hopkins, 1999).

Studies that have adopted a strategic perspective to M&A performance, on the other hand, have reported a more mixed outcome. These studies have used, for example, accounting-based measures of performance, market share figures, and various self-reported measures to evaluate M&A performance. These studies have attempted to determine the long-term effects of M&A, but have failed to find consistent evidence of improved performance or productivity gains (Kaplan, 2000). In this study, both self-reported and accounting-based measures are used to assess the level of performance in each case. These different types of measures are hoped to be complementary to each other and to add perspective to the examined phenomenon.

Also it should be noted that existing academic work on M&A activity has mainly been based on large sample studies. For example, Kaplan (2000) argues that large sample studies cannot possibly capture the richness of different effects in M&A situations. The key to understanding M&A and reaching relevant results would thus be to pursue case studies preferably conducted within one specific industry.

3 Resource-based view on M&A

3.1 The resource-based view of the firm

This study focuses on one specific strand of contemporary strategic management literature, which is often referred to as the resource-based, capabilities-based, or competence-based view. This view emphasises firm-specific capabilities and assets, and the existence of isolating mechanism as the determinants of firm performance (e.g. Capron, 1999; Seth et al., 2002; Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 1984; Prahalad and Hamel, 1990; Teece et al., 1997). Resource-based theories form a diverse variety of approaches, which can be grouped under this heading. The outlines of this general approach are visible, but there is not yet a consensus over the used terminology and key concepts (Hodgson, 1998; Foss, 1999). This lack of uniform definitions has lead to an ever-increasing amount of new definitions and overlapping concepts.

In this paper the used key concepts are resources and capabilities, which are defined as follows. A resource is an observable (but not necessarily tangible) asset that can be valued and traded (e.g. a brand, patent, or license). A capability is not observable (thus also intangible), cannot be valued per se, and can change ownership only as part of its
entire unit (e.g. a certain management or logistics system which is embodied in the continuous enactment of people and practices). Furthermore, a capability can be valuable on its own or can increase the value of a resource (e.g. the linkage between marketing capabilities and brand value) (Makadok, 2001). Put in other words, resources are company-controlled assets, which are either tangible or intangible. Capabilities refer to the company’s ability to perform a set of coordinated activities to achieve a certain result using the available resources (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003 cf. Bower, 2001).

Both concepts are used to explain the same phenomenon, i.e. competitive heterogeneity, from the perspective of the resource-based view. Ultimately, both resources and capabilities are potential sources of competitive advantage and can be seen as having also similar qualities. Thus, scholars have also considered resources and capabilities literature as one and the same (e.g. Hoopes et al., 2003). Also, to be a source of sustained competitive advantage, both resources and capabilities must have the same attributes, i.e. they must be:

- valuable
- rare
- isolated from imitation or substitution.

A valuable resource (or capability) enables a firm to improve its market position relative to its competitors; that is, a source of competitive advantage. To sustain this competitive advantage, this resource must be in short supply relative to demand (i.e. rare) and costly to imitate or directly replicate (Hoopes et al., 2003).

Competition and other environmental changes naturally erode the competitive advantage of companies over time. Thus the only real distinctive competence necessary is the ability of an organisation to form new capabilities and to renew them (Hamel and Prahalad, 1989). Several concepts have been developed to stress this dynamic viewpoint of resource-based theory and to analyse change in firm capabilities, e.g. dynamic capabilities (Teece et al., 1997) and capability lifecycles (Helfat and Peteraf, 2003).

In the context of M&A, the discussion on resources and capabilities can have at least two kinds of implications. First, M&A can be used potentially to respond to changes in the firm’s external environment by acquiring valuable resources and transferring capabilities from other firms to sustain or renew the sources of competitive advantage.

Second, this strategy may not solely be sufficient to support significant competitive advantage. For example, winners in high-technology industries have demonstrated timely responsiveness and rapid and flexible product innovation coupled with the capability to effectively coordinate and redeploy external resources and capabilities. Others have accumulated a large stock of valuable technology assets and still don’t have many useful capabilities. This specific capability of being able to achieve new forms of competitive advantage is referred to as a dynamic capability (Teece et al., 1997). Post-merger integration can also be seen as a dynamic capability, which is composed of a set of routines that integrate the resources and capabilities of the merged firms (Zollo and Leshchinskii, 2000).
3.2 Strategic fit of resources and capabilities

Each of the four strategic fits presented in Figure 1 represents a different type of resource or capability combination and, thus, the opportunities for value creation are different in each type. Value creation based on an increase in market power is basically possible in all horizontal M&A. Opportunities for creating economies of scale and scope increase if the resources of the companies are related. Companies with identical fit are assumed to have the most potential in terms of economies of scale. If the companies’ resources are unrelated, a potential source for value creation still exists, e.g. in exploiting possible market imperfections (Shelton, 1988).

Empirical studies have given indications that the integration of complementary (or supplementary) resources holds greater synergy potential than the integration of identical resources does (Harrison et al., 1991). This finding is explained through the logic that M&A will result in above-average returns only when private or uniquely valuable synergistic assets are involved. These kinds of assets exist when either other potential acquirers do not have adequate information about the combination, or no other combination of firms could produce the same value (Barney, 1988).

From a resource-based viewpoint, M&A, which combines complementary resources, provides potential to create competitive advantages by combining acquired resources with existing ones to create a unique and difficult-to-imitate resource bundle. This kind of competitive advantage can be sustained for a relatively long period of time, thus leading to higher long-term company performance. Highly similar resources are generally easy for the whole market to detect whereas complementary resources provide synergistic opportunities, which are often not so obvious (Harrison et al., 2001). Also, the integration of highly similar resources may only provide short-term benefits and the integration process may result in severe employee resistance (Larsson and Finkelstein, 1999; Harrison et al., 2001).

3.3 Integrating resources and capabilities

A lot of debate on value creation and M&A has focused on whether or not acquisitions lead to value creation from a certain stakeholder perspective on average (Barney, 1988). Less attention has been given to how this value is actually created (Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991). While questions linked to strategic fit may indeed determine the synergy potential of a certain M&A deal, synergy potential requires managerial actions, such as M&A integration planning and implementation, to be realised. Several researchers have underlined the need for active M&A management (e.g. Datta, 1991; Kitching, 1967). However, results on the ‘best practices’ of integration management and on the linkage of these issues to M&A performance are ambiguous (Nupponen, 1995). One logical reason for this is that management actions depend on the underlying objectives behind the M&A. Different levels and types of integration, and thus different post-merger actions, are required depending on the deal in question (e.g. Shrivastava, 1986).

M&A integration refers to the managerial actions taken primarily after the actual M&A transaction has taken place (Ashkenas and Francis, 2000). It can take several different forms and can involve different aspects. The level of integration, in turn, refers to the degree to which processes are linked, aligned, or centralised between the two merging organisations. It can generally be described as ranging from minimal, which
leaves the acquired company more or less autonomous, through limited integration to complete assimilation or combination of operations (Zollo, 1997).

One frequently cited classification of integration types has been presented by Shrivastava (1986), who distinguishes between physical, procedural, and managerial and sociocultural integration. The categorisation by Haspeslehgh and Jemison (1991) resembles the one by Shrivastava, but emphasises the capability transfer aspect of M&A integration. Haspeslagh and Jemison (1991) suggest that three different types of active integration and related capability transfer exist:

1. operational resource sharing
2. functional skill transfer
3. general management skill transfer.

Operational resource sharing involves the combination and possible divestiture of certain operating assets of both companies. Functional skill transfer creates value, e.g. through sharing advanced process skills and detailed knowledge of a distribution channel. General management skill transfer aims at improving the range or depth of management skills between the organisations.

Another, slightly overlapping, but central concept linked to M&A integration is resource redeployment. Resource redeployment is defined as the use by the target or acquiring business of the other’s resources. This includes both the physical transfer of resources to new locations and the sharing of resources without physical transfer (Capron et al., 1998). In most horizontal M&A, resource redeployment leads to asset divestitures in the receiving firm. From a strategic perspective, M&A provide a way to restructure organisations and their resources, and asset divestiture is a logical consequence of this process (Capron et al., 2001). In fact, studies show that companies that balance acquisitions and divestitures outperform those that focus solely on either one (Dranikoff et al., 2002). Although resource redeployment in both directions has value-creating potential, research results suggest that the redeployment of the target’s resources by the acquirer remains somewhat more problematic and less predictable than redeployment in the opposite direction (Capron, 1999; Capron and Pistre, 2002).

This study focuses on the resources redeployment and sharing of capabilities between formerly separate companies, which happens through the integration types presented above. Special emphasis is given to operational resource sharing and functional skill transfer in logistics operations. Discussion related to resource redeployment and capability transfer has often been limited to the contemplation of the fitness of existing resources and capabilities, and their transference. However, increased interaction between the merging companies may also pose opportunities to create new capabilities and resources. This aspect will also be taken into account in this paper.

4 Role of logistics operations in M&A situations

Contemporary M&A literature has mainly concentrated on general issues in strategic management, economic performance, and human resource type matters. Logistics issues, as such, aren’t among the most popular topics and much work remains to be done in this field, both in terms of conceptual and empirical research. Nevertheless, a number of scholars have touched upon these logistics-related issues although the primary focus has
not on logistics. Especially case studies on M&A deals often provide empirical
evidence on the logistics synergies as M&A objectives, and as a potential source of value
creation (Häkkinen, 2003; Häkkinen et al., 2004).

Case descriptions have given indications of the high expectations of company
management concerning especially cost saving type synergies in logistics when closing
horizontal M&A deals. Horizontal deals may be motivated by the possibility of
benefitting from savings due to increased purchasing power, capacity rationalisation,
improved logistics, and warehousing efficiency, for example (Harding and Yale, 2002).
The notion, that logistics synergies may be an important motive for conducting horizontal
M&A, is also backed by the results of a recent survey (Häkkinen et al., 2004). Several
studies suggest that especially objectives concerning manufacturing are often linked
to seeking economy of scale synergies from consolidating production facilities
(Nupponen, 1995; Light, 2001).

Prior research has also reported that these high cost saving expectations are not
always so easy to meet. The elimination of overlapping resources may prove to be costly
and cause employee resistance. In contrast, the complementarity of some product ranges
has, in some cases, more potential for cooperation and value creation (Nupponen, 1995,
cf. Harrison et al., 1991). The importance of downstream assets, such as distribution
channels and sales forces, as a motive can be great particularly in cross-border mergers
(Anand and Delois, 2002; Meyer and Estrin, 2001). By redepolying these existing
resources, the acquiring company can rapidly increase the geographical spread of its
products, or efficiently reach new customer segments (Harrison et al., 2001). Furthermore, distribution networks are difficult to build from scratch due to the
complexity of social organisations and processes, and thus M&A offer a valid option for
market entry (Capron and Hulland, 1999).

In addition, M&A provide one way for companies to improve their technological
capabilities through knowledge diffusion and interactive learning related to product and
process technology in production. This motive is especially important in industries,
which are characterised by rapid innovation, technological complexity, and a reliance on
highly specialised skills. However, M&A-related technology or knowledge transfer is a
complex process and can prove to be problematic (Ranft and Lord, 2002; Bresman et al.,
1999; Buono, 1997).

Horizontal M&A also affect the company’s market power both in relation to
customers and suppliers, and reaping benefits from the increase in market power is often
mentioned as one M&A objective (Nupponen, 1995). These benefits typically provide
easy access to increased earning with few internal constraints. However, poor M&A
management can also induce problems in these areas. Also, it is not always certain that
existing customer and supplier relationships will be left intact after the merger has taken
place (Havila and Salmi, 2000).

From a logistics point of view, potential sources of value creation exist both in
upstream and downstream activities, and can be embedded in either company resources
(e.g. distribution assets) or distinctive capabilities (e.g. R&D capabilities linked to
manufacturing, distribution networks, and relationships). At best, companies can benefit
from better operational efficiency, increased market power, and a rapid increase in
sales, which illustrates that successful M&A deals can gain from both cost-saving and
revenue-enhancing synergies. However, it must be stressed that the pure existence of
synergy potential is no guarantee for value creation. As a result of slow and poorly
managed integration, even ‘easy’ synergies from the increase in market power and in
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operational efficiency can be difficult to realise. Also, a general assumption seems to be that through M&A, the acquirer can take over the target’s market position leaving existing business relationships intact. This is, however, not necessarily the case as empirical studies have shown.

5 Methodological considerations

The research strategy adopted in this paper is an explorative multiple-case study, which aims at describing and understanding the phenomenon under research in the chosen context. Such an approach is considered to be appropriate when little is known about the examined phenomenon and previously adopted perspectives seem inadequate or provide contradictory results (Eisenhardt, 1989). The topic of this research would seem to fulfil these criteria. The research relies profoundly on gathered empirical data as empirical evidence on this particular topic is scarce. No strict existing framework is used or tested although the data gathering and analysis have been influenced by ideas and concepts presented in M&A and logistics literature.

As the object of research is a complex system, which is affected by numerous internal factors (e.g. merger motives, actions of company owners, managers and staff) and external factors (e.g. policy, reactions of the company’s customers and suppliers), widely prevailing laws may be hard to determine and may prove to be irrelevant in practice (Stank and Goldby, 1998). Due to this complexity, the research applies a systems approach, where knowledge depends on the entire examined system, and the explaining parts of the system are interpreted through the characteristics of the whole (Arnbor and Bjerke, 1997). However, as knowledge and understanding grows through the detailed examination of the research object, research could develop towards other methodological approaches.

A primarily qualitative approach has been chosen for the study, as the aim is to investigate the processes affecting the logistics resources and capabilities of manufacturing companies, i.e. resources and capabilities linked to in-house operations in distribution, manufacturing and sourcing (cf. Bowersox et al., 1986). This paper reports on the results of a multiple-case study covering six horizontal M&A deals performed by Finnish companies during 1998–2001. All of the studied cases were cross-border M&A deals, where both counterparts of the deal were European-based companies. The scope of the study has been restricted to the impact on the companies’ logistics resources and capabilities within Europe. The empirical data was gathered through six semi-structured interviews within the selected companies during spring 2003. The informants were top-level managers, whose primary duties were either related to M&A matters or to logistics. This interview data was supported by data retrieved from public domains (e.g. financial statements, press releases).

The studied cases varied to some extent in terms of the deal background and represented five different manufacturing industries. The current integration stage also differed between the cases to some extent. All but one company had concentrated on performing primarily horizontal M&A in the recent past. In some cases, the acquirer also had experience in conducting vertical acquisitions, but none reported to have made conglomerate M&A during the examined period.
6 Research results

6.1 Industry consolidation and technological innovation

Regardless of the exact industry in question, consolidation has been shown to follow a similar pattern. According to the analysis of Deans et al. (2002), industry development progresses through four phases, which differ in terms of length and merger activity, for example. An industry will take on average 25 years to pass through the four stages after which it will continue to defend its gained position in the final phase (see Figure 2). This so-called consolidation curve can be used to explain the logic behind the changes in merger, alliance and divestiture activity in industries. Market fragmentation in the opening phase is followed by a strong wave of consolidation as companies strive to grow through M&A. Mergers decline once a certain degree of concentration has been reached (Deans et al., 2002; Kearney, 2002).

Figure 2 Industry concentration in the case company industries on the consolidation curve
(Deans, Kroeger and Zeisel, 2002; Kearney, 2002) (CR3 = Market share of the three largest enterprises relative to the overall market)

Another model which has been used to explain industry structures and evolution, specifically from a technological viewpoint, is the Abernathy-Utterback model (Utterback, 1994). The underlying idea of the model is based on the fluctuation of product and process innovation in a certain industry. During its formative years, the rate of product innovation in an industry is at its highest. During this period of high product innovation and great product variety, less attention is given to the actual processes by which the products are made. This period is typically followed by a transitional phase where the rate of product innovation slows down and the rate of process, in turn, speeds up. At this point, product variety decreases as a standard design, i.e. a dominant design,
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gains ground. As products become more standardised, the pace of process innovation quickens (Utterback, 1994; Christensen et al., 1998).

In accordance with this logic, in relatively new industries the number of new entrants is very high as this environment is very conducive for many firms as long as capital and technical barriers are not too high. Subsequently the number of competing firms increases rapidly (cf. first phase of the consolidation curve). As a dominant design emerges and the basis of competition changes, firms that are unable to make the transition toward greater process innovation will often fail and exit the market e.g. via acquisition or bankruptcy. This will rapidly decrease the number of competing firms on the market and increase consolidation (cf. final phases of the consolidation curve). However, Utterback (1994) later questions whether this logic applies to all market areas and industries. Although the idea of dominant design as an explanatory factor may not hold for non-assembled products, the evolution of industry structure seems to follow a similar pattern as Deans et al. (2002) clearly show.

Also when examining the consolidation of the case company industries on a European level (see Figure 2), a connection between industry concentration, merger motives, and subsequent post-merger actions can be identified, which relates to this logic. Cases A, C, and D represent industries currently in the accumulation phase. In this stage size begins to matter and companies wishing to reach the next stage often use an aggressive M&A strategy by buying out competitors in important markets and try to rapidly increase their geographical presence. Less attention is given to costs and, for example, process efficiency. Cases E and F, on the other hand, represent industries in the final phases of the consolidation curve. At this point M&A become more selective as these deals aim at strengthening core competencies and increasing overall efficiency and profitability. Deals at this stage will involve more technology-related knowledge transfer as pure 'scale' type M&A. All the above-mentioned case deals fit their profiles as will be shown in the following sections of this paper.

The M&A made by case company B was rather exceptional to remaining five deals. Although both of the merging companies were European, the driving force of the whole deal was to produce one globally competitive company from two moderately sized European players. This can be noted when comparing the sheer volume of the merged companies; their combined turnover was over 2 billion euros, while the average for the other cases was some 500 million euros. As the estimated consolidation rate given in Figure 2 represents the situation on a European scale, it doesn’t give an accurate picture when taking these matters into account. Globally the industry structure is very different and consolidation would be closer to the scale or focus phases.

6.2 Combination potential and motives of case deals

When comparing the strategic fit grid presented in Figure 1 with the studied M&A deals, it can be stated the strategic fit between the merging companies was seldom represented by one single category. In most cases, one single deal covered several fit types due to wide geographical presence and/or product range of the companies. However, most deals represented cases where the fit was primarily either complementary or supplementary, although some identical features were often linked to these deals (see Figure 3).
This within-case overlap between different strategic fits can also be noted by examining the multiple motives for single acquisitions. Three main motives rose to be dominant in the studied deals. First, companies stressed the importance of M&A in strengthening their current market position. This motive was mentioned by large global companies and regional players alike. In practice, this motive was linked to buying out direct competitors.

The second main M&A motive was to expand into new geographical markets. The current area of growth for the studied Finnish companies seemed be connected to the EU enlargement process. Presence was increased in future EU member states, especially in the Baltic States and Poland, as well as in Russia. This did not necessarily require that the target was from any of the above-mentioned countries, as long as the target company had resources in these countries. Existing distribution and sales networks seemed to be especially attractive. This motive represents a pure related-supplementary fit.

The third motive was linked to related-complementary. The objective of this motive was to widen the current product range into new related products and/or to redeploy production know-how and technologies to serve existing customers with more comprehensive solutions. In addition to the internal motives of the acquiring company, external factors also influenced M&A decisions. In industries where the consolidation rate was high, M&A were seen as necessary strategy for company survival and growth. Also, as mentioned earlier, the EU enlargement process clearly influenced M&A decisions.
6.3 Integration of logistics resources and capabilities

In the following, the M&A-induced changes in the logistics resources and capabilities of the case companies are presented. Table 1 shows the results in brief from case to case in terms of the effects on the resources and capabilities of three logistics activities (i.e. distribution, manufacturing, and sourcing).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution resources</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution capabilities</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing resources</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing capabilities</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing resources</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing capabilities</td>
<td>_</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- resources/capabilities kept separate
- redeployment/transfer from acquirer to target
- ** redeployment/transfer from target to acquirer
- *** reciprocal redeployment/transfer

The effects on logistics resources and capabilities varied a great deal from case to case and the integration was carried out in a variety of ways depending on the case in question. Also it should be noted that a certain integrative action in the resources of a certain activity didn’t necessarily mean identical actions in the related capabilities of that activity, though that was often the case (see Table 1).

In Case A, the integration of the logistics resources was quite minimal. The M&A was primarily motivated by gaining passive market presence as well as economical and financial synergies. These motives seem to be well in line with the adopted integrative actions as realising these benefits doesn’t require tight integration of logistics operations.

In the remaining cases, post-merger actions took form most commonly in the direct redeployment of the acquirer’s resources and capabilities to the target. In practice, this often meant divesting the target’s resources when they overlapped with the acquirer’s, and transferring the acquirer’s key capabilities to the target organisation. Some resources could also be left relatively intact if they were more complementary than overlapping. For example in Case B, several factories that manufactured identical products were consolidated, but factories producing complementary products were left running. Redeployment also occurred in the opposite direction but not as often. This type of redeployment was typically linked to making use of the target’s distribution network and contacts to disperse new markets.

In three cases, the joint entity used reciprocal redeployment and skill transfer to restructure resources and create new solutions to handle logistics-related activities. This did not necessarily mean abandoning existing resources or capabilities, although this was an option when joining resources, but combining them in a new, innovative way. New resources and capabilities were created in some cases to adapt to and to exploit the
company’s new situation. This could mean, for example, altering sourcing due to the increase in company size, developing solutions that enhance skill transfer in manufacturing, or rethinking the organisation of distribution flows.

7 Discussion

In the following, the similarities and differences between the examined case deals will be discussed in relation to previous findings in similar academic research. Table 2 summarises the background of each cases as well as the merger outcome in terms of company assessment and changes in the selected accounting-based figures.

### Table 2 Cross-case comparison of M&A deals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case A</th>
<th>Case B</th>
<th>Case C</th>
<th>Case D</th>
<th>Case E*</th>
<th>Case F*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Relative size</td>
<td>Buyer &gt;&gt; Target</td>
<td>Buyer &lt; Target</td>
<td>Buyer &gt;&gt;&gt; Target</td>
<td>Buyer &gt;&gt;&gt; Target</td>
<td>Buyer &gt;&gt; Target</td>
<td>Buyer &gt; Target</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic fit</td>
<td>Supplementary</td>
<td>Overlap of different fits</td>
<td>Supplementary (complementary)</td>
<td>Supplementary</td>
<td>Supplementary (identical)</td>
<td>Supplementary (identical)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;A motives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>Increasing geographical coverage, economic and financial motives</td>
<td>Increasing current market share, product &amp; geographical coverage</td>
<td>Increasing geographical coverage</td>
<td>Increasing geographical coverage</td>
<td>Increasing geographical coverage, gaining R&amp;D knowledge &amp; technology</td>
<td>Increasing current market share &amp; geographical coverage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>External</td>
<td>EU enlargement</td>
<td>Consolidation in industry</td>
<td>Consolidation in industry</td>
<td>EU enlargement</td>
<td>Following customers demands</td>
<td>Consolidation in industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of integration</td>
<td>Minimal</td>
<td>Full integration</td>
<td>Full integration</td>
<td>Full integration</td>
<td>Varied, integration in production and sourcing</td>
<td>Varied, integration in R&amp;D and sourcing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects on distribution</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Increased efficiency and cost savings</td>
<td>Increased efficiency</td>
<td>Increased efficiency</td>
<td>Increase in cost, improved image towards customers</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Increased efficiency, gains from skill transfer</td>
<td>Gains from skill transfer, increase in cost</td>
<td>Gains from skill transfer, increase in cost</td>
<td>Gains from skill transfer, cost savings</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sourcing</td>
<td>Not measured</td>
<td>Cost savings, improved service from suppliers</td>
<td>Cost savings</td>
<td>Cost savings</td>
<td>Cost savings</td>
<td>Cost savings</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The examined deals included capability-seeking M&A involving the transfer of capabilities, deals seeking a specific resource or a certain combination of resources, as well as more economically and financially oriented M&A. Case A stands out as a deal that was not motivated by any logistics-related benefits and had minimal impact on the carrying out of logistics activities in the company. The objective was rather to gain passive market presence (no resource redeployment involved) and financial synergies. Some alterations were made to unify pricing strategies of the two companies, which company management saw as having a positive impact on profitability. The deal did not involve notable revenue-enhancing synergies, but costs seemed to have been reduced to some extent (see Table 2). It should be noted that the acquirer was several times larger than the target company, so the true impact may not be directly observable through the accounting-based measures.

All the other examined deals involved at least some kind of integration from a logistics perspective: either pure resource redeployment from one organisation to the other, some type of functional skill transfer, or integration resulting in a new solution which cannot be directly linked to either of the previously separate organisations. General management skill transfer was not mentioned during the interviews (cf. Haspeslagh and Jemison, 1991).

In terms of such post-merger actions, Case B also seems to be quite exceptional. In this case, the acquiring company was more or less half the size of the target company, although both companies were relatively large players in their industry and competed on a global scale. The two companies were merged fully, which in many functions (including logistics) meant questioning the previous ways of operating and subsequently involved restructuring and divestitures as well as reciprocal skill transfer. The whole post-merger process consumed several years of time as well as substantially managerial efforts and, as can be seen from Table 2, financial resources (drop in profitability and ROA). This post-merger period had only recently come to an end and company management now reported to be quite happy with the end results. Especially, the significant changes made in the distribution structure and strategy were finally starting to
bear fruit. In the interview related to this case, it was specifically stated that the M&A served as a catalyst for capturing the attention of company management to streamline the logistics resources and the related material flow of the whole company.

In the other four cases, post-merger integration was not seen as such a dichotomy, but actions depended on specific M&A motives. In cases of resource redeployment, highly similar and overlapping resources were divested and only the key resources were left untouched. These key resources were typically related to existing market presence and the distribution networks of the target, or complementary skills in manufacturing. All of these companies had been able to benefit from increased market power in sourcing in the form of cost savings (cf. Nupponen, 1995).

Cases C and D represent an identical M&A strategy. The objective of the acquirer was to buy out substantially smaller targets that were then quickly integrated into the acquirer. Overlapping facilities were in both cases divested (from the target’s side) and only the key resources of the target company were kept. These key resources were related to existing market presence and the distribution networks of the target (i.e. related-supplementary fit). Capabilities linked to the examined operations were transferred from the acquirer to the target organisation. Benefits were derived from cost savings, but some problems had been encountered in the integration of manufacturing resources, which had in fact increased cost in this area. However, the deals had no significant effect on the result or performance of the acquiring company, as the target companies were substantially smaller in size.

Also Cases E and F have many similar features. Both had varied levels of integration and involved technology-related knowledge transfer and the building new capabilities in manufacturing and/or sourcing (see also Table 1). In Case E, in addition to gaining geographical coverage, the objective was to combine and create new capabilities linked to technological skill transfer in production, which was supported by setting up specific management teams to exchange ideas. In Case F, the objectives were similar, but technological skill transfer was related to both sourcing and manufacturing. One main objective was to combine volumes in sourcing, which had indirect effects on R&D and manufacturing (rethinking product composition). Neither case had realised substantial financial benefits to date, but company management was pleased with outcomes in the selected operations. Also further integrative actions were not out of the question.

To summarise, when joining complementary and supplementary resources, the expected synergies had more or less been successfully realised in the case companies, although it might have consumed much more time than originally planned. However, in some deals the divestment of identical resources had not resulted in the expected cost savings, at least not to date. Time and comprehensive planning seemed to be essential for reaping these synergies. These results seem to back the findings of Harrison, Hitt, Hoskisson, and Ireland (2001).

When examining the skill transfer aspect, complementarity in R&D as well as in manufacturing technology and knowledge was central. Also functional skill transfer was used in enhancing sourcing capabilities. In cases where logistics skills were affected by the deal, the acquirer’s existing skills and knowledge were commonly transferred to the target organisation, but new mechanisms to combine and create new capabilities were also set up (e.g. establishing specific management teams and networks to exchange ideas) (cf. Zollo and Leshchinskii, 2000). Results in this area were difficult to quantify and perceive by examining solely accounting-based figures. The actions might have lead to improved capabilities in a specific area, but benefits might not have yet been totally
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Capitalised (as opposed to economic and financial benefits in Case A). Therefore, the examination of such capability-based strategic synergies would seem to require different methods and measurements than cost-based synergies, for example, on which prior M&A research has primarily concentrated.

Despite the fact that all the examined cases describe M&A activity in a European context, the findings also have implications concerning international M&A in general. For one, the results illustrate the relationship between international M&A and internal markets. When choosing market entry mode, M&A would seem to offer a valid option for gaining rapid access to markets of growing importance, e.g. countries about to join an internal market. Also, as shown by the research results, companies striving after scale efficiencies may face a laborious integration process even when dealing within a single internal market. However, M&A may offer means to gain adequate size to ‘go global’ although the benefits generally related to global companies may be challenging to realise during a short time span (cf. Levitt, 1983). In contrast, deals motivated by capability transfer and creation (important, for example, for overseas M&A (cf. Subramaniam and Venkatraman, 2001)) rather than by the redeployment of physical resources, will have less problems related to identical fit, but will require more attention regarding integration mechanisms to realise the full potential of combined knowledge.

8 Conclusion

This paper has tried to take initial steps in filling one of the existing gaps in M&A research. The aim has been to illustrate through exploratory case studies that though many theoretical contributions concerning the relation between logistics and M&A have not yet been made, these issues are frequently encountered and considered in a variety of actual M&A situations.

Empirical findings show that post-merger actions involving the redeployment of logistics resources and transfer of logistics capabilities are often closely linked to realising M&A objectives. Research findings indicate that the combining of identical and complementary logistics resources and capabilities can create value through the transference of existing key knowledge to new contexts, as well as through creating new capabilities. A M&A deal might even give initiative for company management to, for example, redesign existing logistics resources and related material flows anew, which may then produce new sources of competitive advantage. Essentially this means, that horizontal M&A cannot be purely viewed as mechanisms for scale and scope efficiencies and market power, and consequently underlines the importance of adopting a resource-based evolutionary point of view in M&A analysis (cf. Capron et al., 1998). Also, the aspect of creating new types of resources and capabilities as a result of the M&A, which are not directly connectable to either of the formerly separate companies, has not been comprehensively discussed in existing literature.

The empirical analysis of the integration effects in this paper is however somewhat limited due to the fact that the stage of M&A integration process differed between the examined deals. In some cases, the integration was seen as a matter of the past. In others the integration process was still going on in some areas of business, and even though the actual transaction had taken place two to three years ago, company management might still be planning to reap synergies from operations which had been left more or less intact until now. Also M&A-related value creation was assessed using primarily subjective...
evaluations with supporting accounting-based measures. For these reasons, it is rather difficult to report on the total of achieved synergies and make exhaustive case comparisons in terms of created value, although some indications were fairly evident. Although the empirical data gathered for this study is fairly narrow, the reported results would seem to provide a good basis for continuing research in this area. The ultimate aim of this and subsequent studies is to create and test new theory concerning this scantly covered but interesting topic. Hopefully, this paper has underlined the significance of these issues, as well as given initiative to studying post-merger actions, implications, and their reasons through industry and case-level analyses to achieve better understanding of these matters and relevant results.
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ABSTRACT
New challenges and opportunities in the contemporary business environment have triggered a wave of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) in numerous industries as companies have sought ways to enhance their capabilities. This development has also affected to organizational structure of companies in industries, where maximizing organizational learning and flexibility have become critical organizing imperatives rather than economizing on transaction costs. This paper presents case study findings on several M&A deals completed by a pan-European logistics service provider. Results illustrate that general network theory can provide a fruitful basis for examining company growth strategies. Research implications suggest that M&A driven growth may generate a rapid increase in revenues due to e.g. network effects. However, this positive effect is challenging to replicate in the development of profitability.
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1. Introduction
During the past decade, several industries have been reshaped as a result of technological and social developments, which have led to high interconnectedness of organizational systems and people. The trends of globalization, market liberalization and technologic development have forced companies to re-examine their operations in order to answer to these challenges and growing customer expectations. These new challenges and opportunities have triggered a wave of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) within a number of industries as companies have sought efficient ways to enhance their business capabilities and to restructure themselves to better adapt to the new business environment.

This evolution has also raised projections that highly competitive corporations are forming more complex organizational structures, which can be described as networks. These organizational networks include e.g. horizontal corporations, which are organized as networks rather than vertical bureaucracies, and are characterized by decentralization, autonomy, and the coordination of business components. [1-2] The rise of network forms of organization, particularly all-channel networks built on mediating technologies, in which every node can communicate with every other node, is seen as one of the most important effects of the information revolution on economies [3]. As many others, the logistics service industry has been affected by these trends, which can be seen, for example, in the increased amount of M&A and alliances in the industry and the formation of horizontal networks [4-6]. For example, alliances have become pervasive in the airline industry and have mainly been motivated by economies of scope [7].

Although M&A activity, as its research, is by no means a new phenomenon, the phenomenon itself has evolved since the first M&A wave, which took place in the late 19th century. Changes in the business environment, M&A motives, and the international aspect of M&A have also affected the requirements for company management to successfully carry out the M&A process [8-9]. This evolution of M&A practices may also call for a re-examination of the theoretical basis of M&A motives and related value creation. This paper combines views from general network and resource-based theory and argues that these perspectives can provide a more valid theoretical basis for examining M&A activity in certain business environments than, for example, traditional industrial organization economics.

The purpose of this paper is to describe and explain the M&A driven growth and development of one case company representing the logistics service industry building upon the above mentioned theoretical perspectives. For the past five years, the case company has pursued a growth strategy primarily combining M&A and organic growth, but also forming horizontal alliances. The case represents an industry which has grown substantially during the past decade and has been showing signs of consolidation. The study aims at answering three research questions: 1) how are M&A perceived as a part of company growth strategy as opposed to other methods of expansion in the examined industry, 2) how do the different theoretical perspectives succeed in explaining M&A motives in the examined industry, and 3) how do the different theoretical perspectives succeed in explaining M&A related value creation in the examined industry.
This paper begins with a brief literature review of the theoretical background of M&A research. Specific emphasis is given to the presentation of general network theory and its connection to M&A integration and value creation. This is followed by a presentation of recent development in the logistics service industry in terms of industry consolidation and growth strategies. This development is then elaborated through the presentation of a case study covering a number of related M&A performed by a single logistics service provider (LSP). The case study findings are then compared with literature, and the paper ends with concluding remarks and some suggestions for avenues for further research.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Theoretical Background of the Strategic Management Stream in M&A Research

Of the numerous streams that have been identified within M&A research, this paper primarily represents the strategic management stream, which adopts the perspective of an individual company and discusses motives for different M&A types and related value creation effects (see e.g. [10-12]). In the context of intra-industry M&A, studies have traditionally concentrated on explaining value creation through increased market power and efficiency gains through scale economies, which represent the tradition of industrial organization economics [10; 13-14] (see also e.g. [15]). However, the related arguments are most relevant in stable industries and modern businesses that operate within dynamic environments may view M&A in a different manner. Sustaining market power or gained scale efficiencies for long periods in such conditions may be impossible, and researchers have therefore argued that companies increasingly use M&A to restructure their businesses as a response to environmental change rather than to reap scale benefits. [16-17] This development underlines the importance of adopting also other complementary theoretical perspectives when examining contemporary M&A.

One complementary perspective is offered by the resource-based view (see e.g. [18-21]), which views M&A as a means to respond to changes in the firm’s external environment by acquiring valuable resources and transferring capabilities from other firms to sustain and renew the sources of competitive advantage. Value is created through the integration of existing company resources to form a new complementary resource bundle with superior customer value. Empirical studies in this field have typically used the level of post-acquisition resource redeployment to explain subsequent outcomes [16; 22], which is defined as the use by a target or acquiring business of the other’s resources either through the physical transfer of resources to new locations, or through the sharing of resources without physical transfer [16].

General network theory provides another theoretical viewpoint in explaining M&A activity in dynamic industries, where offering a comprehensive product or service portfolio, maintaining wide geographical presence and tapping into knowledge-based resources are crucial (cf. [1-2]). From this perspective, M&A can provide means to build a flexible network design to better manage knowledge-based resources, as well as to acquire and transfer intangible assets through horizontal patterns of exchange to benefit the whole network. Such aspects have not yet received much attention in the field of M&A research but would provide useful insights into understanding M&A related value creation in dynamic business environments. The background of this theoretical approach as well as its implications towards M&A motives and related value creation are presented in more detail in the following.

2.2 General Network Theory and Post-acquisition Integration

Networks have been examined in business studies from a variety of perspectives and thus the concept itself also has a number of meanings. [1] The general network approach originates from the observation that value is increasingly created by intangibles that are loaded with knowledge resources (e.g. [23]). Therefore, organizational design has to respond to the requirements of information and knowledge as central drivers. Especially in turbulent business environments, maximizing organizational learning and adaptive flexibility has become the critical organizing imperative rather than economizing on transaction costs. [1]

In contemporary literature, networks are often referred to as inter-organizational structures. However, the concept can also be used to describe the functioning of one individual company (e.g. [24]). On a general level, Omta, Treineke and Beers [25, p. 2] define networks as the total of actors within one industry and/or related industries, which can potentially work together to add customer value. Actors can either be viewed on a micro-level as human individuals, or on a meso-level, where actors are aggregations of individuals working together for a common goal. More specifically, e.g. Achrol and Kotler [1, p. 148] describe four different kinds of networks: internal, vertical, inter-market, and opportunity networks. This paper focuses specifically on internal networks, which are designed to reduce hierarchy and open firms to their environment leading to better adaptation skills due to better information processing capabilities.

Regardless of the actual definition of the network, it is its features, which distinguishes it from traditional organizational models. For one, network studies suggest alternative sources of value creation compared to traditional value chain analysis [26]. While traditional views building on Porter’s [27] value chain define the core sources of value to be the optimization of production and operations, reduction of transaction costs, and appropriation of property rights, the three core sources of
value in network analysis are social structure, learning, and network externalities. \[28\] (see also \[29\])

Social network approaches stress the influence of \textit{social structure} on individual or collective behavior and performance. Different strands of social network analysis have different views on what type of relationship encourages cooperative behavior and enhances performance. Other studies emphasize the density of the network as a whole; others focus on individual relationships and their so-called strength. Yet another view argues that sparse networks with several non-redundant ties connected by structural holes and so-called weak ties are essential in generating new information and diversity (e.g. \[30-31\]). For example, Allen \[32\] finds that top-performing teams in companies were 20 times more likely to reach outside the organization to other disciplines for knowledge and information than their lower-performing counterparts (cf. weak ties). In terms of value creation, two main types of \textit{learning} can be identified. The first type of learning occurs when autonomous agents or groups develop local knowledge and thus to specialize in a particular field. This type of learning enables specialization and favors knowledge diversity in a network (cf. \[32\]). An essential ability from a network perspective would be to summarize and transfer these particular skills through the interaction with other agents. Learning of the second type is more systematic and involves joint efforts to create and refine knowledge through co-operation. \[28-29\]

Finally, \textit{network externalities} (also referred to as network effects or Metcalfe’s law) are typically linked to networks built on mediating technologies, such as telephone or fax systems, where end-users join a system that allows them to exchange information and other resources with one another. The value of network membership in such a system is strongly dependent on the total number of members. \[33\] Expressed in mathematic terms: as the number of nodes in a network increases arithmetically, the value of the whole network increases exponentially. In early phases, such networks experience small gains, but once the network has a critical amount of members, value may increase rapidly in proportion to relative structural growth. \[23\] For example, corporations such as Federal Express have experienced exponential revenue growth after years of steady, but moderate, increase \[34\]. In the case of FedEx, network externalities have accrued as more and more distribution nodes have joined the company network, thus making the overall service that the company provides more valuable. While the previous case illustrates direct network externalities, the computer hardware and software industries experience indirect network externalities, where value can be generated through inter-firm coordination \[33\].

The importance of each of the presented value sources will depend on the nature of interdependence of the examined units \[28\]. By drawing from the work of Thompson \[24\], two interdependency types can be identify, which are of relevance in examining non-vertical M&A from a network perspective: pooled and reciprocal interdependence. Figure 1 presents the sources of value and coordination mechanisms corresponding to these types.

![Figure 1. Network Interdependencies and Related Level of Integration (cf. \[28\])](image)

Pooled interdependence involves loosely coupled units, where each network member gives their own, more or less autonomous, contribution to the whole \[24; 28\]. The network structure typically includes weak ties and structural holes. This type of structure supports knowledge diversification \[28\] and tends to be related to mediating technologies \[24\], which can exhibit network externalities \[26\]. Thompson \[24\] suggests that such organizations should be managed using standardized rules to coordinate the various flows between numerous customers, which are distributed in space and time. In contrast, reciprocal interdependence entails that the output of on a certain network member is the input of another, and vice-versa \[24\]. Due to this mutual dependence, relationships are often intertwined and require stronger ties and denser networks. Knowledge is typically developed through cooperation rather than within autonomous units. \[28\] According to Thompson \[24\], reciprocal interdependencies should be coordinated through mutual adjustment, which involves a constant feedback process between network members.
This discussion on interdependencies can be related back to M&A literature on post-acquisition integration and resource redeployment. Typically, in related M&A some degree of inter-organizational integration is necessary in the post-acquisition period. Integration involves actions taken to secure the efficient and effective direction of organizational activities and resources to accomplish a set of goals [35]. Thus, the adopted type and level of integration is determined by various strategic and organizational factors and is considered critical to the deal outcome [11; 35-37]. Previous authors have identified multiple integration types (e.g. [10-11; 37]), and integration levels (e.g. [35; 38]). Basically, the level of integration refers to the degree of post-acquisition change in the organizations’ structural, administrative, and cultural configuration, and can be seen as ranging from autonomy to total absorption [35; 38]. High levels of integration improve the coordination of knowledge flows, which can increase e.g. potential benefits of joint product development and commercialization projects, but at the same time it will cause significant organizational disruption. Low levels of integration respectively will cause less disruption and will support e.g. autonomous knowledge creation. [38-39] (cf. autonomous and dependent subsidiaries as explained by Prahalad and Doz [40]) Thus, high levels of integration would seem to indicate the reciprocal use of resources, while low levels of integration would imply the use of pooled resources, which might not require active resource redeployment. The adopted strategy will also have implications on the sources of value creation (see Figure 1).


Regardless of the industry in question, consolidation has been shown to follow a similar pattern. According to the analysis of Deans, Kroeger and Zeisel [41], industry development progresses through four phases, which differ in terms of e.g. the magnitude and type of M&A activity. An industry will take on average 25 years to pass through the four stages, after which it will continue to defend its gained position in the final phase. This so-called consolidation curve can be used to explain the logic behind changes in M&A, alliance, and divestiture activity in different industries. According to recent studies (e.g. [42-43]), the logistics service industry is currently in accumulation or scale phase and gradually reaching the initial stages of maturity. In the accumulation phase, markets become less fragmented, and size begins to matter. Rapid non-organic growth is driven by two main motives: to reduce costs through greater economies of scale, and to prevent hostile takeovers. When reaching the subsequent focus phase, M&A will typically involve the selective exchange of business units to strengthen core competencies and mega-mergers become rarer.

M&A activity in the logistics service industry has accelerated dramatically during the past five years [44-47]. This can be seen e.g. by examining the development of foreign ownership in certain markets. In regional markets in the outskirts of European, such as in Finland, in the beginning of the 1980s 80-90 % of LSPs were domestically owned; currently the clear majority of operating companies is under foreign ownership. Although the recent past has experienced a downturn in the number and magnitude of completed deals, in a long term perspective, the number of completed transactions is still high and the number has actually been picking up since late 2002 [46; 48-50]. During the most vigorous years of M&A activity, a number of mega-mergers were completed. In the land transportation dominant European market, especially formerly state-owned postal companies made good use of the situation and currently they have a significant market share in a number of transportation and logistics segments in Europe. However, acquirers are currently less willing to gain market share at the expense of profits. Instead, deals focus more on profitable companies that serve selected markets, as buying large competitors to gain scale would cause an overlap in service offerings and operational synergies would be limited. [48; 50-51]

During these years, the logistics industry has been going through tough times. With the simultaneous trends of increasing customer expectations [47] and customers reducing the number of service providers due to vendor consolidation [48], there has been increasing demands for integrated cross-border logistics solutions [52]. At present, the number of deals driven by purely financial motives is quite low amounting to 6 % in Europe during 2000/2001. Thus, the majority of deals are related. [45] Currently the main rationales behind M&A activity in the industry are to expand the geographical reach of the company, to enhance the current service portfolio, and to acquire specific capabilities or knowledge outside the current core competencies (e.g. 4PL related) (cf. [46-47]). When adding the motives behind past mega-mergers, a connection can be seen between these four types with the strategic fit framework by Shelton [53] (see also [54]) (see Figure 2).

Probably the most common motive behind contemporary M&A deals in the LSP industry has been connected to geographical reach. For example in Europe, approximately half of all transactions in the industry are currently cross-border deals growing almost three times as fast as domestic deals in 2000 [44-46]. Cross-border M&A in Europe are expected to increasingly focus on CEE and new EU member countries, which offer promising economic growth perspectives [46]. Also, a large number of deals are aimed at enhancing the service portfolio in order to provide a more comprehensive service package to existing customers. Buyers are therefore still looking for acquisition targets to fill service gaps also in terms of competencies, not only in terms of geographical reach. [49] Due to competitive pressure, many LSPs have also broadened their service portfolios to include e.g. contract manufacturing, financial services, and purchasing support to their clients. [47] For example, the number of acquired IT service and consultancy
### M&A MOTIVES IN THE LSP INDUSTRY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mega-mergers</th>
<th>Geographical expansion</th>
<th>Filling gap in service portfolio</th>
<th>Acquiring new capabilities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gaining scale economies &amp; operational synergies, 'going global'</td>
<td>Creating a more comprehensive geographical portfolio, but focusing on core markets</td>
<td>Creating a more comprehensive service portfolio, but focusing on core competencies</td>
<td>Moving into new capability areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>•Exel – Mark VII</td>
<td>•Fiege – Kalf</td>
<td>•BTL – Air Contact Cargo</td>
<td>•GeoLogistics (3 LSPs, investment company, consultancy group)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>•Deutsche Post – AEI, ETD, Danzas, DHL etc.</td>
<td>•Hays – DUN Urgente</td>
<td>Related complementarity</td>
<td>Unrelated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Identical

Related supplementarity

Related complementarity

Unrelated

---

**Figure 2. Overview of M&A types in the LSP industry and linking to strategic fits between target and acquirer firm**

companies has increased in past years, but still represents quite a small percentage of all completed deals. These types of deals are often related to gaining new capabilities and service offerings [45], or building 4PL companies (cf. industry convergence M&A, see [55]).

It should be noted, that apart from M&A, LSP companies have also used other types of contractual agreements to reach to above mentioned objectives in recent years. Recent case studies reveal that LSPs typically use more than one expansion mode to gain e.g. geographic coverage [4-6]. A number of studies have aimed at finding the determinants of each entry mode. Building on eclectic theory (see e.g. [56]), Lemoine [57] proposes that the reinforcement of core markets and core competencies will typically be achieve using greenfield operations or wholly owned subsidiaries. M&A are preferred in highly competitive markets with low environmental and cultural uncertainties, but they can also be driven by the need to develop new core competencies or to follow the requirements of large customers. Non-equity modes, such as working partnerships and strategic alliances, are favored in more turbulent and unfamiliar environments. [5; 57]

Recent signs concerning M&A activity in the industry would thus seem to fit the characteristics of the focus phase: the era of mega-mergers has more or less come to an end and M&A activity is becoming more selective by nature. This is supported by the results of a recent survey of a number of CEOs from large logistics providers. While M&A are still an important part of the companies’ growth strategy, it is projected that revenue growth in the upcoming years will largely come from organic development. This seems to indicate that as M&A activity is currently living a downturn while companies are focusing on the post-acquisition integration of past targets. [47] The study by Stone [58] on UK-based logistics service providers presents similar results. When comparing these trends to Figure 2, it can be proposed that while the motives pictured in the middle of the figure are currently dominant, fewer deals will represent mega-mergers in the future and capability-seeking deals will become more frequent.

### 4. Research Approach and Data Collection

The empirical part of this paper presents an embedded case study [59] from the logistics service industry. The case represents an industry which has grown substantially during the past decade and has been showing signs of early consolidation. The case company can be described as a pan-European freight forwarding and logistics service provider. It has grown rapidly during the past fifteen years and especially during the late 1990s and early 2000s and currently governs an extensive decentralized network. The company has been chosen based on its versatile growth strategy, in which M&A have played a key role but which also has involved organic growth and a number of horizontal alliances. During the years 1999-2002, the case organization acquired over ten European freight forwarders and LSPs.
For this study, both qualitative and quantitative data concerning these completed deals was gathered covering both pre-acquisition and the post-acquisition information on each deal. Empirical data was collected from several types of sources in order to enhance understanding by examining the research object from various perspectives. This study mainly builds on primary data gained from an in-depth interview with a key informant representing senior management in the case company. The informant was chosen based on his broad knowledge on company actions and conducted M&A deals during the period under examination. (e.g. [60-61]) In addition, a number of industry reports published by independent consultancies were examined in order to get information on both the industry and case company backgrounds. A vast amount of PR-material (e.g. press releases, annual reports, presentations produced by the case company) was also covered relating to overall company strategy and features of individual deals. The collected data has been analyzed primarily using the principals of pattern-matching and explanation-building [62].

5. Case Study Findings

The case company’s strategy is to become a leading niche player in key industries by serving both large multinational companies as well as small and medium sized enterprises. Therefore, it has built a network which can deal with a small number of shipments from a large number of customers, but which can also provide tailor-made services to dedicated customer. The core service offerings of the case company consist of international freight forwarding, public storage, shared user distribution centers and dedicated logistics services. Thus, the portfolio ranges from standardized commodity type services to more complex and customer specific services, such as supply chain management or multi-site inventory management. The company states its strengths to be its extensive network, with which it can provide services to pan-European customers, and local entrepreneurship, which is enforced by the company’s decentralized structure.

Company management has pursued this strategy through organic growth and selective M&A. During the past years, M&A has been an important part of the growth strategy. Despite this, the company does not typically target specific companies. Rather, it constantly surveys a number of potential acquisition targets meeting certain requirements, and deals can be sometimes be circumstantial. The general M&A strategy is to build a complete pan-European network through acquisitions. This particularly applies to market entry in European countries where the companies is not yet present. This has led to a number of acquisitions in CEE countries during past years. The company has preferred M&A over greenfield investment in this area, because this rapidly provides the acquirer with a fixed setup and financially motivated management in the market. The company also has been interested in completing its service portfolio through M&A in countries, where it is already reasonably established. The focus has primarily been on air and sea freight activities. However, in principal the case company prefers to grow organically in market segments where it is already established in order to avoid overlaps. Outside Europe, the company has expanded solely through exclusive partnerships as its own volumes are insufficient to maintain fully-owned operations.

From all the M&A deals completed by the case company during 1999-2002, five case deals were selected for closer examination in this paper. These deals have been chosen in order to illustrate the variety of M&A types but also to profile general trends in M&A activity. Table 1 summarizes the background of each of the selected cases.

All of the acquired companies were relatively small in terms of their turnover as compared to that of the acquiring company (see Target size, Table 1). Case Alpha represents a typically market entry acquisition (cf. supplementary fit in Figure 2). The deal was motivated largely by the geographical location of the target, but also by its capabilities in air freight services. The acquired company was loosely integrated to the acquiring organization; integration consisted mainly of the transfer of financial procedures to the target (cf. [37], 1986, procedural integration). The acquirer also gave financial support to the target and redeployed some of its marketing knowledge in order to strengthen the target’s ability to serve pan-European customers. Apart from these actions, the acquired organization has remained relatively autonomous. It has gained from active support, but chiefly from the new linkage to the whole network and related services, which it can now offer to its customers. The potential related to this network position has not yet been fully realized as local customers do not yet acknowledge or require all the offerings available. This situation is likely to change as the economy develops in the local market in question. Company management describes the outcome of the deal to be extremely positive.

Deal Beta, in turn, is primarily related to the third M&A type pictured in Figure 2 (complementary fit). The deal comprised of a number of shared-user distribution facilities and related resources, which were acquired from a company, which no longer considered logistics activity to belong to its core business. The target directly filled a strategic gap in the acquirer’s service portfolio and did not create any overlaps with the acquirer’s operations; rather, it has complemented them. Due to the acquisition, the case organization is able to provide a wider array of services to a large base of its existing customers regardless of their own geographical location. The target has continued to operate autonomously, although some restructuring has been done to the acquired facilities. This is also perceived in the case company as a highly successful deal. Case Gamma can be seen as a variation of the two previously presented deals combining both geographical and service-related aims. At the time of the
deal, the case organization was already present in the national market of the target, but its presence was not extensive and its service portfolio was not complete. Therefore, the deal was driven by the prospect of gaining new customers and providing enhanced services to existing ones. As the acquirer had existing operations in the market, overlaps were integrated. When comparing the post-acquisition management actions of deals Gamma and Alpha, it should be noted that target Gamma received a lot more managerial, financial, and information systems support and knowledge redeployment from the acquirer than target Alpha did. This was largely due to organizational factors (e.g. personnel skills) rather than the M&A objectives and required post-acquisition measures.

Table 1. Cross-case Comparison of Selected M&A Deals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Alpha</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Gamma</th>
<th>Delta</th>
<th>Epsilon</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Target size</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
<td>~ 5%</td>
<td>&lt; 1%</td>
<td>~ 5%</td>
<td>1 - 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquirer's market presence</td>
<td>New</td>
<td>Existing, but limited</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Existing</td>
<td>Existing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target's service portfolio</td>
<td>Logistics services and freight forwarding</td>
<td>European shared-user logistics services</td>
<td>Logistics services and freight forwarding</td>
<td>Local transport and distribution</td>
<td>Logistics services and freight forwarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Not part of target's core business</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration</td>
<td>Independent company, but linked to the network</td>
<td>Operates more or less autonomously, but is linked to the network</td>
<td>Operations integrated with existing ones</td>
<td>Fully integrated, currently no separate locations</td>
<td>Operates more or less autonomously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some restructuring</td>
<td></td>
<td>Some restructuring</td>
<td>Some activities have been discontinued (appr. 50 %)</td>
<td>Some restructuring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target strengths to joint entity</td>
<td>Geographical market entry</td>
<td>Filled a strategic gap in the company's service portfolio</td>
<td>Good combination of logistics services, strong in air freight</td>
<td>Local distribution in a significant market</td>
<td>Specific customer relationship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strong in air freight and logistics services</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interesting geographical location</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquirer strengths to joint entity</td>
<td>Financial support</td>
<td>Int. freight forwarding network</td>
<td>Managerial, financial &amp; IS support</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some marketing &amp; logistics knowledge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outcome</td>
<td>Extremely positive</td>
<td>Extremely positive</td>
<td>Very positive</td>
<td>Medium to negative</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deals Alpha, Beta and Gamma profile the general M&A strategy of the case organization and the objectives concerning these deals have been more or less met. Deals Delta and Epsilon, on the other hand, represent rather unique deal types with more mixed outcomes. Deal Delta involved the acquisition of transport-oriented company located in an area where the case organization was already well established. The rationale was to improve the organization’s local distribution resources in a key market area, and this acquisition presented means to do so. The target was fully integrated into the acquirer, which involved substantial restructuring and divestitures of the target’s operations. Despite major post-acquisition actions, the deal has not succeeded in meeting its expectations. The restructuring process in the post-acquisition phase was mainly the responsibility of the target company management, and would have probably required more involvement from the acquirer’s management. Thus, the deal had ‘complementary’ motives, but also involved ‘identical’ features (cf. Figure 2). Finally, deal Epsilon was driven by the prospect of acquiring a certain customer account through the deal, rather than gaining certain proprietary resources of the target. Thus, post-acquisition integration was minimal. The customer relationship was successfully transferred, but subsequent development has moved these customer-specific activities away from the original target facilities to other network locations. Due to this still ongoing reorganization process, the current outcome of the deal could be described as mixed.

6. Discussion

When comparing the empirical findings to the common motives in the industry (Figure 2), it can be seen that the case company has primarily followed an M&A strategy related to complementary and supplementary fits. None of the deals were directly related to motives common in mega-mergers or cases of identical fit. This may just portray the strategy of certain medium-sized niche player in the logistics service industry, but it also may depict the
current industry trend. None of the of the deals purely represented capability M&A either, which entails the movement to new, unrelated, capability areas (cf. [53]). Deal Gamma featured similar qualities, but though the M&A brought a number of new customers to the acquirer from the target company, the received service capabilities can hardly be seen as unrelated.

During the period under examination, the geographical focus of supplementary deals had been towards CEE countries in particular, where good flows are likely to develop in the future. Outside Europe, geographical connections were formed using alliances. This supports the research results of Lemoine and Dagnæs [5] who find that the reinforcement of core markets (i.e. Europe) and capabilities is commonly done using equity-based modes such as acquisitions, while in the process of entering more unfamiliar markets and gathering new capabilities modes such alliances are preferred. In terms of complementary services, the focus had been on filling gaps in air and sea freight in certain geographical areas, but as a whole the trend has also been to develop the company’s competencies in offering different types of value added logistics services in addition to traditional freight forwarding.

In terms of M&A related value creation, industry organization theory based argumentation would seem to offer limited applicability in examining the case in question. However, general network theory and resource-based theory offer a fruitful point of view to this discussion. As can be seen from Table 1, most of the examined deals, with the exception of deal Delta, did not involve high levels of integration. Though the acquisition targets have legally become under the governance of the case organization, several of them continue to operate relatively autonomously, but at the same time benefiting from being linked to an extensive network (i.e. weak ties). Thus, the interdependencies between network members can be described as pooled, rather than as reciprocal; each adds its own tangible and intangible resources (e.g. area or service specific capabilities) to the network. Knowledge is diversified, though some generic knowledge can be transferred from the acquirer to target organizations, and joint learning and knowledge creation is not pursued systematically. Direct network externalities are visible in the revenue development of the case organization though it does not perfectly follow Metcalfe’s law. However, this revenue growth can partly be explained by economic growth during this period and although revenue has grown substantially, the development of operating profit and return on investment has been rather the opposite (see Figure 3). Despite these recent figures, network externalities may take effect in its full potential with a time delay. At the moment, customers that have been linked to the network through M&A are not using the possibilities of the network to its full extent. However, as volumes in these areas grow and customer requirements increase, network effects may become more visible.
A linkage can also be seen to resource-based theory. By adding on additional geographical locations and capabilities through M&A, the case organization has succeeded in improving customer service possibilities for its whole customer network. This has rarely involved any resource redeployment from the target to the acquiring company, and redeployment in the other direction has been typically limited to procedural integration [37] and managerial skill transfer [11]. Such findings are common in service industries (cf. [35]). The extent of these integrative actions has depended largely on organizational factors in addition to matters of strategic fit. Pablo [35] actually argues that when making integration decisions, managers will weight organizational task needs more heavily than other characteristic (e.g. strategic task needs). Thus, the need for eliminating overlaps and consequently causing organization disruption has been quite minimal. None of the examined cases portray traditional arguments related to industrial organization theory (i.e. market power and operational synergy motives and identical fit). Deal Delta had some overlapping features but neither the M&A motives nor the actual outcome supports this argumentation. Thus, the case findings argue in favor of revenue-based rather than cost-based synergies (cf. [63]).

7. Conclusions

Despite the recent downturn, M&A activity is still exceeding long-term historic levels and continues to reshape several industries. This paper has aimed at describing and explaining the development of one case company from the logistics service industry, which has grown through completing a large amount of relative small, related M&A during a short period of time. This growth has been accompanied by organic growth and the forming of horizontal alliances. Theoretical implications of the study argue that general network theory can provide a fruitful basis for examining company growth strategies, especially in industries which rely on mediating technologies, such as information or transportation sectors. In addition, the study underlines the importance of resource complementary and supplementary when examining the motives and value creation effects of contemporary M&A. Managerial implications suggest that M&A driven growth may generate a rapid increase in revenues due to e.g. direct network effects. However, this positive effect is challenging to replicate in the development of profitability due to problems in integrating overlapping resource and delays in realizing the full potential of the created network. Therefore, it would be interesting to continue research in other industries using case studies to compare the effects of similar M&A strategies in different environments. Another avenue for further research would be to examine learning effects in post-integration management through longitudinal case studies.
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